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PREFACE 
 

 
 

 
  Center for Environmental Remote Sensing (CEReS), Chiba University was 

established in 1995 for the purpose of developing remote sensing technology and its 
application to environmental science. Since then, CEReS has hosted an international 
symposium every year in a variety of fields in remote sensing(2003); vegetation (1995, 
1998), oceanography (1999), atmosphere (1998, 2001), hydrology (1997), arid land 
(1997) and cryosphere (2003). In the field of atmosphere, a symposium entitled 
“Atmospheric correction of satellite data and its application to global environment” was 
held in 1998, and another one  “Remote sensing of the atmosphere and validation of 
satellite data” in 2001. For the title of the coming symposium in 2005, we have selected 
the topic of radiation budget and related validation activities. Radiation budget is of vital 
importance in the consideration of global warming and climate. Remote sensing (RS) 
provides the capability of global-scale monitoring; in particular, the atmospheric RS has a 
considerable potential for future development. At the present stage, we still need 
intensive validation activities in order to establish the relationship between the satellite 
monitoring and true atmospheric/ground conditions. Furthermore, long-term satellite and 
ground observations will provide us with the precious data concerning the environmental 
trend. This symposium is organized to present and discuss these state-of-the-art issues in 
this fast developing field of the atmospheric RS.  

  This symposium consists of  a keynote talk, 5 oral sessions, 1 poster session and 1 
session for introducing the center projects. This covers a wide field including aerosol and 
cloud and their validation on the ground. 

  If this symposium will become useful in promoting the relating study, then it is the 
greatest pleasure as an organizer. 
 

Nobuo Takeuchi 
Symposium Chair 
Prof. of Chiba University 
Director of CEReS 
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On the Recent Progress of Atmospheric Satellite Remote Sensing and 
Radiation Budget Studies 

 
Teruyuki Nakajima (teruyuki@ccsr.u-tokyo.ac.jp) 

Center for Climate System Research, The University of Tokyo 
 
 
1. Introduction  
   In the last two decades the atmospheric satellite remote sensing and radiation budget studies have 
made a great progress partly because of the strong demand of accurate evaluation of the radiative forcing 
of anthropogenic climate change factors such as direct and indirect climate effects of man-made aerosols. 
IPCC (e.g., IPCC, 2001) has devoted a considerable effort on accessing these various radiative forcings. 
Another important key to the progress is that the modeling of atmospheric radiative transfer processes has 
become more comprehensive and accurate to describe the processes in the real earth's atmosphere. Optical 
properties of aerosols and clouds have been extensively measured and modeled in several large-scale field 
experiments of aerosols and radiation as in INDOEX (Ramanathan et al., 2001), IGAC/ACE-Asia (Hubert 
et al., 2003), Japan Science and Technology Corporation/APEX (Nakajima et al., 2003), etc. Surface 
networks, such as NASA AERONET (Holben et al., 2001), WCRP/BSRN, and JAXA SKYNET, also have 
started providing quantitative data useful for validating the satellite remote sensing and model simulation.  
   In this paper I like to discuss the recent progress in satellite remote sensing of atmosphere and 
radiation budget studies, especially those related with radaiative forcing evaluation issue. 
 
 
2. Studies on satellite remote sensing of atmosphere and radiation budget 
   A variety of satellite remote sensing techniques of atmospheric aerosols and clouds have been 
proposed in the last two decades. ADEOS-II/GLI, EOS/MODIS, ENVISAT/MERIS are new 
satellite-borne sensors to explore the utilities of information included in multi-wavelength spectral 
radiances. Radiances at wavelengths from UV to near infrared spectral regions have provided good 
information to retrieve the aerosol optical thickness, size index or Ångström exponent, and aerosol types. 
Further use of bidirectional angular information and polarization are also found to be useful to stabilize 
the inversion process such as aerosols over land area. Figure 1 shows an example of aerosol type 
classification using the four channel algorithm of Higurashi and Nakajima (2002) with MODIS radiances 
from UV to near infrared spectral region. Comparing with surface-measured values of optical thickness 
contributions from sulfate, carbonaceous, mineral dust, and sea salt aerosols, it is found that the technique 
can provide useful information about the dominant aerosol type that determines satellite-received 
radiances. Our study found that the most popular aerosol type in the East Asian region is of carbonaceous 
that absorb strongly the solar radiation in blue spectral region. The single scattering albedo (SSA) of 
aerosols from AERONET also shows a typical value about 0.9 in most areas where anthropogenic aerosols 
are dominant. 
   It is interesting to study what is the globally averaged clear sky radiative forcing of anthropogenic 
aerosols with such low SSA. Kaufman et al. (2003) derived the clear sky direct radiative forcing of 
anthropogenic aerosols as -0.46 W/m2 from MODIS global measurements of aerosols as summarized in 
Fig. 2. On the other hand, -0.70 W/m2 is our value of the clear sky direct radiative forcing of 
anthropogenic aerosols estimated by CCSR/NIES AGCM combined with SPRINTARS aerosol chemical 
transport model (Takemura et al., 2005). These values show that the anthropogenic aerosols have very 
small forcing even in the clear sky condition due to their strong absorption of solar radiation. It is also 
important to find that the direct forcing of anthropgenic aerosols in the whole sky condition is as small as 
-0.02 W/m2. This large reduction of the magnitude of forcing is a result of large positive forcing due to 
strong absorption by aerosols in cloudy regions. Since the MODIS clear sky forcing is smaller in 
magnitude than that from GCM, the real value of the radiative forcing in the whole sky condition may be 
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near zero or positive. This discussion suggests that measurements of solar radiation absorption by aerosols 
in cloud regions will be needed for better estimation of the aerosol direct forcing.  
   On the other hand, the recent evaluation of indirect forcing is still in confusion. Even with the same 
SPRINTARS model with CCSR/NIES AGCM, there have been several estimates ranging from -0.94W/m2 
to -2.4 W/m2 as summarized in Fig. 2, depending on what parameterization is adopted for conversion of 
aerosol particle number to cloud particle number (Takemura et al., 2005) and for autoconversion of cloud 
water to precipitation (Suzuki et al., 2003). A lower value of of -0.94 W/m2 is obtained when they take 
into a updraft velocity effect and a large background aerosol number (Takemura et al., 2005). A key 
parameter for the magnitude of the indirect forcing is the increase rate of number of anthropogenic 
aerosols after industrial revolution, i.e., ν= Na,present/Na,pre-industrial-1. The ν-value takes 1.3 in Takemura et al. 
(2003) and 0.3 in Takemura et al. (2005) suggesting a large uncertainty in the estimation of aerosol 
number increase after the industrial revolution. This suggests that a study of natural source aerosols is 
important for better estimation of anthropogenic aerosol forcings. 
   Satellite remote sensing techniques can also be used to estimate the aerosol indirect forcing. Nakajima 
et al. (2001) used AVHRR-retrieved aerosol and cloud optical thickness and effective radius (or Ångström 
exponent) to derive column numbers of aerosols and clouds. They found a decrease in the effective 
particle radius and an increase in the aerosol optical thickness with increasing column aerosol number. By 
assuming ν= 0.30, they found the indirect forcing over ocean as -1.3 W/m2. Sekiguchi et al. (2003) 
re-examined this analysis more carefully and found that for the forcing is similar as -1.4 W/m2. They also 
newly found that there is a cloud fraction increase with increasing aerosol number. A contradiction, 
however, is that the forcing becomes very small as -0.18 W/m2 over ocean and -0.14 W/m2 over land when 
they use POLDER-retrieved parameters. It is suggested that we need a more careful study of remote 
sensing data for evaluation of the indirect radiative forcing.  
    
3. Conclusions 
   As discussed in the previous section, the direct forcing of anthropogenic aerosols is close to zero due 
to a large absorption of solar radiation by aerosol particles. This conclusion consequently raises a 
question: how large is the surface forcing by aerosol particles. Large absorption causes a large reduction in 
the solar radiative flux reaching the earth's surface, but at the same time the evaluation of forcing becomes 
difficult. So far, our GCM simulation produces surface radiative forcing values of -1 W/m2 and -2.3 W/m2 
over ocean and land, respectively, so that there is a large diabatic forcing between ocean and land areas to 
drive secondary general circulation. More studies should be devoted for simultaneous measurements of 
surface radiative flux and aerosol absorption. Key parameters to be studied for better understanding of the 
radiative budget in cloudy regions are the single scattering albedo of aerosols and also the CCN ability of 
aerosols. Especially water activity of carbonaceous aerosols and size distribution should be studied more 
intensively. Considerable efforts are now being planned in a new project of UNEP/Atmospheric Brown 
Cloud (ABC) for comprehensive understanding the aerosol effects to climate, agriculture, and public 
health (Ramanathan et al., 2003).  
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Fig. 1. Satellite classification of aerosol chemical properties by the four channel algorithm of Higurashi 
and Nakajima (2002) applied to a East Asian region. The panel (a) shows a comparison of aerosol optical 
thickness contributions of sulfate (green), carbonaceous (yellow), mineral dust (red), and sea-salt (blue) 
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compositions as estimated by the satellite remote sensing (Sat.) and surface chemical measurements 
(Grnd.) at Fukue-jima Island and Amami-Oshima Island on 3 April 2003. RGB composite (b), aerosol 
types (c), and optical thickness (d) are also shown.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Radiative forcing of anthropogenic greenhouse gases and aerosols since 1850 as estimated by IPCC 
(2001), Takemura et al. (2002; 2003; 2005); Kaufman et al. (2003); Nozawa et al. (2001); Nakajima et al. 
(2001); Sekiguchi et al. (2003). ν �� the inrease rate of aerosol number since 1850. 
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Abstract. Two decades-long global surface radiative flux products, ISCCP-FD and GEWEX/SRB, have been 
characterized and their 85-89 annual means are compared. Although their global-mean values agree quite well, 
their regional differences are larger, reflecting differences in their input datasets and radiative transfer treatments, 
mainly for surface albedo, aerosols and clouds for SW and temperature/humidity profiles and surface skin 
temperature for LW, respectively. Studying and resolving these differences are necessary to further improve 
surface radiation budget estimates so that the long-term climate trend may be derived in the future. 
 
Key Words: Surface radiation budget (SRB), ISCCP-FD, GEWEX/SRB, radiative transfer model.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Radiation is the primary forcing that drives the weather and climate within the Earth-
atmosphere system. Since Simpson (1929), estimating Earth’s radiation budget has long been 
pursued. But it is only the advent of satellites that has made it feasible to produce global 
radiation budget at top of the atmosphere (TOA) and various datasets measuring the physical 
properties of the atmosphere, clouds and surface that can be put into a radiative transfer 
model to calculate the radiation budget at the surface (SRF), TOA, and in the atmosphere 
(ATM). Such calculations are also essential for numerical modeling of the weather and 
climate. In the past two decades or so, numerous authors have produced satellite-based 
radiative flux datasets at TOA/SRF; but only recently have there appeared global, decades-
long radiative flux datasets produced using more sophisticated radiative transfer models and 
improved input datasets. Among them are the two flux products from ISCCP-FD 
(International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project Flux product using the ISCCP D-series 
data) and GEWEX/SRB (Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment Surface Radiation 
Budget project).   
 
2. ISCCP-FD PRODUCT 
 ISCCP-FD is a self-consistent and integrated radiative flux profile (PRF) product. It 
contains radiative flux profiles defined by fluxes at five levels: SRF, 680 mb, 440 mb, 100 
mb and TOA, and the input atmospheric and surface physical quantities used to calculate 
them. All of this information is collected into four datasets: FD-TOA, FD-SRF, FD-PRF and 
FD-INP, where FD-INP is a complete input dataset with virtually all the parameters used in 
the flux calculation. There is also an additional fifth monthly-mean FD-PRF dataset. Table 1 
shows the definition of the five datasets of the ISCCP-FD product. 

The FD product has complete global coverage with a spatial resolution of 280 km and 
time interval of 3-hour and monthly. At the time of writing, it covers a time period from July 
1983 to June 2001 but will soon be extended to 2004. 
  The version of the radiative transfer model used in the flux calculation is 2001 NASA 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) model. The most important characteristics of the 
                                                 
♣ Extended abstract presented at CEReS International Symposium on Radiation Budget and Atmospheric 
Parameters Studied by Satellite and Ground Observation Data Toward the Understanding of Long Term Trend 
in Asia, February 17 (Thur.) & 18 (Fri.), 2005, Chiba, Japan. 
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Table 1. Five Datasets of the ISCCP-FD Product 
 Dataset Name Definition 

A FD-TOA All the radiative flux components at TOAa 
B FD-SRF All the radiative flux components at SRFa 
C FD-PRF All the radiative flux components for PRF (TOA and SRF, inclusive) a 
D FD-INP Complete input variables used in flux calculation 
E FD-MPF Radiatively linearly averaged monthly-mean FD-PRF 

aIncluding summary of the most important input variables for it. 
  
new GISS model are: (1) higher spectral resolution employing 15 non-contiguous correlated 
k-intervals to model overlapping cloud-aerosol and gaseous absorption for the shortwave 
(SW) (nominally 0.2-5.0 :m) with UVA and UVB treatment incorporated; (2) 33 non-
contiguous correlated k-intervals for the longwave (LW) (nominally 5.0-200.0 :m, including 
one for a “window” wavelength: 11.1-11.3 :m) to match line-by-line fluxes to within 1 Wm!2 
and provide a significant improvement for upper stratospheric cooling rates due to water 
vapor over the old 1983 GISS model [Oinas et al., 2001]; (3) improved surface visible albedo 
(0.2-0.7 :m) values and a more precise 5-band near-infrared (NIR: 0.7-5.0 :m) albedo 
representation for 11 “vegetation” type; (4) more comprehensive set of atmospheric gaseous 
absorbers and aerosols with realistic spatio-temporal variations; (5) explicit treatments of 
non-spherical ice cloud microphysics and cloud macro-inhomogeneity; (6) realistic non-unit 
spectral emissivities for surface and cloud LW emission.   

With the model, the 5-level downwelling and upwelling SW and LW radiative flux 
profiles are calculated using the following datasets to specify the properties of the Earth's 
atmosphere and surface: ISCCP-D1 (Rossow and Schiffer, 1999) cloud dataset with a 
statistical cloud vertical structure (CVS) model, the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder 
(TOVS) temperature/humidity profile products, the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer 
(TOMS) ozone products, a climatology of near-surface air temperature (and surface skin 
temperature) diurnal cycle constructed from NOAA National Weather Service National 
Meteorological Center (NMC) surface weather reports and the first NCEP reanalysis, a 
climatology of cloud particle sizes from Han et al. (1994), and a climatology of stratospheric 
and upper tropospheric water vapor and stratospheric aerosols from Stratospheric Aerosol 
and Gas Experiment II (SAGE-II), a climatology of tropospheric aerosols used in the current 
NASA GISS climate model. 

The complete description of the model, input data, and the sensitivity-study/validation 
results for FD product may be referred to Zhang et al. (2004). The information to obtain the 
datasets can be found at the ISCCP website (http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/projects/flux.html), 
  
3. ISCCP FD-SRF DATASET  
 As the bottom boundary part of the integrated FD flux profiles, the FD-SRF dataset 
has all the characteristics described above. In Zhang et al. (2004), we have repeated virtually 
all the validation studies for FD-SRF that were done for FD’s precursor FC (C for ISCCP C-
series data, the precursor of D-series) (Zhang et al., 1995). Overall, FD decreases 
uncertainties about 5 Wm!2 over FC. In addition, we have validated FD using new and more 
accurate ground ‘truth’ from the Baseline Surface Radiation Network (BSRN). The BSRN 
started operations in 1992 with 9 stations and has 35 sites currently. The original target 
accuracies for BSRN were ±10 Wm!2 for downwelling SRF SW (S9s) and ±20 Wm!2 for 
downwelling SRF LW (L9s). But significant improvements in procedures, instrument 
calibration and knowledge have led to estimated accuracies of  ±5 Wm!2 for S9s and ±10 
Wm!2 for L9s (Ohmura et al., 1998). The comparisons of monthly, regional mean values from 
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FD with BSRN values suggests that we have been able to reduce the overall uncertainties to 
10-15 W/m2 at SRF from 20-25 W/m2 for FC (Zhang et al., 2004). 
 Table 2a summarizes the statistics of the comparison of all the available and matched, 
monthly mean FD and BSRN values, totaling 1970 and 1831 data points for S9s and L9s, 
respectively. For S9s, the mean (rms) difference (FD ! BSRN) is 2.0 (18.5) Wm!2 and the 
correlation coefficient between the two sets is 0.98. For L9s, these statistics are 2.2 (19.0) 
Wm!2 and 0.97, respectively. Tables 2b and 2c show the same comparison statistics but for 
seven separate latitudinal zones. For the SW, most zones exhibit differences # 10 Wm!2; the 
largest mean differences appear in the tropical zone (21.3 Wm!2), where biomass burning 
aerosol effects have not been (completely) accounted for in our calculations, and at southern 
high latitudes (-20.0 Wm!2), where the sample size at the surface is very small (23). The 
largest rms differences appear in the southern and northern polar regions (20.6 and 21.8 Wm!2, 
respectively) with the rest of the zones exhibiting values # 16 Wm!2. The correlation 
coefficients in all zones are above 0.97 except in the tropical zone (0.89). For the LW, all the 
zones have mean differences # 10 Wm!2, except at southern high latitudes (18.8 Wm!2) where 
the sample size is very small. Generally, the LW flux rms differences are slightly larger than 
for the SW and the correlation coefficients are lower, but still ∃ 0.81, except again at southern 
high latitudes. 
 

Table 2a. SRF Downwelling SW and LW Fluxes for all FD-SRF and BSRN data♦ 

Quantity   FD  BRSN  mean 
difference

Stdv   corr 
coefficient

  Slope intercept Norm 
dev 

sample 
# 

  S9s  168.20 166.19   2.017  18.491  0.9825    0.96     3.90   13.07    1970 
  L9s  302.23 300.01   2.219  19.042  0.9706    1.05  -17.40   12.89    1831 
 
Table 2b. SRF Downwelling SW from FD-SRF and BSRN Separated into Latitudinal Zones♦ 

Lat. Zone  FD  BRSN  mean 
difference

Stdv   corr 
coefficient

  Slope intercept  Norm 
dev 

sample 
 # 

90Ε S 6 65Ε S  114.23 122.36  -8.133  20.599  0.9907    1.05     2.31   13.38    302 
65Ε S 6 35Ε S 145.18 165.15 -19.972  15.370  0.9822    1.03   15.08   10.53     23 
35Ε S 6 15Ε S  217.11 219.53  -2.412  11.728  0.9847    1.00     2.32     8.29    144 
15Ε S 6 15Ε N   247.72 226.40  21.318  13.963  0.8928    0.95   -9.03   10.07    218 
15Ε N 6 35Ε N  210.87 200.61  10.262  16.092  0.9742    0.97   -4.65   11.45    243 
35Ε N 6 65Ε N  168.34 168.23    0.116  14.180  0.9847    0.95    7.96     9.88    819 
65Ε N 6 90Ε N    86.64   86.63    0.005  21.798  0.9724    0.97    3.01   15.51    221 
 

Table 2c. SRF Downwelling LW between Latitudinal-zonal FD-SRF and BSRN♦ 

Lat. Zone  FD  BRSN  mean 
difference

Stdv   corr 
coefficient

  Slope intercept  Norm 
dev 

sample
 # 

90Ε S 6 65Ε S  194.11 184.12   9.994  19.127  0.9478    1.14  -36.49   11.90    276 
65Ε S 6 35Ε S 316.67 297.85  18.820  17.132  0.2916    0.60 107.75   14.40     23 
35Ε S 6 15Ε S  357.99 360.82  -2.828  22.663  0.8122    1.09  -30.75   15.18    141 
15Ε S 6 15Ε N   414.65 415.33  -0.680   8.797  0.8094    0.80   84.20     6.49    136 
15Ε N 6 35Ε N  360.45 356.36   4.096  19.956  0.8634    1.00   -4.25   14.11    237 
35Ε N 6 65Ε N  305.72 307.05  -1.327  17.688  0.9209    0.98    7.50   12.62    814 
65Ε N 6 90Ε N  251.83 244.61   7.217  20.080  0.9293    1.33 -91.49   10.18    204 
♦Regression statistics are from a linear least squares fit to the scatter of points, X/Y for FD-SRF/BSRN. All 
values are in Wm!2, except the correlation coefficients and slopes, which are unitless. “Norm Dev” is the rms 
distance of all the points from the regression line. 
 
4. GEWEX SRB DATASET 
 GEWEX-SRB (Release 2) dataset is also a global, long-term set with a higher spatial 
resolution of 1º X 1º at  3-hour temporal interval. It covers a time period of 12 years (July 
1983 - October 1995) (Stackhouse et al., 2001, 2004) but will soon be extended to 2004. Its 
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radiative transfer algorithms are from Pinker and Laszlo (1992) and Fu et al. (1997) for 
broadband SW (0.2-4.0 :m) and LW (4.5-∞ :m), respectively. Among the input datasets, 
cloud information is from ISCCP-DX (Rossow et al., 1996), the atmospheric 
temperature/humidity profiles are from the Goddard Earth Observing System (version1, 
GEOS-1) reanalysis, surface skin temperature is from GEOS-1 (originally from Reynolds, 
1988) over oceans and land with more than 50% cloud cover and from ISCCP for land with 
less than 50% cloud cover and snow/ice covered surfaces. Ozone data is from TOMS 
integrated with TOVS when needed. The surface albedo is obtained from Pinker/Laszlo 
algorithm (Pinker and Laszlo, 1992) and the emissivity map is adapted from the CERES-
SARB surface emissivity map (Wilbur et al., 1999).  A background aerosol is assumed based 
upon surface type in the Pinker/Laszlo model adapted from the WCP-55 (1983) aerosol types. 
The effective optical depths are scaled in the algorithm to account for differences between 
composite clear-sky and observed clear radiances. The monthly averaged mean (RMS) 
difference of GEWEX SRB compared against all BSRN site measurements from 1992 – 1995 
is -3.4 (23) Wm-2 for SW fluxes and –5.2 (15.5) Wm-2 for LW fluxes, respectively. That 
exclusion of polar sites reduces SW monthly mean (rms) difference to –0.2 (18.5) Wm-2 
indicates a need for further study in the polar regions (Stackhouse, et al., 2004). 
 
5. SURFACE FLUX COMPARISON BETWEEN FD-SRF AND SRB 
 Table 3 shows statistical results from the comparison between FD-SRF and SRB for 
global averages of all the primary and derived surface flux components based on 5-year (85-
89) annual means (with SRB map regridded to ISCCP’s standard 280-km equal-area map).     
 

Table 3. Comparison of Global Mean for 85-89 Annual Mean between FD-SRF and SRB † 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
†In addition to the symbols/acronyms similar to those in Table 2 (X/Y for FD/SRB now), CLR=clear-sky,   
 CFC=cloud flux change  (“cloud forcing”), ALB=albedo,  N=net, and ↑ is for those upwelling fluxes.  
 
 Generally speaking, the two’s agree reasonably well: for all the primary flux 
components (i.e., S↓s, S↑s, L↓s and L↑s and their clear-sky counterparts, see footnotes in 
Table 3 for symbol definitions), their mean differences are < 4 Wm-2 (except CLR-L↓s) with 
rms < 12 Wm-2, and their spatial correlation coefficients are > 0.95.  

However, regional differences are evident and there seem to be some systematic 
patterns associated with specific meteorological, cloud and aerosol conditions in some 
regions. Figure 1 shows global difference maps of S↓s, S↑s, CLR-S↓s and CLR-S↑s, 
respectively. The three big yellow circular patterns in CLR-S↑s map are obviously related to 
view angle of individual geostationary satellites, primarily from the surface albedo retrieval 

 
Quantity FD SRB mean diff. STDV. Cor.Coef. SLOPE Intercept norm dev Cell # 

S↓s    189.2   186.9  2.34    10.50 0.9832     1.007     -3.69  7.39     6596 
S↑s     24.0    21.8  2.21     7.01 0.9542     0.812      2.30  4.38     6596 

ALBs     15.0    13.9  1.13     3.47 0.9846     0.876      0.74  2.04     6596 
CLR-S↓s    248.3   244.3  3.98    11.76 0.9766     0.990     -1.39  8.35     6596 
CLR-S↑s     29.8    28.6  1.22     7.96 0.9571     0.826      3.96  5.04     6596 

CLR-ALBs     14.3    14.1  0.25     3.15 0.9843     0.907      1.07  2.03     6596 
NSs    165.2   165.1  0.13     9.91 0.9876     0.976      3.86  7.01     6596 

CLR-NSs    218.5   215.7  2.76    13.12 0.9821     0.964      5.17  9.27     6596 
L↓s    344.7   343.2  1.49    10.16 0.9894     1.035    -13.69  6.88     6596 
L↑s    395.6   393.7  1.90    11.15 0.9889     0.980      6.19  7.89     6596 

CLR-L↓s    313.6   306.2  7.43    11.30 0.9888     1.002     -8.16  7.98     6596 
CLR-L↑s    394.1   393.2  0.96    11.26 0.9888     0.973      9.81  7.94     6596 

NLs    -50.9   -50.5 -0.40    13.04 0.7878     0.733    -13.17  9.53     6596 
CLR-NLs    -80.5   -87.0  6.48    13.38 0.7230     0.823    -20.73 10.08     6596 

Ns    114.3   114.6 -0.28    16.48 0.9612     1.041     -4.42 11.31     6596 
CLR-Ns    137.9   128.7  9.24    19.93 0.9623     0.987     -7.42 14.17     6596 

CFC-NSs    -53.3   -50.6 -2.63     6.55 0.9544     0.942     -0.45  4.68     6596 
CFC-NLs     29.6    36.5 -6.88     3.95 0.9515     0.929      8.98  2.82     6596 
CFC-Ns    -23.7   -14.2 -9.51     7.56 0.9356     0.902      7.19  5.39     6596 
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method of SRB. Comparing CLR-S↓s and CLR-S↑s maps shows FD has lower surface albedo 
than SRB in most of the northern part of South America and the southern part of Africa. In 
the polar regions, FD has generally higher surface albedo than SRB. There is an area in

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 85-89 annual-mean global difference (FD-
SRF minus SRB) maps, from top to bottom: S↓s, 
S↑s, CLR-S↓s and CLR-S↑s, respectively, with 
global statistics (of regional difference) in the titles. 
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Fig. 2. 85-89 annual-mean global difference (FD-
SRF minus SRB) maps, from top to bottom: L↓s, 
L↑s, CLR-L↓s and CLR-L↑s, respectively, with 
global statistics (of regional difference) in the titles.

central China where FD has up to > 40 Wm-2 higher SW than SRB (for both CLR-S↓s and 
CLR-S↑s). This is because FD’s aerosols are much less than SRB in that area, where FD’s 
absorbed atmospheric SW is up to 30 Wm-2 less than SRB (not shown). In the top panel (S↓s) 
of Fig. 1, there are several oceanic areas (two in the eastern Pacific, two in the eastern 
Atlantic, and one in the northwestern Pacific) where FD is as much as 18 Wm-2 less than SRB, 
likely caused by two different treatments of clouds: although both data products draw their 
cloud-related information from ISCCP, the FD product uses all of the cloud properties 
reported by ISCCP whereas SRB uses only cloud cover and visible reflectance. Figure 2 
shows the LW counterparts of Fig. 1. The first and third panels (L↓s and CLR-L↓s) suggest 
that there are some fundamental differences (with a global mean difference > 7 Wm-2 for 
CLR-L↓s) in the input temperature/humidity profiles from TOVS and GEOS-1 that the most 
of the larger differences of FD’s values in west coast areas in eastern Pacific and Atlantic 
oceans and the belt from northern Africa to mid-east areas but a reverse difference in central-
western China. Such large systematic differences need further study. The upwelling LW 
(panels 2 and 4 in Fig. 2) differences are primarily caused by different input surface skin 
temperature data sets: for ocean area and land areas with > 50% cloud cover, it reflects the 
differences between ISCCP and Reynolds, and for the rest land areas, it reflects FD’s diurnal 
adjustment (Zhang et al., 2004) that makes its surface skin temperature different from the 
original ISCCP’s. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 Two decades-long global surface radaitive flux data products are introduced and their 
85-89 annual means are compared. Although their global mean values agree reasonably well, 
there are regional differences that require further investigation. The main comparable causes 
are likely the two’s different input datasets and treatments for surface albedo, aerosols and 
clouds for SW, and temperature/humidity profiles and surface skin temperature for LW. 
Nevertheless, the overall agreement of these two products, to within 10-20 Wm-2, indicates 
that they both can be usefully applied to study the factors controlling the weather-scale 
variations of surface fluxes. Resolution of some of the differences will allow these data 
products to be used to study interannual variations as well.   
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A Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) originally developed for NOAA/AVHRR is applied to GMS-5/VISSR 

data in combination with meteorological information. Land surface temperature obtained from GMS data are 

input to SEBS to estimate hourly regional distribution of land surface heat fluxes over the Tibetan Plateau. In 

SEBS, latent heat flux is obtained as the residual of the energy budget. Estimated fluxes are validated by 

corresponding field observations measured by sonic anemometer-thermometer with using the eddy correlation 

methodology at Amdo. Diurnal cycle of estimated fluxes is in good agreement with the field measurement. For 

example, diurnal range of estimated sensible heat flux decreases from June to August, which reflects the change 

of surface characteristics from dry to wet due to frequent precipitation in the summer monsoon. Over the Tibetan 

Plateau, the diurnal range of land surface temperature is as large as the annual range, so that the resultant 

sensible heat flux has large diurnal variation. Hence, the hourly estimation with GMS data may contribute better 

understanding of land surface-atmosphere interaction of this important area. 

Key Words: land surface energy flux, surface energy balance, Tibetan Plateau, GMS. 

 

1. Introduction 

The Tibetan Plateau has been thought to play an important role in the progress of the Asian 

summer monsoon through thermal effects on the surrounding mid-troposphere. In order to 

understand the role of the Tibetan Plateau as an elevated heat source in this region, intensive 

meteorological observations were conducted in the Global Energy and Water Cycle 

Experiment (GEWEX) Asian Monsoon Experiment (GAME) Tibet project. During 

GAME/Tibet, surface sensible and latent heat fluxes were measured at a set of sites together 

with monitoring of relevant surface parameters. Using the data obtained in these experiments, 

the land surface interaction was observed experimentally at these sites, it only represents flux 

over a patch scale around the measurement sites. Patch-scale knowledge needs to be 

integrated with a regional-scale understanding of the plateau. Remote sensing from satellites 
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offers the possibility to derive regional distributions of land surface energy fluxes in 

combination with sparsely distributed set of field experiment stations. Ma (2003) estimated 

the distributions of land surface variables over the GAME/Tibet enhanced observation area by 

combining NOAA/AVHRR data with field observations. According to Tanaka et al. (2001), 

however, strong diurnal variations are one of the outstanding features of the plateau surface, 

which cannot be detected in the data of polar-orbiting satellites. In this study, a method for the 

land surface energy fluxes from geostationary satellite data is presented. The retrieval 

algorithm SEBS (Surface Energy Balance System) used for NOAA/AVHRR data (Su, 2002) 

is applied to GMS/VISSR data. 

 

2. Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) 

The net radiation flux nR  is estimated as 

( ) 4
sfcsfcLSn 1  T R R R air −+−= ↓↓                      (1) 

where ↓
SR  is the downward shortwave radiation which is a function of the solar constant, 

atmospheric transmittance at the location and time.   is surface albedo, air  and sfc  are 

the emissivity of the air and the surface, respectively. ↓
LR  is downward longwave radiation  

parameterized by atmospheric temperature,   is Stephan-Boltzmann constant and sfcT  is 

land surface temperature. The soil heat flux 0G  is estimated by net radiation as 

( )( )[ ]csccn0 ΓΓ1Γ −−+= fRG                        (2) 

where sΓ  and cΓ  are the ratios between 0G  and nR  for bare soil and fully covered 

vegetation surface, respectively. The fractional vegetation cover cf  is determined by NDVI . 

In order to derive the sensible heat flux H , use is made of the similarity theory. Over a 

complex landscape there is a height, the blending height, where the distinct impacts of the 

underlying surfaces diminish. At the blending height z , wind speed u  and air temperature 

airT  satisfy the general conditions given by Monin-Obukhov’s similarity theory. They are 

described as 
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where 40.k =  is von Karman’s constant,   is air density, pC  is specific heat constant, 
∗u  is the friction velocity, 0d  is the zero plane displacement height, 0mz  and 0hz  are the 

roughness heights for momentum and heat transfer, mΨ  and hΨ  are the stability correction 
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functions for momentum and sensible heat transfer, respectively. L  Is the Monin-Obukhov 

stability length defined as 

kgH
uT C

L
∗

= airp                                   (5) 

where g  is the acceleration due to gravity. Derivation of the sensible heat flux H  using 

Eqns. (3–5) requires only the wind speed u  and temperature airT  at the blending height z  

as well as the surface temperature airT . The latent heat flux  E  is derived as the residual of 

the energy budget theorem for the land surface, i.e. 

 EHGR ++= 0n .                            (6) 

 

3. Data 

Land surface temperature sfcT  is one of the most important parameter in diurnal flux 

retrieval. According to Oku and Ishikawa (2004), hourly sfcT  is estimated by using infrared 

split-window technique from GMS-5/VISSR data. Other surface parameters, such as albedo 

  and emissivity sfc , do not vary in inter-diurnal scale severely, but change seasonal scale. 

These are estimated from visible reflectance measured in NOAA-14/AVHRR channels 1 and 

2, as 1 month mean. All available GMS and NOAA images from May 1998 to April 1999 are 

prepared to estimate flux distribution over the Tibetan Plateau. 

However, neither GMS nor NOAA data could derive wind speed u  and air temperature airT  

at the blending height z , ECMWF 40 years re-analysis data (ERA40) is used. To assess the 

reality of ERA40 data, u  and airT  are compared with independent data sets of sonde 

observations at Amdo (32.24N, 91.63E, 4,700mASL). At the 500hPa level, it corresponds to 

nearly 1,000mAGL at Amdo, root mean square error (RMSE) between ERA40 and sonde data 

of airT  and u  are 1.29K and 3.44m/s, respectively. These RMSEs have a possibility to 

induce several-ten W/m2 error in daytime and several W/m2 in nighttime in sensible heat flux 

retrieval. Study area is defined as the area higher than 4,000m ASL. The data in grid format 

over longitude and latitude having a resolution of 0.1 degree are interpolated from original 

image data that are archived in line-pixel format. 

Surface energy fluxes measured at Amdo during GAME/Tibet intensive observation period 

are used as ground truth for verification fluxes estimated by presented algorithm. The net 

radiation flux is obtained using data from the 4-component radiation system. The soil heat 

flux is computed from a thermal conductivity equation with using soil temperature and 

moisture profiles (Tanaka et al., 2003). The sensible heat flux is calculated form turbulence 
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data measured by sonic anemo-thermometer with using eddy correlation method. A problem 

is identified in the latent heat flux data calculated by eddy correlation method, attributed to 

the performance of the infrared hygrometer, the latent heat flux is derived as the residual of 

the energy budget theorem for the land surface as described in Eq. (6) 

 

Fig. 1: A scatter diagram of surface energy fluxes observed at Amdo (horizontal axis) and fluxes 
estimated by SEBS (vertical axis). Upper left panel is net radiation Rn, upper right is soil heat flux 
G0, lower left is sensible heat flux H and lower right is latent heat flux lE. 
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4. Validation and Remarks 

Surface energy fluxes retrieved by presented algorithm are compared with corresponding 

ground truth at Amdo, as is shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1. High correlation coefficient implies 

diurnal cycles of retrieved flux are a good match to observed values. Overestimation in net 

radiation seems to be attributed to the difference in the spatial resolution between GMS 

images and ground based observations. The pixel size of GMS images is about 50km2 at 

Amdo, since GMS views the plateau from geostationary orbit at 140E. Surface measurements 

are not always representative of the typical value over a GMS pixel, particularly in that 

subpixel-scaled cloud formations affect the surface measurement would be missed by GMS. 

Estimated soil heat fluxes exhibit considerable RMSE with respect to observed value. This 

can be partially explained that Eq. (2) does not take account for soil moisture conditions. Wet 

condition in ground soil makes thermal conductance large. This process might be needed to 

include soil heat flux retrieval. 

Table. 1: Statistics of measured versus retrieved surface energy fluxes at Amdo. R is correlation 
coefficient, RMSE is root mean square error in W/m2 and N is number of data used. Rn is net 
radiation, G0 is soil heat flux, H is sensible heat flux, and lE is latent heat flux. 
 

 Rn G0 H lE 
R 0.9645 0.8228 0.8866 0.8999 

RMSE 67.45 46.63 52.78 88.43 

N 6477 5588 945 743 
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Fig. 2 displays seasonal variation of retrieved fluxes. The sensible heat flux decreases and the 

latent heat flux increases from June to July. This remarkable change can be seen in observed 

fluxes, because the plateau surface becomes wet due to daily precipitation as the monsoon 

progress. Fig.3 shows spatial distributions of retrieved fluxes. The greatest advantage of GMS 

is that observations of the earth are made from a stationary position which meteorological 

phenomena can be monitored continuously, making the analysis intra-diurnal variations over 

large scale possible. 
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Abstract 
Top cloud reflected solar radiance measurements directly recorded by satellites at various spectral bands and 
observation conditions are used to understand clouds’ optical and physical characteristics. The magnitude of these 
radiance measurements modulates the energy balance of the Earth through absorption and scattering. The accuracy 
of the data obtained highly depends on the sensitivity of the recording sensors. The Visible and thermal infrared 
channels are mainly employed to extract, through various inversion techniques, cloud microphysical parameters such 
as the brightness temperature, optical depth, effective radius, top cloud temperature etc. This study examines 
reflectance and optical depth retrievals derived from cloud radiative measurement data collected by the SVISSR 
(Stretched Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer) and the MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer) sensors onboard the geostationary satellite (GMS-5) and the polar-orbiting satellite (Terra) 
respectively. MODIS cloud optical depth as well as reflectance appears systematically higher than the SVISSR 
corresponding data. And, the largest differences are mostly seen in thick cloud areas. To understand these 
discrepancies, a cloud classification based on the split-window method, has been conducted and, the influence of 
various parameters on the measurements and retrievals among which, dimensional radiative effects (asymmetry of 
the clouds) and the sun-earth-satellite viewing geometry are examined. 
 
Key Words: MODIS, SVISSR, cloud optical depth, reflectance 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Retrieval of cloud properties from passive remote sensing has extensively relied on satellite data. 
The cloud characteristics therefore retrieved from radiance measurements are mainly the clear or 
cloudy scenes distribution, the cloud fraction, reflectance and emissivity, liquid water content, 
phase (water or ice clouds), optical depth, effective radius, top cloud temperature etc. Various 
factors such as the solar altitude, the view angle geometry and the cloud inhomogeneity influence 
the accuracy of the cloud properties measurements. The degree to which satellite measurements 
are influenced by cloud inhomogeneities depends on the spatial resolution of the instrument, the 
sun-earth-satellite viewing geometry, and whether the observations are analyzed at the local pixel 
scale or over larger regions by averaging pixel-level values (Loeb and Coakley, 1998). 
 
Various cloud detection methods have been adopted among which the maximum temperature 
(retaining of the highest temperature of a given area), the infrared variability, the two-wavelength 
infrared (split-window method), the two-wavelength visible-infrared (using reflected sunlight to 
detect clouds). 
 
The GMS-5 satellite, launched in 1995 into a geostationary orbit above 0o N, 140oE, carries a 
Stretched Visible and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (SVISSR) with four channels, one in the 
visible part of the spectrum (0.5 – 0.75 µm) and two in the infrared (10.5 - 11.5 µm and 11.5 – 
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12.5 µm) then one water vapor channel (6.5 – 7.0 µm). The ground resolution at the subsatellite 
point is 1.25 km in the visible channel and 5 Km in the infrared. It is not possible to derive cloud 
particle size with the SVISSR sensor due to the non-existence of the 3.9 µm channel (therefore, 
for optical parameters’ retrievals, a fixed value of 10 µm was used as effective radius). The 
satellite however has a good time resolution with scanning intervals at least every hour. The 
SVISSR instrument noise is around 0.5 K (MSC, 1997).  
 
MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) sensor onboard The Terra polar 
orbiting satellite is a 36-band spectrometer (ranging from 0.41 to 14.38 µm) providing a global 
data set every 1-2 days with a 16-day repeat cycle. The spatial resolution of MODIS (pixel size at 
nadir) is 250m for channels 1 and 2 (0.6 µm - 0.9 µm), 500m for channels 3 to 7 (0.4 µm - 2.1 
µm) and 1000 m for channels 8 to 36 (0.4 µm - 14.4 µm), respectively. The sensitivity at the 
11µm channel permits the detection of temperature differences as small as 0.01 K and the noise 
equivalent temperature difference is about 0.05 K. Because of this thermal detection capacity, 
adjacent pixels from MODIS data show higher variability than those from SVISSR data.  
 
In the present study, we would like to examine cloud mocrophysical parameters retrievals derived 
from cloud radiative measurements collected by the SVISSR and the MODIS sensors. Then 
investigations will be conducted on the effects that the random geometry of the clouds would 
have on the accuracy of the cloud reflected radiation. Beyond the comparison of satellite data, 
this study was motivated by the search of reasonable explanations and corrections of some 
important differences noticed in the optical and radiative properties retrievals and, measurements 
from SVISSR and MODIS sensors. The area of study chosen to conduct this work is mainly 
centered on the southern part of the Sea of Japan and limited by the following geographical 
coordinates 25N - 35N latitude and 125E - 135E longitude. The SVISSR and MODIS matching 
images on this area, have time differences of 3 to 28 minutes. A grid resolution of 0.05o or 5 Km 
pixel’s length is used for data processing. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY AND OBSERVATIONS 
 
Data from the MODIS sensor almost temporally coincident with the SVISSR images are 
analyzed. Visible and infrared channels are used to retrieve cloud microphysical properties such 
as the brightness temperature, optical depth, top cloud temperature, particle effective radius etc. 
Using the split-window technique (Brightness temperature difference at 11µm and 12 µm) on the 
SVISSR IR data, clouds were classified as cumulus, cumulo-nimbus and dense cirrus and, cirrus. 
This classification was attempted in order to understand the sensors’ sensitivity to the 
morphological structure of the clouds encountered in the region. Large discrepancies in the 
microphysical properties (reflectance, optical depth mainly) of the clouds, generally in areas of 
thick clouds were observed. The MODIS data appear systematically higher than the SVISSR data 
in such areas. The best correlation between MODIS and SVISSR data is found with the relatively 
thin mid- and low-level clouds i.e. at cloud optical depth (COD)<20. Figure 1 is the illustration of 
the frequency distribution of the differences in cloud optical properties between MODIS and 
SVISSR. The split-window classification following these observations is made to identify the 
types of clouds associated with the strongest differences in cloud properties between both sensors. 
The last part of this study is devoted to investigations on possible causes of the discrepancies 
noticed. Among the reasons generally accounted for as influential in the accuracy of cloud 
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microphysical properties: size, geometry and differentiation of cloud phases (water and ice 
clouds), differences in the resolution and spectral channels’ separation, accuracy of the 
characterization of the cloud scenes, threshold for cloud detection, calibration errors of the 
sensors, misalignment of images (geolocation problem) and time differential in the scanning of 
the sensors, solar zenith and satellite view angles, scattering patterns and cloud geometries.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Frequency histograms of the differences between the cloud optical properties obtained 
from SVISSR and MODIS 
 

3. DATA ANALYSIS 
 
As stated earlier, cloud optical properties data retrieved from MODIS appear systematically 
higher than those of SVISSR (See Figure 1). In order to understand these discrepancies, the first 
step of our work consisted in adopting a classification method permitting the differentiation of 
clouds based on their morphological structure. The method used in this study takes advantage of 
the existence of the 11µm and 12µm channels on the GMS-5/SVISSR. This method is based on 
split-window data (11µm-12µm) as suggested by Inoue et al. (1987). The cloud types identified 
are: Cirrus, dense cirrus, cumulo-nimbus and cumulus.  
 
It was observed that the largest discrepancies in the cloud properties between both sensors mostly 
occur in the vertically well-developed cumulo-nimbus/dense cirrus type of clouds.  
Most of the differences noticed in the optical properties between MODIS and SVISSR mainly 
occur in the vertically developing cloud structures represented by the cumulo-nimbus and dense 
cirrus clouds. The smallest differences are found in the cumulus type. It appears therefore that the 
morphology of the clouds may play an important role in the accurate determination of radiation 
measurements by both sensors. The second step of this work consisted in reviewing and 
evaluating the other possible causes of the optical properties differences.  Particular emphasis 
will be placed among others on the relation between the cloud surfaces and the sun radiation 
geometry. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
For the visible channels, the radiance measurements made by the SVISSR are converted into 
reflectance products; the MODIS data available for this study are calibrated geolocated radiance 
products (at 0.86µm wavelength). These MODIS radiances can be translated into reflectance by 
using the following formula:   
 

( ) ( )
F

I
R

0

0
0

,,
,,

µ
φµππ

φµµ =   

 
With =I radiance ( )112 −−− msrmW µ  

=F  Solar irradiance ( )12 −− mmW µ  
=µ  Cosine of the observer’s zenith angle  
=0µ  Cosine of solar zenith angle 

=φ  Azimuth angle relative to the solar plane  
 
In this section, observed reflectance data are discussed together with retrieved optical depths in 
order to evaluate factors likely to influence measurements and retrievals of satellite data. Among 
these factors: 
 
1) Differences in resolution and spectral channels: 
MODIS has a higher resolution (1 km at subsatellite) than SVISSR (1.25 km for visible and 5 km 
for IR). Lower accuracies expected for the SVISSR data could be most likely due the poorer 
spatial (5 km pixel against 25 pixel averages for the MODIS data) and lower digitization (8-bit 
against 10-bit for the MODIS). The higher resolution MODIS data should allow for better 
discrimination between clear and cloudy pixels than SVISSR but, as cloud thermal infrared 
brightness comparisons show relatively good matches, the resolution alone can not explain the 
differences in reflectance and optical depth noticed between both sets of data.  
 
2) Improper thresholds for cloud detection and, accuracy in the characterization of the clear 
scenes (algorithm problem): 
 Equivalent assumptions were made in the algorithms used for the retrievals of both sets of data, 
this, minimizing possible retrieval errors. Furthermore, MODIS Cloud reflectance data appear too, 
generally higher than the SVISSR derived reflectance and show a trend consistent with that of 
COD retrievals from both satellite measurements. 
 
3) Errors in calibrations:  
Though, the calibration tables for IR channels 1 and 2 have errors of ±0.2 K due to quantization 
(Tanahashi et al. 2000), a consistent error trend is not visible in either IR data or reflectance data 
from both sensors. 
 
4) Geolocation problem and Time differential in the scanning of both sensors:  
A simple comparison of the SVISSR IR channel 1 images at 02 UTC and 03 UTC shows that in 
some areas, large temperature differences (therefore cloud movements) can occur in just an hour 
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time interval separating both measurements. This suggests that some of the wide temperature 
differences between MODIS and SVISSR IR data may be much more due to the time differential 
(3 to 28 minute-difference) than to possible geolocation problems. Figure 2 shows the images of 
the SVISSR (at 02 UTC and 03 UTC) and MODIS (around 45 mn after and 15 mn before the 
SVISSR 02 UTC and 03 UTC respectively) cloud movements and the corresponding IR 
temperature cross-section at 30N, on April 2, 2001.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Cloud movements as illustrated by the optical depth images (upper) and equivalent IR 
brightness temperature at 30o N latitude (lower diagram). 
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5) Size, geometry and cloud phase (water and ice clouds): 
Due to the lack of channel 3.9 µm, cloud effective radius (reff) is not available from SVISSR; a 
constant cloud effective radius of 10 µm was used in the SVISSR retrieval of cloud 
microphysical data. The reff from MODIS retrievals vary widely from around 2 to 40 µm. This 
variation follows a unimodal distribution whose peak is generally around 10 µm. Regarding the 
cloud phases, it was noticed that the large cloud properties differences occur as much in the water 
as in the ice phase.  
 
6) Influence of the solar zenith angle: 
 The solar zenith angles from the satellite images used are generally below 35o. Analyses made so 
far, didn’t allow us to give enough evidence of the existence of cloud properties’ dependence on 
this parameter. 
 
7) Dimensional radiative effects (cloud asymmetry) and relation with satellite viewing geometry: 
The effects of finite cloud geometry have been analyzed with satellite observations mainly at 
infrared wavelengths. To understand the cloud asymmetry effect on the measurements of cloud 
properties, we’ll use a technique of detection of these radiative effects over a chosen area, as 
proposed by Varnai and Marshak (2002). The method’s basic idea is to estimate, for each basic 
pixel in the area, whether 3D effects are likely to have increased or decreased relatively to 1D 
theory, the pixel’s brightness at the visible channel. The technique assumes that the question of 
whether 3D effects enhance or reduce the brightness of a pixel depends mainly on whether the 
pixel is on a slope tilted toward (illuminated slopes) or away from the sun (shadowy slopes). An 
area of (50 Km)2 size is chosen with the goal that the area contains many pixels for statistical 
calculations but that they do not contain clouds from different cloud fields too often. Significant 
3D effects can be revealed from the average brightness difference between the brightened 
(illuminated) pixels and darkened (shadowy) pixels. The implementation of the technique follows 
the steps below: 
 
Step1: use the geolocation data to determine from which direction the sun illuminates the area of 
a pixel, and thus, which neighboring pixels are closest to the solar azimuth in front of it and 
behind it. Only cloudy pixels are examined. In our study area, the solar azimuth angle varies 
between 150 and 180o, the sun incident direction adopted will be therefore from South to North. 
 
Step2: determine whether the pixel is on an illuminated slope or shadowy slope. To detect this, 
the local gradient of brightness temperature ( g ) is calculated from the pixels in front and behind:  
 

( ) dTTg behindfront −=      
 
Where d  is the distance separating the pixels in front and behind (10 km) 
-If 0>g , the pixel is on an illuminated slope 
-If 0<g , the pixel is a shadowy slope 
 
Step 3: After all cloudy pixels in a (50 km)2 area are designated as either illuminated or shadowy 
the mean brightness (reflectance) of the illuminated ( iR ) and shadowy ( sR ) pixels is calculated. 
If the 2 mean values are close to each other, this indicates that 3D effects do not make much a 
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difference in the (50 km)2  area. If however, iR  is much larger than sR , 3D effects (asymmetry) 
are expected to be strong. 
 
Application of this technique to the data of this study shows that for the SVISSR Cloud optical 
depth and reflectance, the illuminated pixels are much more brighter than shadow pixels. This 
effect is less strong for MODIS data. This supposes that 3D effects due to the asymmetry of the 
cloud faces relative to the exposition to solar radiation influence both the cloud properties 
measurements and retrievals. High differences in cloud properties between both sensors are 
generally found when the SVISSR thermal gradient is negative i.e. the cloud face is on the 
shadow side relative to the solar radiation. This implies that the SVISSR data measurements and 
retrievals would be strongly affected and therefore lowered at the shadowy faces.   
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Comparison of MODIS and SVISSR derived cloud properties made in this study shows large 
discrepancies between the data retrievals and measurements from both sensors. Possible reasons 
of these discrepancies were discussed. It appears that time difference (in the scanning of both 
sensors) and the asymmetry effects of the clouds are the factors mostly accounted for as being at 
the origin of the differences noticed. Many more uncertainties related to the accuracy of the data 
acquired remain to be clarified. Future work would therefore consist of identifying these 
uncertainties (view angle differences and other aspects of the specific geometry of the clouds) 
and their quantification.  
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Abstract: Long-term recorded data at world-widely distributed meteorological stations provides an opportunity 

to construct historical solar radiation for studies on crop productivity, hydrology, climate change, and solar 

power-relevant designs The Ångström–Prescott model has been widely used to estimate global solar radiation 

from measured sunshine duration. However, this model has site-dependent coefficients, which have to be 

calibrated for different climate zones and elevations, because this model does not explicitly take into account 

radiative extinction processes in the atmosphere. In this study, we developed a general radiation model available 

with global data sets for turbidity and ozone from remote sensing. Its development followed the four principles 

below: (1) it keeps the simple form of Angstrom model while can explicitly and accurately deal with radiative 

extinction processes in the atmosphere; (2) model inputs are surface meteorological data (sunshine duration, air 

temperature, and relative humidity) so that the model can be applied easily; (3) under clear skies, the estimated 

solar radiation is equal to the value calculated by sophisticated spectral models; (4) at the top of atmosphere, the 

estimated solar radiation is exactly equal to the theoretical value of solar radiation. The model is calibrated with 

data in Japan, while it is successfully applied to China, Saudi Arab, and America, where have distinct climate 

zones and elevations. We expect the radiation output of this model could be used for cross-validation with 

satellite products. 

 

Key words: surface solar radiation, Ångström–Prescott model, general radiation model, turbidity data set, ozone 

data set. 

 

1. Introduction 
Solar radiation reaching the Earth drives most of physical and biological cycle in the 

Earth system. The surface solar radiation is an indispensable input for many studies on 
agriculture, hydrology, and climate change. Also, it is a crucial index in designing solar 
devices. However, direct measurements of solar radiation are still too sparse to support 
scientific and technological research. The situation is particularly true in remote areas and 
mountainous areas, where snowmelting and glacier retreat become hot topics in hydrological 
and climate change studies, due to global warming and water resources crisis. A feasible 
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approach to provide solar radiation for these studies is to estimate it from other surface 
meteorological data, such as temperature, humidity, precipitation, sunshine duration, and so 
on. They often have a long record at meteorological and hydrological stations and thus 
provide a possibility to construct historical solar radiation for relevant studies.  

There exist two major methods to estimate global solar radiation from the surface 
meteorological data. The first one is the so-called Ångström–Prescott model, which estimate 
surface solar radiation from measured bright sunshine duration. This model has been widely 
applied to agricultural meteorology and hydrology for nearly one century. However, it does 
not consider radiative extinction processes in the atmosphere, so model parameters are 
site-dependent, and have to be calibrated locally. Although a number of studies have focused 
on how to tune the parameters, but their success is still limited. The second one is so-called 
Bristow-Campbell model, which uses daily temperature (minimum and maximum) and 
precipitation records for the estimation. In general, the first method can provide better 
radiation estimation than the second one. Also, the second cannot be applied to estimate 
hourly solar radiation. 

In this study, we made efforts to develop a more general model for solar radiation 
estimation from surface meteorological variables and available global data set for turbidity 
and ozone thickness. This model follows the simple form of Ångström–Prescott approach 
while it can account for the radiative extinction processes. The input data are sunshine 
duration, air temperature, and relative humidity. The output are hourly, daily and monthly 
global solar radiation, depending on the temporal resolution of the input.  

The paper is organized as follows: First, we develop a sub-model to calculate solar 
radiation from surface air temperature and relative humidity under clear skies. Second, several 
globally covered data sets are introduced into the solar radiation model to calculate Ångström 
turbidity coefficient and ozone. Third, the global solar radiation under cloudy conditions is 
scaled by the surface solar radiation under clear skies, rather scaled by than radiation at the 
extraterrestrial level. Fourth, model parameters are tuned for estimation of hourly, daily, or 
monthly-mean daily radiation respectively, using data at 53 stations of Japan in 1995. The 
Ångström–Prescott model is calibrated by the same data sets. Finally, we apply the new 
model and Ångström–Prescott model to world-widely distributed stations. These stations have 
distinct climate from humid to dry zones and surface elevation varying from the sea-level to 
as high as near 4000 m.  
 
2. Global solar radiation model under clear sky conditions 

The global solar radiation is affected by a number of extinction processes in the 
atmosphere. They are Rayleigh scattering, aerosol extinction, ozone absorption, water vapor 
absorption and permanent gas absorption. A spectral model can be used for calculating global 
solar radiation under clear skies: 
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where 0bR (W m-2) is solar beam and 0dR  (W m-2) is solar diffuse radiation at ground level 
under clear skies. 

We then simplify the spectral model as follows 

ZIR bb cos000 τ= ,     (2.2a) 

ZIR dd cos5.0 000 τ= ,      (2.2b) 

where 

013.00 −≈ argwozb ττττττ ,     (2.3a) 

013.0)1(0 +−≈ rawgozd ττττττ      (2.3b) 
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)]ln(036.0909.0,0.1min[ mww −=τ ,     (2.3d) 

)'0117.0exp( 3139.0mg −=τ ,      (2.3e) 

)'008735.0exp( 08.4−−= rr m λτ ,     (2.3f) 

)exp( 3.1−−= aa mλβτ ,      (2.3g) 

362 '106.4'00038.0'014.0547.0 mmmr
−×+−+=λ ,   (2.3h) 

2)(00626.0)(1464.06777.0 tta mm ββλ −+= ,   (2.3i) 

])885.3296.57(15.0 /[sin1 253.1−++= hhm    (2.3j) 

0/ ' ppmm =       (2.3k) 
According to the preceding equations, 0bR  and 0dR  can be calculated given surface 

pressure p , Ångström turbidity β , precipitable water w , and ozone thickness l . 
This model was evaluated as one of the best models in calculating surface solar radiation 

under clear skies (Gueymard, 2003a, 2003b). 
For practical application, the precipitable water is calculated from relative humidity 

( rh , %) and air temperature ( aT , K): 

       ]541623.26exp[  493.0 11 −− −= aa TTrhw . 
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3. Global distribution of Angstrom turbidity coefficient and ozone 

The aerosol scattering is one of the most important radiation-damping processes. The 
Ångström turbidity coefficient, a key parameter for the scattering, generally decreases with 
respect to elevation and also decreases toward to high latitude. Ångström gives a formula to 
estimates it, but the formula can be questionable in some areas such as India and China 
because of its high variability in both space and time. 

In the new model, we introduce two data sets to calculate the turbidity. First, we follow 
Hess et al. (1998) and calculate optical depth at wavelength m 5.0 µ . The optical length is 
then converted to Ångström turbidity β . This method can provide a global cover, but its 

spatial resolution ( 00 55 × ) and temporal resolution (summer and winter) are low, so we use it 
as a background of turbidity; that is, it is used if no other data sources are available. The 
second data set is a monthly mean data provided by AVHRR. It has a higher spatial resolution 
( 00 11 × ) and temporal resolution (monthly), but no data is available beyond 70 degrees 
latitude in both hemispheres. 

The thickness of ozone is provided by a NASA global dataset with a 00 11 ×  spatial 
resolution and monthly temporal resolution. 
 
4. Framework to develop a new general model 

The traditional Ångström–Prescott model assumes that globe solar radiation can be scaled 
by the solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere. That is 

0
2 )  ( RScSbaR ++=    (4.1) 

However, the new model assumes that the globe solar radiation can be scaled by its value 
under clear skies. 

))( )1( ( 2
db RRSbaSbaR +−−++=   (4.2) 

The new model has four features: (1) it has a simple form as Ångström–Prescott model; 
(2) model inputs are surface meteorological data (sunshine duration, air temperature, and 
relative humidity) so that the model can be applied easily; (2) under clear skies, the estimated 
solar radiation is equal to the value calculated by sophisticated spectral models. (3) At the top 
of atmosphere, the estimated solar radiation is exactly equal to the theoretical value of solar 
radiation. Hereafter, it is called hybrid model. 
 
5. Model calibration 

We calibrated the two models using the data at 53 stations in Japan. The maximum 
surface elevation is less than 300 m, and the humidity is relative high. The models are 
calibrated for hourly, daily and monthly solar radiation estimation 
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6. Model validation 
We compare the two models at a number of stations by three indices: mean bias error 

(MBE), root mean square errors (RMSE), and correlation coefficient (R2). The following only 
shows the major index RMSE in USA and Saudi Arabia. 
(1) In USA. 
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Figure 1 Validation in USA. AM: Ångström–Prescott model; HM: Hybrid model. Upper panel, 

hourly data; Middle panel: daily data; Lower panel: monthly-mean daily data 
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(2) In Saudi Arabia. 
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Figure 2 Validation in Saudi Arabia. AM: Ångström–Prescott model; HM: Hybrid model. 

Upper panel, hourly data; Middle panel: daily data; Lower panel: monthly-mean daily data 
 

7. Conclusion 
We develop a new model. The new model much improved the estimation for solar 

radiation from surface meteorological data compared to the traditional Ångström–Prescott 
model. 
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Abstract : The characteristics of the cloud optical and microphysical properties obtained from 
GLI aboard the ADEOS-II satellite were shown in the presentation. The GLI-derived results 
were compared with the MODIS-derived results and got a different feature in the effective radius 
between GLI and MODIS. The investigation of the difference has just started. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

It is pointed out by the Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2001, that 
the aerosol-cloud interaction process is one of the largest uncertainties in the climate change 
studies (IPCC 2001). It emerged that aerosol in the atmosphere can influence the Earth 
radiation budget through changes in the cloud optical and microphysical properties by the two 
kinds of indirect effect of aerosol (e.g., Twomey et al. 1984; Coakley et al. 1987; Radke et al. 
1989). The first kind effect is a change in the cloud radiative properties due to cloud particle 
radius reduction by aerosols, and the second kind effect is a change in the cloud lifetime and 
precipitation efficiency. The observations and the progress in cloud and aerosol microphysical 
modeling in the climate model will contribute to improving the accuracy of future climate 
predictions.  
 
DATA ANALYSIS 

The optical and microphysical properties of the warm water and cold ice clouds were 
retrieved from the ADEOS-II (Midori-II) GLI data by use of the GLI data analysis system 

Fig. 1 Cloud effective particle radii (water cloud) in April 2003, obtained from GLI data analysis. 
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based on Nakajima and Nakajima (1995) algorithm with an enhancement of the water vapor 
correction for the global scale analysis by Kawamoto et al (2001). The GLI data were analyzed 
every four days and merged and averaged for the one-month period. The one-month mean 
results of warm water clouds in April 2003 has interesting features. The very thick cloud optical 
thickness appeared in the east coast of the North America, in the East Europe, and in the 
South-East Asia. The Atlantic Ocean and West to Middle Pacific oceans were covered by the 
moderately optically thick water clouds. The cloud effective particle radii were smaller on the 
continents and coastal areas than ocean area. The South-East Asia to the middle pacific area 
was the region of the existence of the smaller cloud effective particles.  

 
GLI AND MODIS 

The comparison between GLI products and MODIS products of warm cloud 
microphysical properties showed different features. The one-month mean of the GLI-derived 
cloud effective radii showed a single mode with a mode radius of 12 micrometers whereas the 
MODIS-derived results had bi-modes at 10 and 14 micrometers. Basically, the cloud effective 
radii are larger in MODIS than GLI especially over the open ocean area. The investigations of 
the difference are now undergoing. The possible reason for the differences can be due to the 
difference of the cloud phase algorithm and/or different wavelength of the short wave infrared 
channel, GLI (3.7 micron), MODIS (2.1 micron), that is used for the droplet size retrievals, and 
so on. On the other hand, the cloud optical thickness of GLI and MODIS showed almost the 
same values. 

 
SUMMARY 

The seven-month global observing data obtained from GLI aboard ADEOS-II satellite 
has analyzed by using data analysis system installed in JAXA. The global datasets of the cloud 
properties were released to the users since December 2003. The characteristics of the 
GLI-derived cloud properties qualitatively consist with the present scientific knowledge of the 

 

Fig.2  Histogram of the global analysis obtained from GLI (red curve) and MODIS (blue curve). Cloud optical 

thickness (Left), and cloud effective particle radius (Right) . 
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cloud statistics. However, the effective particle radius obtained from GLI and MODIS products 
showed a different feature. The investigation of the difference has just started.  
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The technological advancements achieved during the past two to three decades enabled 
considerable progress in establishing space-borne observational systems for clouds and 
associated radiation fields. Measurements are now available for worldwide studies of climate 
variations. However they are still lacking in reliable accuracies and stability for global trend 
identification. This paper concentrates on recent results obtained on clouds and their effects 
on the radiation budget. 
 
1. Introduction:   
 
The early climatologists, as early astronomers for planets, were with highest priority 
interested to obtain quantitative information on the radiation budget fields at the top and 
bottom of the atmosphere, knowing that any spatial gradients of it force redistributions of 
energy. The equator to pole gradient forces steadily related heat transports in the atmosphere 
and in the oceans. Furthermore clouds in the troposphere are not only indicators of various 
dynamical processes. They modify the transfer of radiative energy and they are source of the 
ever needed precipitation. Therefore already the first meteorological satellites, which were 
successfully launched in the period between the years 1958 to 1970, carried (in comparison to 
the present situation) relatively simple sensors to measure clouds and also the components of 
the radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere. These early measurements formed already 
the presently accepted general picture on the radiation budget of our planet (Raschke, 1972), 
which however needs now details on its variations in space and time and on their uncertainty 
limits. 
 
Since then the drastic advances in instrumental and computer technologies enabled the 
construction of more complicated instruments with enormous high data rates to be send down 
to earth and also rather detailed numerical models for the global climate system. The latter 
produce results on clouds and radiation fields for the present and even for future climate states, 
which however still do not agree with measurements of the same time period (see project 
CMIP: Bader (ed.), 2004; Potter and Cess, 2003). Future demands for improvement of climate 
and weather prediction and of the identification of regional or even (weaker) global climate 
trends call for much improved models and for more accurate and stable measured information 
(see NISTIR 2004; and recommendations of various projects of the WCRP). 
 
This paper describes briefly the present status of space-borne cloud and radiation 
measurements and provides also a possible outline for the future. 
 
2. Cloud observations from space 
 
Tropospheric clouds, due to their composition of particles, modify the short-wave solar and 
longer-wave terrestrial (infrared) radiation in such ways, that multi-spectral imaging 
measurements contrast them against the mostly darker (solar) and warmer (infrared) ground. 
When simultaneous multi-spectral observations are available as with the presently used multi-
spectral imager MODIS, this contrast allows not only to estimate the total cloud cover within 
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given areas and often also at 2 to three different altitude ranges. They also allow to estimate 
the effective optical thickness and mean effective particle size and phase (ice or water). There 
are now many attempts reported to estimate also some aerosol characteristics from satellite 
data, since aerosols affect directly and indirectly (e.g. Lohmann and Feister, 2004) the 
radiative transfer properties and also precipitation efficiency of cloud fields. 
 
The very recent operational network of polar and geostationary satellites provides – in 
conjunction with all other meteorological and climatological observations – a solid basis to 
establish longer time series which are superior to the earlier ones, which had to be based on 
relatively simple ones (one or two spectral intervals, or multi-spectral sounders with relatively 
course spatial resolution). Numerous new algorithm developments are now being discussed. 
Some allow for identification and even some characterisation of aerosols within cloud free 
areas. This information is required to identify quantitatively direct and indirect effects of 
aerosols on clouds and also on the planetary radiation budget. 
 
Two such time series, covering already time periods of about 20 years are now available. The 
data series of the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP: Rossow and 
Duenas, 2004; Zhang et al., 2004, or their website: http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov) begins during 
the year 1983. Besides of this satellite-borne information on cloud fields it also contains all 
supporting data (see Table 1 below), which are used in this retrieval algorithm, and all 
original and well calibrated radiance measurements. Thus re-analyses on the basis of more 
recent knowledge might always be possible. 
 

Variables Data set of variables 
 

Cloud Cover, Optical Thickness, Top Temperature by 
Type 
Cloud Particle Size 
Cloud Vertical Structure 
Atmospheric Temperature and Tropospheric Humidity 
Atmospheric Humidity (Upper Troposphere, Stratosphere) 
Atmospheric Composition 
Stratospheric Total Ozone 
Stratospheric Ozone Profiles 
Stratospheric Aerosols 
Tropospheric Aerosols 
Snow cover 
Sea Ice cover 
Diurnal Cycle of Air Temperature over Land  
 
Surface Skin Temperature and Visible Reflectance 
Surface Spectral Albedo and Emissivity by Type 

ISCCP satellite radiances 
 
ISCCP-based Climatology 
Combined ISCCP-Rawinsonde Climatology 
TOVS, Oort Climatology for filling 
SAGE Climatology 
Actual record from Various Sources 
TOMS, TOVS for filling 
SAGE Climatology 
SAGE 
Baseline Current-day Climatology 
NOAA product 
NSIDC product 
Climatology based on surface weather reports and  
NCEP reanalysis 
From ISCCP retrievals 
GISS GCM reconstruction by surface type and 
season 
 

  
Table 1: Variables to be used in the cloud retrieval from the ISCCP radiance data 

 
Quantity        global    ocean land 

Cloud amount [%]       67     73   71    75   57    69 

Cloud-top temperature [K]     261   261  266   264  251   256 

Cloud-top pressure [hPa]      587   607     631   631     489   547   

Cloud optical thickness/ 
Effective emittance 

        4.2 
        0.57 

     4.2 
     0.57 

      4.1 
      0.55 

Cloud water path [gm-2]          62.0      58.6      69.6 

Atmospheric water vapour [cm w.e.]          2.51      2.60       2.23 

Table 2: Global cloud properties from 5 years of ISCCP / TOVS Path-B (italic) 

 
Table 2 summarizes the major results and compares them with those derived from other – 
often concurrent measurements with operational sounders (TOVS Path-B – see e.g. Scott et 
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al., 1999; Stubenrauch et al., 1999). This sounding technique, which is performed 
primarily to obtain operationally information on the vertical temperature structure of the 
lower and middle atmosphere, allows by proper combination of concurrent measurements in 
different spectral ranges (called “colour slicing”) a sharper contrasting of higher and medium 
level clouds against the background. This time series, mostly obtained from a single satellite, 
but in no case from geostationary orbit, covers a period from 1983 to 2001. 
 
 
3. Radiation fields and cloud effects 
 
3.1 Measured at TOA 
 
Fields of the radiation budget components at TOA can be derived either from measurements 
with wide-field-of-view radiometers, which “see” the entire disc of the earth under the 
satellite, or from narrow-field-of-view radiometers. The latter enable budget analyses with a 
spatial resolution compatible with those of best global models (50 to 100 km grid length). 
Early measurements began already in 1959 onboard of always single satellites of the TIROS-, 
ESSA-, and later Nimbus- and NOAA-series (e.g. Raschke, 1972). The first multi-satellite 
system (ERBE, Earth Radiation Budget System; Barkstrom 1984) has been flown during the 
early 80th, with scanning and non-scanning radiometers. Further instrumental achievements 
enabled in particular various scanning techniques and more spectral information within the 
scope of the multi-satellite experiment CERES, where almost identical instruments are flown 
onboard of different operational and experimental satellites (Wielicki et al., 1996). A 
European development, ScaRaB (Scanner for Radiation Budget; Kandel et al., 1998), 
complemented these latter observations during shorter time periods. 
 
These latter measurements from ERBE and CERES allowed first estimates of the cloud effect 
on the net solar and net terrestrial radiation budget at TOA by proper selection of 
measurements over cloud free areas. Global annual averages of the budget components are 
summarized in Table 3. These annual global averages show, that clouds reduce the absorption 
of solar radiation but keep also more thermal longwave radiation within the climate system. 
 

 
Quantities at top of the atmosphere 
(TOA) 
 

 
Mean values 

 
For cloudless earth

 
Effect of clouds 

 
Outgoing terrestrial radiation  
Absorbed solar radiation 
Net radiation 
Albedo 

 
-234 Wm-2 
239 Wm-2 
+5 Wm-2 
30% 

 
-266 Wm-2 
288 Wm-2 
+22 Wm-2 
15% 

 
+32 Wm-2 
-49 Wm-2 
-17 Wm-2 
+15% 
 

 
Table 3: Global averages of the radiation budget components at TOA and the effects of clouds (last column) on the 
outgoing terrestrial radiation, computed from earlier ERBE data. The small positive value of the net radiation is 
considered within the error range of this analysis and should not interpreted as a heating of our planet. 
 
3.2 Computed at TOA 
 
The ISCCP data sets – see Table 1 for all complementary data – allows for direct calculations 
of up- and downward radiation fluxes between TOA and the surface for both cloudy (as given 
by the ISCCP clouds) and cloud free atmosphere. The radiation fields at TOA are not 
identical with those observed simultaneously, showing regional differences between 10 to 20 
Wm-2 for annual averages. But the general spatial patterns are quite similar showing also the 
already with early Nimbus data computed annual radiation deficits over the major terrestrial 
desert regions. 
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As an example we show here a global map of the cloud effect on the total radiation budget at 
TOA, whose numbers are differences between the net radiation at cloudy and at clear skies. 
Thus positive (negative) values mean, that the net radiation at cloudy skies is larger than at 
clear skies. The generally negative values mean, that cloudy generally reduce the net radiation 
budget, dominantly due to the reflective power for solar radiation (see Table 3). 
 

 
Fig. 1: Annual average of the effect of clouds on the net radiation budget (in Wm-2) during the period 1991 � 1995, 
computed as the difference between the net radiation at cloudy and clear skies. Over most areas clouds tend to reduce 
the net gain of radiative energy by the climate system (negative values), while over some small areas with high and 
persistent convection they tend to enhance it. Over both Polar Regions this effect is relatively more inaccurate due to 
large uncertainties in cloud identifications. Highest and lowest values: +13 and -80 Wm-2; global average: -24 Wm-2. 
 
 
 
 
3.3 Fields at surface 
 
Radiation fields at the surface cannot be measured directly from space, but they can be 
inferred from such measurements with inclusion of various complementary data on the state 
of the atmosphere and of the ground (see e.g. Table 1). Numerous techniques have now been 
developed. Most recently Stackhouse et al. (November 2004, GEWEX NEWS) summarized 
their work within the CERES project. An analysis of the ISCCP results obtained for the years 
1991 to 1995 has been provided by Raschke et al., (2005, in print). Most of these and other 
results are compared to simultaneous measurements with ground-bases radiometers for solar 
and terrestrial radiation, which are performed within different networks. These comparisons 
signal an uncertainty range for annual regional averages of the order of 10 to 20 Wm-2 where 
errors are possibly largest over both polar regions. 
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Fig. 2: Annual average of the total net radiation (or of the radiation budget) at the surface during the period 1991 to 
1995, in Wm-2. All values, with a few exceptions over Greenland and Antarctica, are positive indicating, that the 
Earth’s surface is everywhere heated by radiation. The small negative white areas are very close to zero. They are 
possibly caused by errors in both components over those regions, due to inaccurate cloud identification over those 
regions. Highest and lowest values: + 211 and –16 Wm-2; global average: +116 Wm-2.  
 
 
3.4 : The total radiation budget of the atmosphere 
 
 

Annual Radiation Budget of the Globe [Wm-2]
Red: ISCCP-FD; Blue: Ohmura & Wild; Black: Kiehl & Trenberth

Solar Radiation

+189, +169, +198 -24, -25, -30 +343, +345, +324 -393, -385, -390

-233, -240, -235-106, -102, -107+342

+115, +104, +102

-112,  -104, -102

+71, +96, +67 -183, -200, -169

Terrestrial Radiation

Solar 
Downward 

Solar 
Upward

Terrestrial
Downward

Terrestrial
Upward

Compensating 
upward fluxes 

of sensible and 
latent heat 

Budget at ground:

TOA
Net: +3, 0, 0

Atmosphere net:

~-20 ~-85

Atmosphere: 

 
 
Fig. 3: Annual radiation budget of the climate system(in Wm-2) calculated from the ISCCP data set (red numbers) 
and compared with results from Ohmura and Wild (blue numbers) and Kiehl and Trenberth (black numbers). 
Respective values for the total flux divergence in the atmosphere are –112, -104, -102 Wm-2, respectively. 
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For global annual averages of the total radiation budget at TOA and at the surface quite 
similar values are found by these and other methods, however systematic differences occur in 
the two components. Particular high discrepancies occur the vertical divergences of both 
components urging for more intensive data validations. As an example, in Fig 3 are 
summarized the results of the ISCCP analysis by Raschke et al. (2005) and compared with 
others (Kiehl and Trenberth 1997; Ohmura and Wild, 2004, priv.comm.). 
 
Fig. 4 summarizes the zonal averages of annual and seasonal values of the total radiation flux 
divergence within the atmosphere as computed from the ISCCP data set. All values are 
negative indicating, that within the mechanisms of the global heat engine the atmosphere is 
generally emitting radiation back to space, thus it must be heated from below by upward 
fluxes of latent and sensible heat. Note the large discrepancies between values for the solar 
and terrestrial vertical divergence, which were derived by those author teams. There are also 
significant regional differences in this budget. 
 
Clouds, see Fig. 5, generally diminish this deficit at near-equatorial regions between about 30 
degrees latitude, and enhance it elsewhere. The absorption of solar radiation in the clouds 
appears to be very low in this figure due to two causes: clouds reflect often more than 50% of 
the incident solar radiation back to space and they reduce considerably the amount of solar 
radiation into the lower tropospheric layers where most of the atmospheric water vapor rests. 
Various maps of these quantities will be shown during the presentation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Zonal averages of the total radiant flux divergence in the atmosphere during all seasons. These graphs are 
obtained for all seasons and for the annual average. 
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Fig. 5: Mean annual effect of clouds on the total radiant energy flux divergence in the atmosphere. Positive 
values indicate that clouds contribute to the heating of the atmosphere. Clouds reduce the absorption of solar 
radiation below their bottoms and may slightly increase the absorption of radiant energy in the stratospheric 
ozone layer. The cloud effect in the infrared is due to partly compensating effects of emission from cloud tops and 
cloud bottoms at different altitudes and also the emission of lower atmospheric water vapor to ground. 
 
 
4. Some discussion 
 
This paper can provide only a short overview on existing and hopefully future data sets, 
which are required to identify climate changes and to verify respective model results. 
 
There is a need establish between different data sets more transparency about their 
weaknesses and strengths. In particular uncertainty range must be justified (e.g. Zhang et al., 
2004) which should not exceed about 1 to 3 W m-2 for regional monthly averages and about 
one tenth of this limit for the annual stability to identify “trends”, as they occur in the 
radiation budget quantities. As at present already the satellite ICE-Sat and other radar 
satellites, in future there will be dedicated active measurements with lidar and cloud radar, 
which will provide more information on he cloud geometry and internal structure, enabling 
then higher accuracies in calculating their radiative transfer properties and identifying even 
interactions between clouds and aerosols (e.g. Stephens et al., 2002). These new observational 
capabilities are a challenge for the research community. 
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Abstract: We observed the aerosol optical properties, such as the optical thickness (τA ) and Ångström exponent 

α over Kanazawa area, Japan for the period of seven months from Oct. 2003 to April 2004. using the sky 

radiometer. The reflectance ratios between the visible and short wave infrared bands were computed for the 

classes of the vegetation, urban, and the others using several data sets of Terra/MODIS and the sky observation 

data. The computed band reflectance ratios were compared with those by Kaufman et al. (1997)1) and us (2003)2).  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 In the atmospheric correction of the remotely sensed earth image data we need the 
information on the aerosol optical parameters, such as the optical thickness τa, Ångström 
exponent α, and the type of size distribution. A method for estimating them from the 
satellite-measured data itself is highly desirable. It was found by Kaufman et al.(1977)1)  that 
there existed an empirical reflectance band ratio for a few land categories between the visible 
reflectance and middle IR reflectance as follows: 
 
    rB1/ rB7 = C1 v=0.50      (vegetation)         (1), 
    rB3/ rB7 = C3 v=0.25      (vegetation)         (2) 
    rB1 / rB7 = C1u=0.69      (urban, and the other)              (3), 
    rB3 / rB7 = C3u=0.42      (urban, the other)                  (4), 
 
where rB7, rB1 and rB3 are the reflectance values in the band 7(2.15µm), band 1(0.645µm) and 
band 3(0.469µm) of Terra/MODIS. They obtained the reflectance band ratios using the 
ground and airborne measurement data in USA. Since the aerosol scattering effects are 
negligible in the band 7, we can obtain the surface reflectance in Band 7 by removing only 
molecular attenuation and water vapor absorption effects. The surface reflectance in band 1 
and 3 can be easily found from the above reflectance band ratio. For given surface reflectance 
values for those classes, we can retrieve distributions of aerosol optical thickness in Bands 1 
and 3 by using LUT(Look Up Tables) in which the theoretical radiances at the top of the 
atmosphere(TOA) are tabulated as a function of the surface reflectance and the aerosol optical 
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thickness for given bands and angles of the incident and reflection. 
In our previous study2), these reflectance ratios in Japan were found using the simultaneous 
sky measurement data and several image data sets of Terra/MODIS over Japan (May 06, 2002, 
April 07, April 16, May 09, and June 03 in 2003). as follows: 
 

C1v=0.554, C3v=0.547    for vegetation (5), 
C1u=0.580, C3u=0.489    for urban (6), 
C1o=0.503, C3o=0.417    for others (7), 

 
We should note that there is a large discrepancy in the value of C3v between USA and Japan. 
Seasonal variations in the reflectance ratio were studied in this paper. 
     
2. COMPUTATION OF REFLECTANCE RATIO 
 We made sky observations using the sky radiometer (Prede: POM-01) at our study site 
which is localted on the campus of Kanazawa Institute of Technology for a period of 7 months 
from Oct. 2003 to April 2004.  The aerosol optical parameters, namely, the optical thickness 
τa(500) at 0.5µm and Ångström exponent α. are deduced by Sky-radiation Pack Code Ver.4. 
For example, the scatter diagram of them is shown in the case of Oct. 2004 in Fig.1. From 
Fig.1 it is said that we have aerosol particles with small size (0.8<α<1.7) when the aerosol 
optical thickness is small (0.2<τa(500)<0.4). Whereas, we have those with large size (α=0.5) 
when τa(500 is larger than 0.4. During the observation period we found 5 data sets of MODIS 
in which the study site is included and is seen, namely, on Oct.09, Oct. 20, Oct.25, Oct 27, 
and Nov. 01, 2003. We computed the surface reflectance values for the area near the study site 
from the MODIS band 1 and 3 images by removing the atmospheric scattering effects using 
the deduced aerosol optical thickness and . Ångström exponent values. In the atmospheric 
correction we assumed Haze M model(coastal aerosol) with refracted index, m=1.33 and the 
mid-lattitude winter atmosphere model. Then, we classified the sub-image of MODIS near the 
study site into 5 classes, namely, vegetation, urban, cloud & snow, sea, and the others, by 
using the maximum likelihood method. The reflectance band ratio values for three classes of 
vegetation, urban and the others were computed using corresponding surface reflectance 
values in band 1, 3 and band7. The scatter diagrams for the vegetation were shown in Fig.2. 
The reflectance band ratios for three classes were by this study as follows: 

 
C1v=0.561, C3v=0.475    for vegetation (8), 
C1u=0.671, C3u=0.525    for urban (9), 
C1o=0.616, C3o=0.487    for others (10), 

 
These reflectance ratios are different from those in the previous studies1), 2). In this study the 
acquired dates of used data sets were in Oct. and Nov. 2003 and we assumed the mid-lattitude 
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winter model, whereas they were in April to June 2003 and we assumed the mid-lattitude 
summer model in our previous study. It is difficult to say that the differences in reflectance 
band ratio between the current and previous studies is due to the seasonal changes without 
making sensitivity test on this matter in detail. We have not done it yet. 
We retrieved the aerosol optical thickness values over land in Band 1 and 3 of MODIS data 
using pre-computed LUT of the theoretical radiance at TOP as a function of the reflectance 
for given angular conditions. The validation results of the retrieved aerosol optical thickness 
τa are shown in Fig.3, based on the new surface reflectance ratios found in this study.  
 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
We can conclude by this study as follows: 

(1) We presented the surface reflectance ratios between the visible and infrared bands using 
both MODIS data sets and simultaneously observed sky data in the autumn.  
(2) We found that the reflectance ratios for the autumn data are different from those for the 
spring-summer data. It is too early to say these differences due to the seasonal changes and we 
will continue to make further efforts on this subject. 
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Fig.1. Scatter diagram of aerosol optical thickness τa(500nm) and Ångström exponent α. 
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(b) C3v=0.475 

 
Fig.2. Scatter diagrams and Reflectance band ratio. for vegetation 
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Fig.3. Observed and retrieved τa(500) using the autumn reflectance band.   
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Abstract：The purpose of the study is to verify the SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived normalized water-leaving radiances 
and chlorophyll-a concentrations based on in situ sea surface spectral radiance observation. Utilizing ship’s shadow for 
estimating sky radiance in the normalized water-leaving radiance model, we estimated normalized water-leaving 
radiance and compared with SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived corresponding products. It was found that SeaWiFS and 
MODIS-derived normalized water-leaving radiances and chlorophyll-a concentrations show good agreements with 
corresponding parameters derived from in situ spectral radiance observation. 
 
Keywords：Western equatorial Pacific Ocean , Normalized water-leaving radiance , Chlorophyll-a concentration ,Sky 
radiance ratio 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 In order to accurately extract chlorophyll-a as 
important indices of water quality and primary 
production, it is necessary to estimate upward 
radiances below the sea surface without an 
influence of surface reflectance. However the 
conventional in situ measurement of sea surface 
reflectance is not accurately enough to estimate 
chlorophyll-a concentration based on the spectral 
reflectance of the sea surface. The purpose of the 
study is to verify the SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived 
normalized water-leaving radiances and 
chlorophyll-a concentrations based on in situ sea 
surface spectral radiance observation during the 
cooperative air-sea interaction research cruise of 
R/V MIRAI belonging to JAMSTEC.  
 

２．DATA AND METHOD 
 R/V MIRAI stationed at 138.5 degrees East and 2 
degrees North from March 3 to 15, 2004 in the 
western equatorial Pacific Ocean. (Fig.1) During the 
research cruise we carried out in situ measurements 
of upward spectral radiance from sea surface using a 
spectral radiometer GER1500 with 512 bands 
ranging from 350 to 1050 nm and chlorophyll-a 
concentration synchronized with SeaWiFS and 
MODIS overpasses. Measurement times are 4 times 
a day (10, 11, 13, 14 hours (local time)). In order to 
estimate normalized water-leaving radiance (nLw) 
normalized water-leaving radiance model is used as 

follows1). 

 

Fig．1． R/V MR04-01 Stationary point within the 

circle. (Feb.22-Mar.22,2004) 

  0( ) ( ) ( )LnLw R Fλ λ λ=          （１） 

( ) ( ) ( )
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( ) ( , )
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S S
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S
λ ρ θ λ

λ
π λ ρ θ λ

−
=      （２） 

( ) ( ) * ( )sky wS S SRλ λ λ=         （３） 

F0(λ) is defined as an mean spectral solar irradiance, 
Sw (λ) , Ssky(λ), Sg(λ) are in situ spectral radiances 
from sea surface, sky and standard white board 
respectively. ρ(θ) and ρG（λ）are Fresnel reflection 
coefficient and reflection coefficient of standard 
white board. SR(λ) is the ratio between sky 
radiance and solar radiance. This ratio is defined 
based on upward spectral radiance from sea surface 
and the same radiance observed under shadowed 
sea surface, which is solely illuminated by sky 
radiance. Spectral sky radiance ratio is shown in 
Fig.2. 
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Fig.2  Spectral sky radiance ratio． 

 

３．RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  Fig.3 shows the results of estimated nLw(λ) 
based on the nLw model above. Magnitude of nLw 
reaches maximum around 410 nm and shows 
minimum at the wavelength longer than 750 nm. 
Comparing with the nLw(λ) products derived from 
SeaWiFS and MODIS, the result of comparison is 
shown in Fig.4. Solid points are based on 
model-derived nLw and the ones derived from 
SeaWiFS and MODIS. White points are based on 
upward spectral radiance without using the nLw 
model2). Model-derived nLw shows good 
agreement with SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived 
nLw. 
 

 
Fig. 3  Estimated normalized water-leaving 
radiance at the stationary point (Mar-7-14,2004). 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison between estimated normalized 
water-leaving radiance by GER-derived upwelling 
radiance and SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived 
normalized water-leaving radiance. (Solid points 
are based on model-derived nLw and the ones 
derived from SeaWiFS and MODIS. White points 
are based on upward spectral radiance without 
using the nLw model2).) 

 
 
As far as the comparison of chlorophyll-a is 
concerned, the result of comparison between 
nLw-model-derived chlorophyll-a and 
chlorophyll-a without the nLw model is shown in 
Fig.5. Both concentrations are calculated based on 
OC4v4 algorithm3) which is the operational 
algorithm of SeaWiFS. OC4v4 algorithm is 
expressed as follows.  
 
C=10.0^(0.366-3.067R4S+1.930R2

4S+0.649R3
4S-1.5

32R4
4S)     (4) 

R4S=log10(R443
555＞R490

555＞
510

555)   (5) 

 
where C is chlorophyll-a concentration (mg/m3), 
R4S is defined as the logarithm of maximum ratio 
between radiances from two bands of SeaWiFS. 
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Chlorophyll-a derived from nLw model shows 
better agreement with the ones from SeaWiFS and 
MODIS (solid triangles and squares in Fig.5.) 
compared with the ones without using nLw model 
(cross marks).  
 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison between GER estimated 
chlorophyll-a concentration (solid triangles and 
squares: nLw model-derived chlorophyll-a, cross 
marks (x, *): chlorophyll-a without using nLw 
model) and SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived 
chlorophyll-a concentration 
 

４．SUMMARY 
  By combining the normalized water-leaving 
radiance model with in situ spectral radiance 
observation utilizing the shadowed sea surface, we 
verified the normalized water-leaving radiance and 
chlorophyll-a products derived from SeaWiFS and 
MODIS. 
  It was found that SeaWiFS and MODIS-derived 
normalized water-leaving radiances and 
chlorophyll-a concentrations show good 
agreements with corresponding parameters derived 
from the normalized water-leaving radiance model 
with in situ spectral radiance observation. 
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Abstract 
 
 APEX (Asian Atmospheric Particle Environment Change Experiment) project aimed at performing 
simultaneous analysis of cloud, aerosol and atmospheric radiation by various observation methods(satellite, 
airplane, ground base) in East China sea. Comparison of the optical thickness from GMS-5 S-VISSR with those 
retrieved from Terra-MODIS shows some remarkable differences. Causes of such errors were investigated. One 
of them was a scientific problem deriving from the difference in cloud droplet effective radius. However this can 
not explain by itself all the error encountered in the estimation of the cloud optical thickness. The other cause of 
error checked was the quantization noise. And, this happens to be an engineering problem. In the error 
evaluation of the algorithm used, we realized that the quantization noise induced much of the optical thickness 
difference. Using the radiative transfer code "RSTAR5b" we examined the influence of this error in the 
estimation of the radiative budget. 
 
 
1.Introduction 
 
 GMS-5 is a geostationary satellite enabling observations every hour over the equative at a 
latitude of 140°E.  By using these observation data, high temporal resolution is attained in 
the estimation of Earth's radiative budget. Based on the GMS-5 S-VISSR (Stretched- Visible 
and Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer) visible channel data and assuming plane parallel cloud, 
the radiative transfer code "RSTAR4b"  [Nakajima T. and M. Tanaka, 1986,1988] was used  
  

 
Fig. 1 : Cloud optical thickness estimation by GMS-5 S-VISSR (Left) and MODIS (Right) on 
April 9, 2001 in the study area (25°N—35°N and 125°E—135°E). 
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(a)                                           (b) 

 
(c)                                           (d) 

 
(e)                                           (f) 

 
 Fig. 2 :  (a) Estimation curve of the cloud optical thickness with reflectance at GMS-5 S-
VISSR ch1. The deep purple solid line shows the estimation from the algorithm used, with the 
water cloud droplet effective radius of 10µm. Assuming a solar zenith angle TH0=25 
[degrees] , satellite zenith angle TH1=37 [degrees] and azimuthal angle FI=174 [degrees]. 
These angle values were determined from average data of  April 9, 2001 (25°N-35°N and 
125°E-135°E).  (b) Cloud optical thickness at 30°N latitude of  Fig. 1 (with intervals of 
0.05°). Blue points (diamond) represent the cloud optical thickness from MODIS (0.05-degree 
data averaged from original 0.01-degree data), and red points (box) are those from GMS-5 S-
VISSR. (c) Cloud droplet effective radius distribution (in %) from MODIS on April 9, 2001.  
The picked on the left of figure contains among other the10 [µm] effective radius.  (d) Same 
as (c) but with total number of pixels per range. (e) Comparison of 3x3 pixels-average cloud 
optical thickness between MODIS and GMS-5 S-VISSR. (f) Comparison of corresponding to 
brightness temperature to Fig. 2e . 
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for retrieval of cloud optical thickness by the "solar reflection method" [T. Y. Nakajima, 
2002] and the estimation of the radiative budget per hour. Analysis was conducted as in the 
APEX project where comparison of various observation data are made.  Comparison of the 
retrieved optical thickness from GMS-5 S-VISSR with those from Terra-MODIS (Moderate 
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) shows some remarkable differences. It seems that 
GMS-5 S-VISSR algorithm underestimates cloud optical thickness in certain conditions. 
Figure 1 is a comparison of the optical thickness data from MODIS and those from GMS-5 in 
the East Asia (25°N—35°N and 125°E—135°E) on April 9, 2001. Although distinction of 
cloud and the whole pattern look alike, the difference in absolute value can be noticed in the 
layers where optical thickness is high, while small optical thickness data show better 
correlation. MODIS data have a higher distribution of high optical thickness areas than GMS-
5 S-VISSR data. The absolute value is fatally different.  
 
2.Model analysis 
 
There seems to be several reasons of difference of the cloud optical thickness between both 
satellite sensors. One of them was a scientific problem originating in the difference of an  
effective radius of cloud. Since GMS-5 S-VISSR does not have a water-absorbing channel 
(3.7micron), no effective radius can be retrieved from observation. For this reason, the cloud 
droplet effective radius has been assumed as 10µm (based on ISCCP : International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project) [Rossow et al., 1989]. Figure 2a is the estimation curve of cloud 
optical thickness with observed reflectance. The solid line represents a curve for GMS-5 S-
VISSR estimation. Various studies have shown the dependence of reflectance on the cloud 
droplet effective radius; reflectance is smaller when the effective radius becomes larger, and it 
increases when the effective radius become smaller. This shows that even for the same 
reflectance, the optical thickness may have a different. Figure 2b presents the optical 
thickness from MODIS and GMS-5 S-VISSR at 30°N latitude in Fig. 1. The difference 
between MODIS and GMS-5 S-VISSR appears remarkably well. Although a clear judgment 
is difficult around of 126°E and in the area from 133°E to 134°E (GMS-5 S-VISSR shows 
exceeding value), it appears generally that GMS-5 S-VISSR data are underestimated in 
comparison to the MODIS data around of 129°E and 131°E. Figure 2c is the effective radius 
distribution from MODIS data (25°N-35°N and 125°E-135°E) and Figure 2d is the number of 
pixels on April 9, 2001. Since the effective radius can not be retrieved from S-VISSR (for the 
reason given earlier), we analyzed only MODIS data. This analysis shows that the effective 
radius mainly varies from 7 to 28 [µm], with the peak is at 8<re<=10 [µm] (frequency of 
occurrence around 16.1%).  The second highest frequency 11.9% corresponds to the range of 
10<re<=12 [µm]. The remaining frequencies are mostly around 7~8%. Though the near 10µm 
range has the highest absolute value, and looking at the whole distribution, the contribution is 
relatively small. There are indeed variations in the cloud droplet effective radius and, the 
10µm fixed effective radius used for the S-VISSR retrieval of optical thickness can give some 
errors.  The  fixed value,  may result in an uncertainty in the estimation of the cloud 
optical thickness from the GMS-5 S-VISSR algorithm.  Figure 2e shows 3x3pixels-average 
cloud optical thickness comparison of MODIS and GMS-5 S-VISSR. The regression line is 
inclined toward MODIS side, which means  that GMS-5 S-VISSR values are lower than 
MODIS data. Considering that the different effective radius values noticed on Fig. 2c, the 
optical thickness differences may be related to the variation of the effective radius. Figure 2f 
is a comparison of IR data 3x3pixels-average between GMS-5 S-VISSR and MODIS: the 
regression line is well in agreement; this means that the same clouds are observed. 
Furthermore and although the difference of the reflectance of Ice cloud and Water cloud was 
also considered without the effect of the ice non-spherical shape, the influence was small 
enough. 
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3.Consideration of Quantization 
 
 We found a problem in work to examine the look-up table carefully. It has the possibility of 
losing important information by quantization of the sensor installed in satellite. Furthermore, 
test have been performed to check the consistency of the algorithm. Chart 1 is the flow chart 
of “Reversible conversion test”. The problem is solved by assuming actual clouds and 
conducting comparison verifications with the output of the algorithm. This includes 
quantization. Figure 3a is the result of this “Reversible conversion test”. Red points (diamond) 
represents the 35µm effective radius and, the blue points (box) is the 2µm effective radius. 
The influence of quantization is shown by the stair-like shapes on the figure and, the domain, 
which cannot be distinguished due to large errors occurrences is visible as well. Figure 3b is 
the quantized reflectance (blue box points) and the relative error % (red diamond points). 
Although the quantization made so that the changes shows a smooth trend, the red line on this 
Figure shows that, the error is big. Figure 3c is the absolute difference between the assumed 
true cloud optical thickness and the algorithm output cloud optical thickness. It appears that 
the error due to assumption of an effective radius is increased by the quantization noise in 
some cases. Based on Fig. 2d, it is thought that the weighting towards the red points 
(diamond) side, caused by the drift of the effective radius towards larger values than 10µm, 
and this actually appears in regression line of Fig. 2e. These two error-elements overlap and 
cause the error in the optical thickness estimation of clouds. This error nonlinearly exceeds 
30% in Fig. 3d. Although the important factor of error of the effective radius is essentially a 
physical matter, quantization noise is not consistent with physics. If this type of error appears 
nonlinear and shows a non-essentially physical trend, they will become a serious obstacle for 
the estimation algorithm of physical quantities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart.1 : The flow chart of  the “Reversible conversion test”. 
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(a)                                           (b) 
  
(c)                                           (d) 

 
 Fig. 3 : (a) Result of reversible conversion test on GMS-5 S-VISSR algorithm, including 
quantization noise.  (b)Quantization of GMS-5 S-VISSR ch1:  the Blue points (box) is the 
quantized reflectance, the red points (diamond) is the relative error of the reflectance. (c) 
Absolute difference of optical thickness between 10µm and 2µm than 35µm. (d) Absolute 
relative difference of cloud optical thickness at cloud droplet effective radius of 35µm 
including quantization noise on the worst case. 
 
 
4.Influence on radiation budget 
 
 The cause of the differences became clear from the above-mentioned results. In this section, 
we investigate how much influence this error would have on the radiative budget. The 
radiative transfer code “RSTAR5b” was modified and used for calculation of radiative budget. 
Figure 4a is the estimated value of the downward shortwave flux at the surface, which 
includes each errors.  When the cloud droplet effective radius is more than 10µm, radiative 
flux is overestimated, and vice versa. This is because, cloud optical thickness is overestimated 
when the effective radius is less than 10µm and underestimated when the radius is more than 
10µm. The relative error on these conditions is set as on Fig. 4c. The proportion of the error 
increases with the cloud optical thickness, and this error may reach an inverse proportion for 
shortwave radiation at the surface. This error is nonlinear according to the quantization noise. 
The quantization noise making the error increase is well understandable. Fig. 4b is the 
estimated value of the upward shortwave flux at the TOA. If an effective radius of 35µm is 
assumed, the flux will be underestimated, and it is overestimated if a 2µm effective radius is 
assumed. Fig. 4d is the corresponding relative error. The error will decrease if the cloud 
optical thickness increases, this is because the error is relatively small compared to the 
increase of the reflectance of cloud. Fig. 4e is the albedo at the TOA, and Fig. 4f is the 
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relative error. Since the downward shortwave flux at the TOA is fixed, this graph resembles 
the one of Fig.4d. And, the relative error of the energy absorbed by the Earth system is shown 
in Fig.5. The cloud optical thickness of 20 to 30 shows an error of 9% (overestimation). 
 
(a)                                           (b) 

 
(c)                                           (d) 

 
(e)                                           (f) 

 
Fig. 4 : Error influence on the radiative budget.  X axis is the assumed true optical thickness, 
Y axis corresponds to the radiative flux and albedo. The purple line is the estimation of the 
radiative budget by true cloud optical thickness. The red line includes errors by the 35µm 
effective radius, the blue line by the 2µm effective radius. These values were calculated by the 
radiative transfer code RSTAR5b, modified for short wave flux calculation. Calculation 
conditions are solar zenith angle = 25 degrees, an atmospheric model using US standard, 
surface albedo = 0.1 (assumed Lambert surface), and all clouds are assumed water cloud and 
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plane parallel. (a) The downward shortwave flux at the surface. (b) The upward shortwave 
flux at the TOA. (c)  The downward shortwave flux absolute relative difference (%) at the 
surface. (d) The upward shortwave flux absolute relative difference (%) at the TOA. (e) The 
albedo from downward and upward shortwave flux at the TOA. (f) The albedo absolute 
relative difference (%) at the TOA.  
 
 
5.Conclusion 
 
 When estimation and comparison of the cloud optical thickness are performed, the 
remarkable differences are noticed. The causes were investigated; one is an error by 
assumption of a fixed effective radius, the other is quantization noise. There is a possibility 
that a large difference is caused by them. These errors are nonlinear and exceed 30% 
according to the conditions of estimation of cloud optical thickness. The influence of these 
errors on the radiation budget was estimated. The both errors have some influence on the 
estimation of the radiation budget of the Earth. 
 

 
Fig. 5 : Earth system absorption energy relative error, including GMS-5 S-VISSR error due to 
differences in cloud droplet effective radius and quantization noise.   
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Retrieval of aerosol optical properties over Chiba land 
area from Landsat/TM imagery 

  Part I: Determination of spatial distribution of aerosol optical thickness  
 

Mitsuo Minomura, Yoshiyasu Todate, Hiroaki Kuze, Nobuo Takeuchi 
Center for environmental remote sensing (CEReS), Chiba University,  

1-33 Yayoi-cho, Inage-ku, Chiba 263-8522, Japan 
 

Abstract: 
 Satellite remote sensing data provide information on two-dimensional distributions of both the 
surface albedo and optical thickness of the atmosphere. In this work, we report the method of 
separating the contributions of the surface albedo and aerosol optical thickness from Landsat-5 TM 
visible-band data taken over the Chiba urban area. We focus on the determination of surface albedo 
from the data observed on a relatively clear day. It is shown that when the aerosol optical thickness 
is small, the atmospheric correction is not greatly affected by the aerosol model employed. The 
resulting surface albedo distribution from the clear day, in turn, is used to determine the aerosol 
distribution from the turbid image in the same season. 
 
keywords: Landsat TM, Atmospheric correction, Albedo, Aerosol model 
 
 1. Introduction 

In the analysis of satellite remote sensing data, the atmospheric correction technique is useful to 
derive the accurate distribution of surface albedo values that are free from the “contamination” due 
to the atmospheric radiances [1-3]. From the viewpoint of the atmospheric studies, the precise 
knowledge of the surface albedo leads to the possibility of deriving the aerosol distribution from the 
satellite data. Over the ocean surfaces, the method has been applied to derive aerosol distributions 
[1]. Over the land surfaces, however, the application of this technique has been rather limited [2] 
because of the high variability of the surface albedo, in addition to the spatial variability in the 
aerosol properties. 

In the present paper, we demonstrate that the separation of the surface and atmospheric (aerosol) 
contributions can be achieved by suitably choosing satellite datasets within a season. The test area 
is the Chiba area, inside the Tokyo metropolitan area along the east coast of the Tokyo Bay. The 
visible band images of Landsat-5/Thematic Mapper (TM) are analyzed by means of a fast 
atmospheric correction algorithm reported by Minomura et al. [3].  
 
2. Theory 
2-1. Relationship between surface albedo and optical thickness 

The radiance observed by a satellite sensor is determined mainly by the surface albedo and 
atmospheric extinction. Both atmospheric molecules (Rayleigh scattering) and aerosol particles 
(Mie scattering) contribute to the extinction through the atmosphere. It is relatively easy to estimate 
the molecular contribution, and the temporal and spatial variability of the atmospheric extinction 
originates mostly from the aerosol effect. The aerosol optical thickness τa  is one of the most 
effective parameters in the radiative transfer process. 

The radiance Lobs observed by a satellite sensor is given as a digital number (DN), e.g. a value 
between 0 and 255 in the case of an 8-bit sensor. We can define Lobs as a function of the DN, which, 
in turn, is related to the target albedo ρ and the optical thickness τa: 

Lobs = f (DN), DN=g(ρ , τa).              (1) 
Here the function f is determined from the sensor calibration, and the function g is given once the 
geometry of the satellite observation and the aerosol model are specified. 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between ρ and τa calculated for Landsat-5/TM band 1. The 
geometry is for the image of Kanto area observed on January 14, 1999. The ρ-τ relationship is 
plotted for DN values of 50 and 60, the dominant range for band 1. This relationship has been 
calculated by the 6S code [4], employing three aerosol models (continental, maritime and urban) 
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that are built in the code. From Fig. 1, it is clear that the result for the urban aerosol model is 
different from other two models. This is ascribable to the larger absorption coefficient incorporated 
in the urban model than in other models. For example, when the relative humidity is less than 70%, 
the single scattering albedo is 0.64 at 550 nm for the urban model, whereas it is about 0.9 for the 
continental and maritime models. Another important aspect found in Fig. 1 is that the difference 
among aerosol models appears in the region of large optical thickness. When τa is small, on the 
contrary, it is possible to retrieve the value of target albedo ρ that is more ore less independent of 
the aerosol model.  

For the clear-sky case (no cloud), the main contribution to the aerosol optical thickness comes 
from the lower troposphere, especially from the boundary layer. Under such a condition, the 
assumption that a value of the optical thickness measured by a sun photometer (τsp) at a certain 
location within a satellite image represents the area is considered to be reasonable. This assumption 
is used here to derive the distribution of the surface albedo ρ. Hereafter this albedo distribution will 
be referred to as the “ρ map”. In this manner, the process of the atmospheric correction is 
accomplished. 
   In the next step, this ρ map is used to evaluate the aerosol distribution from the satellite image 
observed on a relatively turbid day in the same season as the clear day. The functional relationship 
shown in Fig. 1 is used to obtain the value of τa from the known values of DN and ρ in this case. 
The resulting distribution of the aerosol optical thickness will be referred to as the “τ  map”.  
 
2-2. Atmospheric correction 

In the atmospheric correction of the clear-day image, the optical thickness is derived from the 
sun-photometer data (τsp) at the time of the Landsat-5 overpass. Figure 2 shows the DN-ρ transform 
function calculated by assuming three aerosol models (Continental, Maritime, and Urban) for TM 
band 1. The data were taken on January 14, 1999, when the aerosol optical thickness τsp was 
relatively small (τsp =0.1 at 550 nm). The histograms of the raw DN and surface albedo ρ are also 
shown in Fig.2. It is seen that the difference in the aerosol model does not yield noticeable change 
in the DN-ρ relationship. Thus, the surface albedo ρ derived from this method is virtually 
independent of the assumed aerosol model.  

The precision of the albedo ρ as determined by the satellite sensors is around 10-3 for the 8-bit 
Landsat-5/TM sensor. The resolution is different for other bands, due to the inherent gain of the 
sensor. In general, the DN-ρ relationship changes with the wavelength. At shorter wavelength, a 
quadratic relationship holds between DN and ρ when ρ is small. At longer wavelength, however, a 
linear relationship is seen between these parameters. Since the resolution of band 2 is insufficient to 
retrieve the optical thickness accurately, here the result is shown only for band 1. The ρ map is 
obtained from the image on a relatively clear day (January 14, 1999). This ρ map is used as a 
reference to retrieve the optical thickness distribution in the same season (see below). 
 
2-3. Aerosol optical thickness (τa map) 

The distribution of aerosol optical thickness (τa map) is obtained as follows. For each band and 
aerosol model, the (ρ,τa) pair is calculated for each DN and stored in a form of a lookup table (LUT). 
The optical thickness τa can be specified by the optical thickness at 550 nm (τ 550), since the aerosol 
model dictates the dependence on the wavelength. This simulation is conducted by the 6S code, the 
range of τa being varied from 0 to 1 with a step of 0.01. In the application of the LUT, an 
interpolation with a resolution of 0.001 is undertaken for τa. Figure 3 shows the functional 
relationship in the LUT for the continental aerosol model calculated for the band 1 data on 
December 13, 1998. This image was chosen as an example with a relatively large value of the 
aerosol optical thickness (τsp= 0.3). For each pixel, we assume the albedo value given in the ρ map 
obtained from the clear-day image: thus, the aerosol optical thickness for that pixel can be 
determined from the pixel DN value using the LUT for each aerosol model. As also inferred from 
Fig. 3, the accuracy of τa can be estimated from the accuracy of ρ. 
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Fig. 1. The ρ-τa relationship for three aerosol models calculated for Landsat-5/TM band 1 image on January 14, 
1999. Solid line is for Continental, dashed line for Maritime, and dotted line for Urban aerosol model. The curves 
are calculated for DN=50 (thin lines) and 60 (thick lines) which define the dominant DN range in the band 1 
image. Urban aerosol model is characterized by a small single scattering albedo (strong absorption). When τa is 
small, the dependence on the aerosol model is insignificant. 

 
 

Fig. 2. The DN-ρ transformation curve for each aerosol model for a particular value of τa as measured by the sun 
photometer (τa=tsp). Histograms of the band-1 image are shown for both DN and ρ. When the value of τa is small, 
a unique value of the surface albedo ρ can be determined regardless of the choice of the aerosol model. 
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Fig. 3. The functional relationship among DN, ρ, and τa as calculated in a form of the lookup table (LUT). The 
curve is for the Continental aerosol model for the band-1 image observed on December 13, 1998. 

 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 TM data and optical thickness  

A target area chosen for the present study is a sub-scene of the Landsat-5/TM image (Path: 107, 
Row: 35), an image with 2001x2001 pixels centered at Chiba University (about 30 km southeast of 
Tokyo). The atmospheric correction is applied to a pair of datasets in the same season. First dataset 
is the one observed on January 14, 1999 (clear case). The correction of this dataset is used to obtain 
the ρ map (reference albedo map) of the winter season in the area. The second dataset obtained on 
December 13, 1998 (relatively turbid case) is used to derive the distribution of the optical thickness 
τa (τa map). For both cases, the values of aerosol optical thickness observed by the sun-photometer 
τsp are shown in Table 1 for band 1-4. 
 
Table 1. Aerosol optical thickness τsp observed by the sun-photometer at 9:50 JST on each day. The values of τsp 
on January 14, 1999 (clear day) are smaller than those on December 13, 1998 (turbid day). 

Date Band 1 Band 2 Band 3 Band 4 

Dec.13, 1998 0.294 0.241 0.192 0.140 

Jan. 14, 1999 0.114 0.099 0.085 0.068 
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3.2 Albedo distribution (ρ map) 
The ρ map (reference albedo) is derived from the data on January 14,1999. It is assumed that the 

values of τsp listed in Table 1 represent typical values in the TM scene. As seen from Fig. 2, more or 
less similar values of the surface albedo ρ can be obtained regardless of the type of the aerosol 
model assumed in the atmospheric correction process.  

The ρ map obtained for band 1 is shows in Fig. 4 (the corresponding histogram of ρ has already 
been illustrated in Fig. 2). In this band, the dominant range of ρ is between 0.02 and 0.12, and these 
small values are mainly located in both the sea area in Tokyo Bay and inland. Pixels with high 
ρ values surround the Tokyo Bay, including the artificial island (named Sea Firefly) in the east side 
of the bay. A region with high ρ is also found in the sea area, presumably indicating the presence of 
haze. In order to avoid such an effect of local weather conditions, it is desirable to employ a number 
of images obtained on different days to construct the ρ map. 
 
 

Fig. 4. Surface albedo map (ρ map) obtained from the atmospheric correction of the TM band-1 image observed 
on January 14,1999. 

 
3.3 Retrieval of τa map 

The aerosol distribution map (τa map) is constructed from the image observed on December 13, 
1998. The aerosol models employed for this study are the continental and maritime models. Since 
the relationship among the parameters (Fig. 3) varies according to the model, the value of τa 
changes even if the same pair of the input parameter (DN, ρ) is used. The result is shown in Fig. 5, 
in which the value of τa is mapped in a range of 0 and 1: the region with τa>1.0 is included in the 
region with τa =1. 
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Fig. 5. Aerosol optical-thickness map (τa map) from the TM band-1 image on December 13, 1998. 

 
The optical thickness over the most part of the sea area in the Tokyo Bay is found to be 0.3 or 

smaller. The result over the sea area is of course not free from the effect of the wind, since the 
albedo is dependent on the wind speed. The optical thickness is somewhat larger along the seashore. 
The value of τa is under-estimated due to the presence of haze in the lower left part of Fig. 5. On the 
artificial island, we obtain τa >1 because of large ρ. High ρ values are also found in the urban area 
(near the center in Fig. 5) for both aerosol models. The distribution, however, is not necessarily 
correlated with the ρ map. In the vegetation areas inland, aerosol loading is relatively small, though 
the albedo values are similar to those in the sea region. It is possible that the aerosol model may 
change locally. During the winter season, the northwest wind prevails due to the pressure pattern 
(high in west ad low in east), leading to the relative dominance of the inland (polluted) aerosols 
rather than the maritime aerosols.   
   Figure 6 shows the histograms of the τa distribution for band 1 and band 2. Aerosol models are 
continental and maritime, and the resolution of τa is 0.01 in the simulation. The distribution turns 
out to be more compact for the continental model than for the maritime model, and sparser for band 
2 than for band 1. This latter feature results from the higher gain in band 2, indicating the sensor 
gain is also important for the retrieval of τa.   
 
 

Fig. 6. Histograms of the τa distribution for TM band 1 and band 2. 
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4. Conclusions 
 
   We have discussed the derivation of the ground albedo map and the aerosol optical-thickness 
map from Landsat/TM data. In the determination of the ρ map (i.e. atmospheric correction), the 
dependence on the aerosol model is small when the optical thickness is small. This indicates that a 
reasonable “reference albedo map” can be retrieved using the satellite image observed on a 
relatively clear day. In the study of the τa map, on the other hand, the results are different for 
different aerosol models. Generally, the value of τa is smaller for the continental model than for the 
maritime model. High τa values are observed for the region with high albedo values. Finally, the 
result of this paper is developed in the Part II of this series paper [5] to further incorporate the study 
of aerosol size distribution from satellite data.      
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Abstract: This paper briefly discusses a YAG high spectral resolution lidar (HSRL) system 
developed by the Ocean Remote Sensing Laboratory of the Ministry of Education of China, Ocean 
University of China (OUC). In this system, iodine vapor filter was used to reject the returning 
signal of aerosol. We got backscattering ratio using HSRL and the result indicated that the 
correlation index of backscattering ratio of aerosol and the total returning signal is about 0.8. We 
also developed a new method to measure backscattering ratio using ordinary aerosol lidar. We 
compared two different methods to measure the altitude of boundary layer, and the validation 
experiments showed that the deviation is about 0.13km.  
 
Key words: atmospheric aerosol; High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL); iodine filter; 
backscattering ratio 
 
 
 
 
1、 Introduction 
  Research on atmospheric aerosols have attracted extensive attention due to its role in human 
activities, climate change and biochemical circulation. Aerosol originated from atmospheric 
pollution is one of the most important factors in atmospheric pollution monitoring. Atmospheric 
aerosol has a great influence on the performance of visible remote sensing sensors and 
electro-optical system. Few data are available about the aerosol characteristics over the Eastern 
China Seas, where a large amount of dusts, which originate from the loess plateau exist in the 
atmosphere, thus making its distribution very complicated. 

Atmospheric aerosols vary with time, location and altitude frequently. The components of 
aerosols, which make it difficult to measure their refractive index and extinction properties, are 
also very complicated. 

The progress in modern lidar technology provides an effective means of measuring aerosols. 
The first attempt at detecting aerosols with lidar was initiated by Fiocco et al., and many other 
measurements have been carried out since then. These measurements include Mie scattering lidar, 
Rayleigh-Mie lidar, differential absorption lidar (DIAL) and multiple-wavelength lidar. Sasano 
used DIAL technique to determine aerosol and molecular distribution, while She et al proposed to 
measure the vertical profiles of aerosol and atmospheric properties using the high spectral 
resolution Rayleigh-Mie lidar. They used two barium atomic filters to measure atmospheric 
temperature, density and aerosol scattering parameters in their system. Fischer used two 
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Fabry-Parot interferometers to detect the vertical distribution of winds and aerosols. Another new 
lidar technique for measuring aerosols is described in the following passages. This technique 
measures the Rayleigh scattering component of atmospheric molecules directly, where iodine filter 
was used to block the scattering component of aerosols to extract the contribution of Rayleigh 
component. Then scattering ratio measured by lidar was used to compute aerosol contribution. 
This kind of high spectral resolution method has potential application in the detection of aerosols 
in both troposphere and stratosphere, where aerosols are rare. We have built a YAG high spectral 
resolution lidar (HSRL) and detected atmospheric aerosols profile successfully. 
2、Experimental setup and methodology  

It is well known that Rayleigh scattering of air molecules, mainly due to Doppler broadening, 
yields a spectrum in the visible wavelength spreading over about 2.7GHz width at temperatures 
near 300K.The width of aerosol spectrum is confined to a region below 100MHz.The back 
scattering signals measured with lidar are composed of the contributions from both aerosol and 
molecules. At the marine boundary layer, the aerosol scattering signal is usually several orders of 
magnitude higher than molecular scattering. H Shimizu et al gave a typical sketch of atmospheric 
scattering spectrum and the typical variation of aerosol and molecular scattering with altitude was 
shown by McCormic. 

To detect aerosol, it is necessary to separate the aerosol scattering and molecular scattering. 
Previously, measurement of atmospheric parameters (such as atmospheric density for different 
altitudes) and Rayleigh scattering theory were used for directly computing the contribution of 
molecular scattering, however, these theoretically calculated values have significant error due to 
the influence of many other parameters. 

At present, high spectral resolution Fabry-Perot interferometers are used in HSRL lidar systems. 
But F-P etalon is very expensive, and it has such disadvantages as narrow field of view and low 
receiving efficiency, etc. At the beginning of the 1990s, a novel atomic or molecular absorption 
filter with high spectral resolution was developed. There are a number of advantages of molecular 
filters, including ultra-high Q value (105~106), narrow bandwidth (0.001nm), more-stable 
transmission characteristics, a much wider field of view (180°), and an ease of optical alignment. 
In addition, perhaps most important for the molecular filter method is its excellent ability to reject 
aerosol scattering. When operated at a frequency at the center of the absorption notch, the aerosol 
signal may be attenuated by better than 70 dB, allowing the aerosol scattering ratio to be measured. 
The excellent aerosol-rejection capability and the ease of optical alignment of molecular filter had 
been field tested, and the Wisconsin group replaced Fabry–Perot etalons with an iodine vapor 
filter in their lidar for the measurement of the aerosol-scattering ratio. Iodine molecular filter, 
which can work at low temperature and has several absorption lines near the output wavelength of 
double-frequency Nd:YAG laser (532nm), can serve as a high spectral resolution filter to take the 
place of Fabry-Perot interferometer . Iodine filters are also used in our experimental system as 
shown in Fig.1.  

The schematic diagram for lidar transmitter, receiver, and frequency control is shown in Fig. 
1.The master of the system is the two-wavelength diode pumped cw single-mode tunable Nd: 
YAG seed laser. The fundamental output at 1064 nm is used to seed a Continuum Powerlite 7000 
Nd: YAG pulsed laser, as shown in the upper part of Fig. 1.The 532-nm output of the seed laser is 
sent to iodine filter cell 1,shown in the lower part of Fig.1, to control and lock the seed laser 
frequency. 
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     Fig. 1. Optical Diagram for injection-seeded Q-switched pulsed Nd:YAG laser transmitter 
on the left panels. The lidar receiver is shown on the right, where the iodine cell 2 is the frequency 
discriminator. 
 
The received backscattered light is collected by a Cassegrain telescope with 300-mm aperture, and 
then passes through a temperature-controlled narrowband Daystar Corporation interference filter, 
bandwidth 0.15 nm, peak transmission 35.06%. As shown in the right of Fig. 1, the collected 
light is split into two channels; approximately 30% of it is detected directly by a photomultiplier in 
the reference channel, and the remaining light is passed through iodine filter cell 2 used for 
removing the aerosol component from the total backscattering signals and then detected by a 
second photomultiplier in the measurement channel. CR105 photomultipliers with gating control 
are used, and the signals from the two channels are digitalized by a dual channel 60-MHz, 14-bit 
analog-to-digital converter. Absorption line No. 1109 of the iodine is selected for our lidar system. 
Under the operating conditions, its normalized transmission function is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 

 

Fig. 2.  Normalized transmission of absorption line 1109 

of the iodine filter near 532 nm. The wave numbers at 

reference point A and operation point are 18787.796 cm-1 

and 18787.830 cm-1 (1.02 GHz apart).  
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The detection iodine cell, which is stabilized through control of separately, has been constructed 
and found to have long-term stability. Since the vapor density is more sensitive to change in iodine 
vapor pressure, the temperature of the cell finger is controlled to near 65 °C within 0.01 °C rms, 
while its cell body is near 70 °C within 0.1 °C. The resulting transmission curve for the vapor 
filter near 532 nm is shown in Fig. 2, where the absorption line center at 18787.796 cm is marked 
A. 

We can measure the aerosol backscattering ratio, Rb =(βa/βm), using the system by locking the 
frequency of the injection seed laser to the point A at the 1109 line center of the I2 filter where the 
aerosol backscattering will be mostly absorbed by the filter (measured to be 70dB). It is 
straightforward to show that the detected photo counts at a range r  in the total scattering 
reference channel, NR, and that in the measurement channel, NM, are given in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2), 
adopting from Hair et al., below:  
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Which are, respectively, the aerosol attenuation factor due to iodine filter at the receiving 
frequency ν=ν0, the attenuation factor for Cabannes-Brillouin scattering by the iodine filter, and 
the expression showing that the normalized Cabannes-Brillouin scattering function, ℜ(ν, T, P) is 

used here. )(vF  is the transmission function of the iodine filter for the return signal; it is 

correlation of the measured (cw) iodine filter function and laser line shape function. In Eq.1 and 
Eq.2, kR and kM are system constants, respectively, for reference and measurement channel, 
depending on total laser emission energy, optical efficiency and range factor; and ∆r is the range 
resolution. βa and βm (αa and αm) are aerosol and molecular volume backscatter (extinction) 
coefficients, respectively. 

Setting fa =0 in Eq.1, the atmospheric aerosol scattering ratio Rb can be expressed as: 
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In this manner, the aerosol scattering ratio Rb can be measured with accuracy better than 10%.  

3、Experimental results, comparisons and discussion 
We measured backscattering ratio using our HSRL in October and December 2004, the weather 

conditions including fine, fog and cloudy day, approximately 1Km off Qingdao seashore. The 
traditional method to extract the backscattering ratio using the aerosol lidar is to gain the ratio of 
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real and standard atmosphere backscattering signal. As stated above, the signal NM we received 
using HSRL is a signal without any influence of aerosol because the returning signal of aerosol 
has been rejected by iodine filter; in fact, it can basically represent the return signal profile of clear 
atmosphere. Therefore if there are similar conditions such as location, weather conditions, etc, we 
can get the backscattering ratio by our new method. (Shown in Fig.3 in cloudy day, Fig.4 in fine 
day, and Fig.5 in foggy day.) 

 

Fig .3 Backscattering Ratio βa/ βm          Fig.4 Backscattering Ratio βa/ βm  
(weather: cloudy)                         (weather: fine) 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 5 Backscatter Ratio βa/ βm (weather: fog) 

 
βm should be stable considering similar location and weather conditions, thus, what we need is  

measuring Nm just one time passing through iodine vapor filter by which we can get βm of 
different time. Then we can get different Rb with different returning signal profile. (Shown in Fig.6, 
Fig.7, Fig.8) 
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Fig.6 Backscattering ratio βa/ βm , Na and Nm at the same time 

 

Fig.7 Backscattering ratio βa/ βm          Fig.8 Backscattering ratio βa/ βm 
Na 23:35 October21, 2004;           Na 00:20 October22, 2004; 
Nm 00:10 October 22,2004           Nm 00:10 October 22,2004 

 

 

Fig.9 Correlation:0. 8881 
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Fig.10 Correlation: 0.8093 

 

Fig. 11 Correlation: 0.8737 
    

 

Fig.12 Correlation: 0.8611 
We can also get the altitude of boundary layer ( H ) by the differential of backscattering signal. 

To validate feasibility of this method, we can compare a series of altitude of boundary layer using 
the profile of Rb. with differential method (shown in table 1) 

 
 

Date 
 

H  determinated by Rb.（km）

H  determinated by the 
differential of backscattering 

signal（km） 
2004.10.15 1.25 1.45 

2004.10.16 2.00 2.01 
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2004.10.19 0.85 0.73 

2004.10. 21 1.44 1.26 

2004.10.22 1.33 1.32 

2004.10.23 1.87 2.05 

2004.10.24 1.12 1.19 

Table1: altitude of boundary layer with different method (Deviation:  0.13) 
          

From table 1 above, we can get that the deviation is about 0.13km. Comparing the two methods, 
we can conclude that the differential method is feasible in determining the altitude of boundary 
layer. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
We have extensively observed tropospheric aerosols with lidar and Sun/sky radiometer in 
Tokyo. Recently, we have extended the lidar system to dual-wavelength Raman lidar (The 
primary laser wavelengths are 355 and 532 nm.). We found that the intensive optical 
properties such as Angstrom exponent and lidar ratios derived from the Raman lidar 
measurements are quite useful to characterize the aerosols resolving with height. As 
highlighted examples, we will show the case studies of Asian dust and Siberian smoke. For 
the smoke case (as spherical aerosol case), we retrieved the microphysical properties by 
applying an inversion with regularization. The results show an accumulation-mode dominate 
size-distribution and a low absorption; the effective radius and the single scattering albedo are 
~0.22µm and ~0.95, respectively. The column-averaged microphysical properties derived 
from the skyradiometer are also consistent with the results. We also estimated the aerosol 
direct radiative forcing using the microphysical properties. Further systematic analyses and 
improvement of lidar system are now in progress. 
  
Keywords: Raman lidar, Asian dust, Siberian forest-fire smoke, aerosol optical properties, 
aerosol radiative forcing 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Aerosols play an important role in the Earth’s radiation budget through the scattering and 
absorption of light, and present a key uncertainty in the assessment of radiative forcing.1 They 
also serve as cloud condensation nuclei and modulate the cloud properties. East Asia is 
considered as a region where emission of anthropogenic aerosol is rapidly increasing due to 
growing economy. Recently, the Asia-Pacific Regional Aerosol Characterization Experiment 
(ACE-Asia) showed that the spatial variability of aerosol composition and properties is rather 
high in this area.2, 3 It is also shown that mineral dust has an indirect effect on clouds by 
serving as effective ice nuclei.4-8 Therefore, it is highly important to study not only column-
averaged but also height-resolved aerosol optical properties regularly, in order to assess their 
radiative impact. However, it is rather difficult to perform aircraft measurements frequently. 
Nowadays, sophisticated multi-wavelength Raman lidars enable us to characterize 
tropospheric aerosols by the observable quantities themselves, and in further to retrieve 
microphysical properties from them.9-11 From the point of view of feasibility, we installed a 
UV-Raman lidar system that emits the third harmonic frequency (355 nm) on the basis of a 
second Nd:YAG laser in addition to our existed lidar system at the Etchujima campus (35.66° 
N, 139.80° E)of Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology (TUMSAT).12 Thus 
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our lidar system is capable of measuring backscatter coefficients at 355, 532, 1064 nm, 
extinction coefficients at 355 and 532 nm, particle depolarization ratio at 532 nm, and water–
vapor mixing ratio, simultaneously. To our knowledge, this is the first dual-wavelength 
Raman lidar installed in East Asia. In this paper, we demonstrate how the dual-wavelength 
Raman lidar is useful for the characterization of aerosol optical properties depending on 
regional aerosol events. We outline the Raman lidar system and the analysis method in section 
2. In section 3, we presents results of observations for the case of Asian dust and Siberian 
forest-fire smoke events in the spring of 2003 with emphasis on the aerosol characterization 
by observed aerosol optical properties. In section 4, we present the microphysical parameters 
of the smoke derived from the inversion code, comparison with the results from the 
skyradiometer analysis, and an application for estimating the aerosol radiative forcing using 
these results. Most of the results presented here are described in the reference 13.  
 

2. LIDAR SYSTEM AND ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE 
 
We installed a UV-Raman lidar system next to the existing Mie-Polarization-Raman lidar, 
which uses the laser beams at 532 (VIS) and 1064 nm (IR)3,12 The schematic view of the full 
lidar system is shown in Fig. 1. The UV-Raman lidar system is a stand-alone system, which 
employs another Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a third harmonics generator. The repetition 
frequency of the laser pulse is 10 Hz, which is synchronized with the VIS/IR system. The 
receiving telescope is of Schmid-Cassegranian type with 35.5-cm diameter and the field of 
view is 2 mrad. The optical axes of the laser beams and the telescopes were well co-aligned 
each other in the vertically direction. These conditions allow us to observe nearly the same 
volume in time and space with both lidar systems. Dichroic mirrors and following narrow 
interference filters, which bandwidths are 1-3 nm, are used to separate the backscattered light 
from Mie-Rayleigh scattering (355 nm) and from Raman scattering from nitrogen (387 nm) 
and water-vapor molecules (408 nm). Similarly the Raman signals at 607 nm and the 
Mie/Rayleigh signals at 1064 nm were separated from the signals at 532 nm in the VIS/IR 
lidar system. Photo-multiplier tubes are used for the detection. The data were stored every 
4094 shots (~7 minutes) using transient recorders (TR20-160, Licel). Typical laser powers 
during operation are approximately 100, 100, 200 mJ per pulse for the 355, 532 and 1064 nm 
laser beams. Lower height data evaluation were limited by the incomplete overlapping 
between the telescope field of view and the laser beams below ~1-1.5 km. Only the 
backscatter ratio at 355 nm and the water-vapor mixing ratio are evaluated almost down to the 
surface because we can regard the geometrical form factor as identical for both elastic and 
inelastic Raman channels. It is not the case for the backscatter ratio at 532 nm presented here 
because we used different receivers for the 532 nm and 607 nm signals. At this moment, the 
operation of Raman channels is limited in nighttime. 
We have analyzed averaged or integrated analog and photon-counting data for observations 
lasting a few hours when the vertical structure did not vary significantly. The extinction 
coefficient and the scattering ratio of the aerosols at 355 and 532 nm, and the mixing ratio are 
derived by the methods given the references 14-16. The atmospheric density profile was 
calculated from routine radiosonde observations at Tateno (36.05° N, 140.12° E) at 12 UTC. 
Normalization of the scattering ratio is made at an almost aerosol-free height, typically over 
10 km. The backscatter coefficients are derived from the backscatter ratios. The backscatter 
coefficient at 1064 nm is obtained from the Mie-Rayleigh signal by using the method 
proposed by Fernald17 and assuming a lidar ratio of 40 sr. The lidar-derived water-vapor 
mixing ratio is normalized so that the lowest value (~75 m above the lidar) matches to the 
surface observation at TUMSAT with assuming the error of ±10 %. The mixing ratio profile 
was converted to the relative humidity one using the temperature and pressure profiles 
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obtained from the radiosonde data. Deviations of the mixing ratio and relative humidity 
obtained from the lidar at TUMSAT to the respective quantities derived with the radiosonde 
can be attributed to the spatial distance of the two sites and different measurement times, and 
the unknown error of the calibration factor of the lidar. 
 

3. EXAMPLES OF OBSERVATION 

3.1.Case of Asian dust 
Fig. 2 presents the time-height cross-sections of the backscatter coefficient and total (particle 
+ molecular) depolarization ratio at 532 nm on 12 March 2003. The depolarization ratio is an 
indicator of irregularly shaped particles. Fig. 3 shows the mean profiles for a measurement 
period from 1056 to 1306 UTC. We also indicated the Ångström exponent (AE) and the 
backscatter-related Ångström exponent (BAE) derived from the profiles of the extinction and 
backscatter coefficient at 355 and 532 nm, respectively. The error bars are based on statistical 
and estimated systematic errors. The aerosol layer between 3 and 5 km seems to be composed 
of two layers as indicated by the horizontal dashed lines A and B in Figure 2: layer A is rather 
narrow with the peak at 4.6 km, layer B is broader with the peak at 4.0 km. The lower layer B 
carries features of mineral dust as suggested from the high particle depolarization ratio 
(PDR>20 %), while the PDR in layer A is as small as 6 %. The mean lidar ratios at 355 (S355) 
and 532 nm (S532) were nearly same within the standard deviations: 48.6(±8.5) and 43.1(±7.0) 
sr, respectively in the dust-like layer (3.5-4.3 km). The value of PDR and S532 is similar to our 
previous observations.3,18 The value of S355 is close to the lidar ratio observed for Saharan dust 
at 351 nm in southern Italy (~50 sr)19, but smaller than what was observed in Leipzig, 
Germany (50-80 sr).10 Mattis et al. also found that S355 is 10-30 % higher than S532.10 The 
difference in the lidar ratio values might be attributed to differences in shape, size or 
absorption properties of mineral particles.  
In addition, we can see interesting differences of aerosol optical properties besides the large 
difference of the PDR in the layers A and B; a higher BAE in layer A (~1.2) than in layer B 
(~0.3) in Fig. 3, which suggests that layer A might be composed of finer aerosols. Since the 
relative humidity in the layers A and B are nearly identical (~40 %) as shown in Fig. 3, we 
can reject the assumption that hygroscopic growth of mineral dust reduces the depolarization 
ratio. 

3.2.Case of Siberian forest-fire smoke 
In the spring and summer of 2003, an unusually high number of forest fires occurred in 
Siberia.11 Smoke plumes originating from these fires were transported over Japan with 
westerly wind. Fig. 4 shows a time-height plot of the backscatter coefficient and the total 
depolarization ratio at 532 nm on 21 May 2003. A high aerosol optical depth (τa) at the 
wavelength (λ) of 500 nm of more than 2.0 was observed in the daytime by collocated Sun 
photometer. The back trajectory analyses show that the airmass from 2 to 4 km trace back to 
regions of intense forest-fire from the west of Lake Baykal to the east of the border of China, 
Russia and Mongolia. The smoke layer sharply dropped off at ~4 km. The upper part (3-4 km) 
of the smoke layer showed a depolarization ratio of about 6 %. A similar feature was also 
observed in Suwon (37.14° N, 127.04° E), Korea.20  
Fig. 5 shows the mean profiles of optical properties for a measurement from 1040 to 1349 
UTC. A prominent layer between 2.5 and 4 km shows different optical properties separated at 
the peak (~3.2 km) from the intensive parameters, i.e., S532, PDR, and AE. The upper part 
except the rim had the following features: i) BAE is high (~1.9) while AE is small (~0.7), ii) 
S532 (~65 sr) is apparently higher than S355 (~40 sr), iii) PDR (~6 %) is higher than that in the 
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lower part. On the other hand, in the lower part, S532 and PDR drop to ~40 sr and ~3 %, 
respectively, while AE increases to be ~1.2. 
The relationship between S355 and S532, i.e., S532>S355, is consistent with the observation over 
central Europe of aged smoke from Canada during the Lindenberg Aerosol Characterization 
Experiment LACE98.21 A part of this Siberian smoke was also detected over central Europe 
and confirmed the same relationship between S355 and S532.11 The non-zero depolarization 
ratio might be caused by soil material that was uplifted into the forest fire plume22, or the 
nonsphericity of the particles due to coagulation of smoke particles.23 The latter explanation 
sounds more presumable because no signature of mineral dust was found by a chemical 
analysis of aerosols sampled at the summit of Mt. Fuji (3,776 m above sea level and ~100 km 
west from Tokyo) in the same period.24 
The relatively small AE (~0.7) in the wavelength range from 355-532 nm for the smoke layer 
is supported by the evidence observed by Sun/sky photometer for cases of heavy smoke 
events in South America and South Africa25: a significant positive curvature in the log(τa) 
versus log(λ) relationship, and in fact the analysis of the collocated TUMSAT skyradiometer 
(POM-01, Prede) also shows such relationship in the daytime. 
 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

4.1. Microphysical properties of the smoke aerosol retrieved from inversion 
We applied the method of inversion with regularization only for the case of smoke to retrieve 
the microphysical properties using the backscatter coefficients at 355, 532, 1064 nm and the 
extinction coefficients at 355 and 532 nm.9,21,26 We cannot apply currently the inversion code 
for Asian dust case which poses a high PDR, i.e., nonsphericity, because the inversion 
strongly relay on the assumption of spherical (Mie) particles. We found 0.22(±0.04) µm for 
the effective (surface-area mean) radius and 0.95(±0.06) for the single scattering albedo 
(SSA) at 532 nm around the peak of the smoke layer. Fig. 6 shows effective radius and single 
scattering albedo for selected height ranges. Comparison between a typical column-integrated 
volume size distribution derived from the skyradiometer27 and that from the present inversion 
is indicated in Fig. 7. The results indicate that particles in the accumulation mode are 
dominant, which is a typical feature for this kind of aerosols. The relatively high SSA 
indicates low absorbing particles. It should be worthwhile to mention that the larger effective 
radius of 0.35(±0.07) µm with similar SSA of 0.97(±0.04) was retrieved with the same 
inversion code for the hemispheric transported smoke over Leipzig, Germany on May 29, 
2003, which suggests the evolvement of the smoke aerosols.28 
In comparison, we mention that the typical mean radius and the SSA of Asian dust plumes 
obtained by intensive airborne in situ measurements during the ACE-Asia are 2-3 µm and 
0.96(±0.01) at 550 nm, respectively.3,29 

4.2.Estimation of aerosol direct radiative forcing for the smoke case 
There are relatively few literatures which presents the radiative forcing calculations using 
lidar data.22,30,31 Here we attempted to estimate the aerosol direct radiative forcing (ADRF) for 
the smoke case on 21 May 2003 base on the extinction coefficient profile from the lidar 
measurement at 532 nm and microphysical properties derived from the inversion. We used the 
radaitive transfer code FSTAR5C.33 We estimated the ADRF in the shortwave radiation (0.2-
4.0 µm) by assuming the flowing constant atmospheric condition; the temperature, pressure, 
relative humidity profiles from the radiosonde data at Tateno, 12 UTC. Daily mean ADRF is 
thus evaluated as –39 and –51 W/m2 at the top of the atmosphere and the surface, 
respectively. Since we used wavelength independent refractive indices of particles from the 
inversion, we also calculated the ADRF using the column-averaged size distribution and 
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refractive indices (wavelength dependent) retrieved from the skyradiometer analysis in the 
daytime. We found that both values agree each other if the mean refractive index is similar. 
The daily mean heating rate due to the aerosols is also obtained, which maximum reaches 
~0.7 K per day just above the peak of the aerosol extinction profile. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY 
 
The distinct optical signatures for mineral dust and aged smoke presented here well 
demonstrate how multi-wavelength Raman lidar including a depolarization channel is useful 
to characterize tropospheric aerosols resolving with height; for the Asian dust case we found a 
high PDR at 532 nm over 20 % and a small wavelength dependence of the lidar ratio between 
355 and 532 nm (43-49 sr), for the smoke case we found that a small PDR of 5-8 % or less 
and a high wavelength dependence of the lidar ratio: S355 is ~40 sr, while S532 is ~65 sr. We 
successfully derived the climate-relevant microphysical parameters, e.g. effective radius and 
single scattering albedo, for the smoke case using the inversion code. We also attempted to 
evaluate the aerosol radiative forcing based on the height-resolved parameters using the 
radiative transfer code. Such an advanced Raman lidar is especially useful for the 
characterization of the complex aerosols found over East Asia and has a potential for 
application in global aerosol lidar networking in future. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the TUMSAT multi-wavelength Raman lidar system. 
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Fig. 2. Time-height cross section of aerosol backscatter coefficients and total depolarization 
ratio at 532 nm over TUMSAT in Tokyo, Japan on 12 March 2003.13 
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Fig. 3. Mean profiles of aerosol optical properties and water-vapor mixing ratio for the 
measurement from 1056 to 1306 UTC on 12 March 2003.13 BAE and AE denote Backscatter-

related Ångström Exponent and Ångström Exponent for the extinction coefficient between 
355 and 532 nm, respectively. The mixing ratio and relative humidity obtained from 

radiosonde at Tateno (12 UTC) are shown for reference. 
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Fig. 4. As in Fig. 2, except for 21 May 2003.13 
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 3, except for the period from 1040 to 1349 UTC on 21 May 2003.13 
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Fig. 6. Vertical variation of the effective radius and single scattering albedo at 532 nm 
retrieved from the Raman lidar observation shown in Fig. 5.13 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Comparison between the volume size distributions retrieved from the Raman-lidar and 
skyradiometer inversions on 21 May 2003. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Some broadband radiation methods are developed to retrieve aerosol optical depth, imaginary part 

of its refractive index, aerosol single scatter albedo and its meteorological extinction coefficient profile. 

These methods include: 

1. Broadband extinction method (Qiu: J. Atmos. Sci., 1998; Qiu: Tellus, 2001; Qiu: J. Appl. Meteo., 

2003) to retrieve aerosol optical depth from pyrheliometer data; 

2. Broadband diffuse solar radiation method (Qiu et al.: Tellus, 2004) to retrieve the aerosol 

imaginary part and single scatter albedo. In the method, the solar diffuse radiation is determined 

from joint pyrheliometer and pyranometer data in order to avoid paranometer shading ring effect.  

3. Method to derive so-called scaling height of tropospheric aerosol and its meteorological 

(yearly/seasonally/monthly mean) extinction efficient profile, using joint aerosol optical depth and 

surface visibility (Qiu et al.: Journal of Aerosol Science, in press). The scaling height is defined 

using an assumption of exponent-type aerosol extinction coefficient profile. The scaling height 

and exponent-type extinction coefficient profile are determined from ground-measured aerosol 

optical depth and surface visibility data. 

These methods are used to retrieve aerosol optical depths, aerosol imaginary part (AIP) and its 

single scatter albedo (SSA), and aerosol extinction coefficient profiles over 14 sites in China. These 

sites locate over 14 cities of Urumqi, Geermu, Harbin, Shengyang, Beijing, Zhengzhou, Kunming, 

Shanghai, Wuhan, Guangzhou, Lanzou, Ejinaqi, Lhasa and Sanya, which cover most areas in China. 

Yearly/seasonally/monthly mean characteristics of these optical parameters are emphatically analyzed.  

Some main results and conclusions are as follows: 

(1) Variation Trend of aerosol optical depths  

During 1980-1993, aerosol optical depths have increasing trends for all sites. But after 1994 and 

for such sites as Beijing, Harbin and Lanzhou, the depths have decreasing trends.  

(2) Asian sand-dust event effects  

Over most areas in China, sand-dust events mainly originated from Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang 

deserts are an important aerosol pollution source. It is found from the monthly-averaged AODs that 

the AODs in the spring are larger for most cities, especially in northern China. 

(3) Characteristics of aerosol imaginary part and its single scatter albedo   

The total yearly-mean AIPs during 1993-2001 change from 0.0207 to 0.0301 for 6 cities in 

Northern China, and the corresponding single scatter albedo (SSA) from 0.851 to 0.803 with a mean 
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value of 0.832. The AIP is larger during winter (warming period in northern China), especially for 

Shenyang site, owing to coal-burning increase. The AIP during summer is usually smaller. There are 

different variation trends in AIP and SSA. Over Harbin site the AIP (respectively, SSA) has an 

evidently increasing (respectively, decreasing) trend during 1993-2001. Over Zhengzhou site, the AIP 

has an increasing trend during 1993-1995 but evidently decreasing after 1997.  

(4) Characteristics of scaling height of tropospheric aerosol and its mean extinction coefficient 

profile    

Characteristics of seasonally/yearly mean scaling heights and aerosol extinction profiles over 11 

sites in China during 1994-2001 are analyzed.  

It is found that the aerosol scaling heights over different sites are very variable. The yearly mean 

scaling heights changes between 1.30 (Shenyang) and 2.67km (Wuhan). The aerosol scaling heights 

for different seasons are also very variable. The heights during spring are larger for all sites, especially 

in northern China, due to Asian dust storm events. The 11-site-mean yearly-mean aerosol scaling 

heights change between 1.85 and 2.11km during 1994-2001, being close to MODTRAN rural aerosol 

scaling height (2.04km), and they have an increasing trend with the yearly increasing rate of 0.031km, 

implying a shifting-up trend of aerosol particles in the troposphere.  

The yearly-mean tropospheric aerosol extinction coefficient profiles are very variable for different 

sites. Shenyang is the capital of Liaoning province, a heavy-industry center in China. Here the aerosol 

pollution in the near to surface atmosphere is relatively more serious, resulting in the larger surface 

aerosol extinction coefficient and then the lower surface visibility. Another characteristic of aerosol 

extinction coefficient profile over the Shenyang site is its stronger decrease with an increase of the 

height. The Geermu site locates over Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, having the sea level of 2808m. Here, the 

surface visibility is usually larger than 30km; the surface aerosol extinction coefficient is relatively 

smaller, there are relatively more aerosol particles in the upper troposphere, especially during spring. 
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Abstract 

In order to investigate the optical, physical and chemical properties of marine boundar layer aerosols and its 
relation to the origin of aerosols for estimating the direct radiative effect of aerosols in East Asia, shipboard 
aerosol measurements were carried out around Japan. The instrumented Research Vessel Shirase made 
counterclockwise coastal cruises from Yokosuka via the Western-North Pacific, the Sea of Japan, and the East 
China Sea in early autumns of 2002, 2003, and 2004. This paper includes results not only from optical 
measurements using an Optical Particle Counter, an Integrating Nephelometer, and a Particle Soot/Absorption 
Photometer but also chemical analysis of aerosols collected by an impactor-filter system. Water-insoluble 
aerosols were measured with a Coulter Counter. It was found that different features of optical, physical and 
chemical properties of aerosols in the marine boundary layer around Japan were strongly related to the origin and 
history of air mass.  
 
1. Introduction 

Aerosols play an important role in the global climate system due to their radiative effect to 
the Earth’s radiation energy balance. Though it is well known that aerosols have two-fold 
significant effects characterized by “direct” and “indirect”, the quantity of both effects is still 
uncertain. The direct effect is for aerosols to affect directly on the radiation budget by 
scattering and absorbing solar radiation in the atmosphere. Therefore the aerosol optical 
properties are essential for quantitative estimation of the direct effect of aerosols.  

The aim of this study is to investigate the spatial variation of aerosol optical, physical and 
chemical properties and its relation to the origin of aerosols for estimating the direct effect of 
aerosols in East Asia. For this purpose, we carried out the aerosol measurement on board the 
instrumented R/V Shirase during the Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE) 
Training Cruise with counterclockwise coastal round cruises from Yokosuka via the 
Western-North Pacific, the Sea of Japan, and the East China Sea in early autumns of 2002, 
2003, and 2004 (Shiobara et al., 2004a and 2004b; Yabuki et al, 2004). In this paper, results 
from the shipboard aerosol measurement in 2002 and 2003 are shown and compared for 
discussion on the optical, physical and chemical properties of aerosols in the marine boundary 
layer around Japan. 
  
2. Measurements 

Shipboard aerosol measurements were carried out on board the Antarctic R/V Shirase, an 
icebreaker operated by Japan Maritime Self-Defence Force, cruising around Japan prior to the 
voyage for the Antarctic research activity. The R/V Shirase made coastal round cruises 
counterclockwise from Yokosuka for the period from 28 August to 29 September in 2002, 4 
September to 4 October in 2003, and 1 September to 5 October in 2004. 

Aerosol optical properties were measured with an optical particle counter (OPC; RION 
KC01D), an Integrating Nephelometer (IN; Radiance Research M903), and a Particle 
Soot/Absorption Photometer (PSAP; Radiance Research). The OPC measured the number 
density of particles for five radius ranges of r > 0.15, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5 µm: the data were 
corrected for the coincidence loss. The IN measured the scattering coefficient at the 
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wavelength of λ = 530 nm. The PSAP measured the absorption coefficient at λ = 565 nm. The 
extinction coefficient and the single scattering albedo at 565 nm were calculated by assuming 
that the scattering coefficient was inversely proportional to the wavelength (i.e., Angstrom 
Parameter = 1). Considering the contamination by the exhaust from the ship engine, the data 
were excluded when the wind blew from the sector of 60- 240° relative to the ship heading.  

Aerosol particles and acidic gases were collected using a 3-stage mid-volume impactor 
with back-up filter in series of 2-stage alkaline impregnated filters during the cruise. Air 
sampler was set on the central front of the upper deck. The collected samples were kept in 
freezer until analysis in laboratory. After extraction by ultra pure water (18.3 MΩ; Milli-Q), 
each water-soluble constituent was analyzed with an ion chromatograph.  

Aerosol particles were also collected on Nuclepore filters with the 0.4-µm pore size to 
measure the size distribution of water-insoluble particles. The size distribution was measured 
with a Coulter Counter (Beckman-Coulter Inc. Multisizer III) after collected samples were 
dispersed into electrolyte with an ultrasonic cleaner. 

Figure 1 shows the cruise tracks for 2002 (left panel) and 2003 (right panel). The region 
(A) in the left panel and the regions (B) and (C) in the right panel are selected for extracting 
the different feature of aerosol properties to be referred to in the following discussion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
         Figure 1. Cruise tracks of the R/V Shirase JARE Training Cruise for (a) 2002 and (b) 2003. 
 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Weather condition and air trajectories 

The weather conditions during the 2002 cruise are briefly described below. Although a 
typhoon was moving north in the western part of Japan in the end of August 2002, the weather 
was rather fine under a high pressure system centered in the North-Western Pacific Ocean, 
that is, the meteorological situation was typical for Japan’s summer until 2 September. Then a 
high pressure system located in the north of China was coming strong, and yielding stationary 
fronts over Japan by competing with another high pressure system over the ocean for 7 – 12 
September when R/V Shirase was cruising in the Sea of Japan and the East China Sea. Since 
14 September, during the latter half of the cruise from Naha, cyclones accompanied by fronts 
were alternately passing through the southern part of the mainland. That was a normal 
weather pattern of the summer – autumn transition season in Japan. 

The weather conditions for September and early October of 2003 were rather normal with 
alternately traveling cyclone and high pressure systems. Another significant feature of 
meteorological situation during the 2003 cruise is that two typhoons, Typhoon 14 and 
Typhoon 15, have passed in the vicinity of Japan Islands. Passing of these typhoons caused 
atmospheric disturbance and air mass exchange along with strong wind and precipitation. 
Thus the atmospheric situation for the 2003 cruise was quite different from the 2002 cruise 

while the summer of 2002 had remained in early September. 
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Figure 2 shows the results from the 5-day backward trajectory analysis calculated from 
1000 m above sea level for some selected cases along the ship track of the 2002 cruise (left 
panel) and the 2003 cruise (right panel). The NOAA HYSPLIT4 Model (Draxler and Rolpf, 
2003) with the vertical motion mode was employed for this analysis. During the cruise in 
2002, the trajectories indicated that the air mass was transported from the various areas; e.g., 
from remote Pacific Ocean during the Pacific Ocean leg (Region (A) in Fig. 1), from Chinese 
Continent during the Sea of Japan leg, and sometimes across the Mainland Japan. On the 
other hand, in the case of 2003, the air mass mostly passed over the continent (and the 
Mainland) by the northwesterly wind. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Five-day backward trajectories with the vertical motion mode for  
(a) the 2002 cruise and (b) the 2003 cruise.  

 
3.2. Chemical properties of water-soluble aerosol particles 

Selected chemical compositions for anthropogenic aerosols and natural sources are shown 
in Fig. 3. Describing in general on the size and composition of aerosols for both cruises in 
2002 and 2003, sea-salt (Na+, top panels), and NO3

- (second top panels) were mostly 
distributed in coarse modes (D = 2-6 µm and >6 µm). In contrast, nss- (non-sea-salt) SO4

2- 
(second bottom panels) was present in fine (D = 0.2 – 2 µm) and Aitken (D<0.2 µm) modes. 
Particulate oxalate (bottom panels) was mostly distributed in both coarse (D = 2-6 µm) and 
fine (D = 0.2-2 µm) modes. 
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Figure 3.  Variations of aerosol constituents (Na+, NO3
-, nss-SO4

2-, and oxalate) during 
the 2002 (left panel) and 2003 (right panel) cruises. 
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During the cruise of the region (A) in 2002, sea-salt particles were dominant and the 
concentrations of anthropogenic species such as particulate NO3

-, non-sea-salt (nss-) SO4
2- 

and oxalate were quite low. According to the trajectory analysis described earlier, the air mass 
in the region (A) is identified as clean maritime air from the remote Pacific Ocean.  

On the other hand, the most significant chemical feature of anthropogenic aerosols is found 
in the results from cruises off shore the west of Kyushu Island both in 2002 and 2003. From 
the 2002 cruise, the concentrations of anthropogenic species such as NO3

-, nss-SO4
2-, and 

oxalate in the region around Sasebo and Naha were evidently higher than those in the region 
(A). The backward trajectory suggested that human activities in Chinese continent, Korean 
Plateau and Japan Islands might affect to the quality of air masses in the marine boundary 
layer during the cruise off shore Kyushu Island. Also from the 2003 cruise, the highest 
concentrations of anthropogenic species were observed in the region (B) corresponding to 
high number concentration of aerosol particles, especially in fine particles. Despite of clear sky 
on 17 September, the atmospheric visibility at Sasebo was lower than 10 km due to heavy 
haze. The backward trajectory exhibited that air mass loading anthropogenic species had 
passed in boundary layer – lower free troposphere over Korea, Yellow Sea, the northeast area 
of China for the previous five days. 

 
3.3. Size distribution of water-insoluble aerosol particles 

Figure 4 shows the volume-size distribution of water-insoluble aerosol particles to see 
difference in the results from the Pacific Ocean cruise (28-29 August 2002) and the East 
China Sea cruise (12-13 September 2002). The error bars mean standard deviations of blank 
samples. During the 28-29 August cruise, corresponding to the region (A), water-insoluble 
particles were not significantly detected. As shown in earlier, during the cruise of the region 
(A), the air was transported mainly from the central Pacific Ocean, so that water-insoluble 
aerosols such as soil and solid dust were not expected in the air mass.  

On the other hand, the result from the 12-13 
September cruise shows evidently a different 
size distribution. As soil particles generally 
show a log-normal size distribution, the 
measured size distribution can be decomposed 
to a log-normal distribution for soil particles 
and a power-law distribution. From the curve 
fitting for the 12-13 September measurement, 
the existence of the log-normal size 
distribution with the geometrical mean radius 
of 1.35 µm and the geometrical standard 
deviation of 1.55 was found. During the 12-13 
September cruise, the air was transported 
mainly from Korea and the northeast of China, 
and possibly included soil particles originated 
in these areas. However, it should be noted 
that uncertainty in the absolute values of the 
volume-size distribution still remains due to 
uncertainty of the extraction efficiency of 
particles deposited on a filter into electrode 
and due to smash of extracted particles by 
ultrasonic cleaning. 
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Figure 4. Volume-size distribution of 
water-insoluble particles measured by a Coulter 

Multisizer for the Pacific Ocean cruise (8/28-8/29, 
circles) and the East China Sea cruise (9/12-9/13, 

squares). The curve shows a log-normal size 
distribution fit to the 9/12-9/13 result. 
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3.4. Optical and physical properties 
Figures 5 and 6 depict spatial variations of (a) the extinction coefficient at 565 nm, (b) the 

single scattering albedo at 565 nm, and (c) the ratio of the number density of the 0.15-0.25 µm 
radius bin to that of the 0.25-0.5 µm radius bin, for the 2002 and 2003 cruises, respectively. 
The present study focuses on the three regions (A, B and C) as shown in Fig. 1. In the region 
(A), the air mass was transported from central Pacific Ocean without passing over land 
surfaces. In addition, large and non-absorbing particles were dominant as indicated in Fig. 5 
(b) and (c). The main source in this region might be identified as maritime aerosols. In the 
region (B), a strong haze event was observed. The absolute value of the extinction coefficient 
indicated the highest in the whole cruise of 2003. It was correlated with the increase of fine 
particles. As described in the previous section, simultaneous measurements of chemical 
constituents of aerosol particles revealed that the concentrations of anthropogenic species 
such as nss-SO4

2-, oxalate, and NO3
- gradually increased in the region (B). Also, the backward 

trajectory showed the outflow from Korea and Chinese continent. In the region (C), the single 
scattering albedo was relatively low due to the increase of absorbing particles. Based on the 
trajectory analysis, it is suggested that the air in the region (C) was polluted by human activity 
in the Mainland. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.  (a) The extinction coefficient, (b) the single scattering albedo, and (c) the number density ratio of 

the 0.15 – 0.25 µm radius bin to the 0.25 – 0.5 µm radius bin for the 2002 cruise. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The complex refractive index was retrieved by a method proposed in Yabuki et al.(2003). 

The procedure was applied for simultaneous measurements of the aerosol size distribution, 
scattering coefficient and absorption coefficient with OPC, IN and PSAP. Generally speaking 
for the result, the averaged imaginary part of the refractive index during the 2003 cruise was 
about 0.005. This value was twice as large as that for the 2002 cruise. With regard to the 
selected regions in Fig. 1, the values of the imaginary part in the regions (A, B and C) were 
ranged in 0-0.001, 0.001-0.004, and 0.004-0.015, respectively. The values of the real part 
ranged in 1.38-1.40 for the region (A) and 1.51-1.57 for the region (C). Existence of sea-salt 
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rich aerosol particles is reflected on such low values of the imaginary index in the region (A) 
as supposed from the chemical analysis described earlier. The complex refractive index for 
the region (A) was nearly consistent with that for maritime aerosols. Slightly high but rather 
low imaginary values in the region (B) under the haze condition might be affected by reduced 
absorption of aerosol particles due to the increase of the scattering matters with water-soluble 
particles such as sulfate. High values of both real and imaginary indices in the region (C) were 
possibly caused by aerosol particles mixed with soil dust and anthropogenic pollution. 

 
4. Summary 

We described optical, physical and chemical properties of aerosols in the marine boundary 
layer around Japan Those aerosol properties were quantitatively obtained from optical and 
chemical measurements on board the R/V Shirase in 2002 and 2003. The result shows some 
characteristic features of aerosol properties and their difference in spatial distribution. 
Summarizing the result, we can understand that the marine boundary layer aerosol mainly 
consists of maritime sea-salt particles from remote ocean, soil dust and sulfate aerosol from 
Chinese Continent, and the anthropogenic aerosol produced in Japan and neighboring 
countries including Korea and China. The mixing state of these aerosols is strongly related to 
the air mass origin and history. The trajectory analysis must be helpful for understanding the 
fraction of mixing of each aerosol. The practical values of the aerosol optical parameters 
obtained in this study are expected to improve the accuracy in estimating the aerosol direct 
radiative forcing in the East Asia. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to understand the effects of anthropogenic air pollutants on atmospheric heat budget, the radiative 
properties of aerosols were investigated over the urban area of Nagoya. Measurements included size distributions 
of aerosols greater than 0.3 μm in diameter, scattering coefficients and absorption coefficients. The mean 
values with standard deviations for hourly averages of scattering coefficients, absorption coefficients and single 
scattering abledos were reported to be 52.3±39.3Mm-1, 24.6±18.3Mm-1 and 0.66±0.13 respectively. Such low 
values of single scattering albedos suggest that aerosols of the urban area of Nagoya are highly absorptive in 
nature, which have a potential to warm our climate. Comparison of our results with other polluted cities of US 
and China were also performed. Mass scattering efficiency of dry aerosols and mass absorption efficiency of 
black carbon over the urban area of Nagoya were found to be around 4.7m2g-1, and 14.6m2g-1 respectively. 
Before and after the rain events, diurnal variations of radiative properties were observed. Such diurnal variations 
were suggested to be driven by local pollutants rather than meteorological changes throughout the day. The 
prominent peaks of black carbon concentrations and absorption coefficients during morning were suggested to 
be the effects of local sources such as burning and vehicles whereas peaks of scattering coefficients observed 
during afternoon were found to be the effects of photochemically driven aerosol production. Two different 
effects of rain events on scattering coefficients were also observed.  It was estimated by the observation data 
that the rain events reduced scattering coefficients by washing out coarse and accumulation mode aerosols, 
whereas the continuous rain events increased scattering coefficients by condensing water vapor to non-washed 
aerosols of the atmosphere.  
 
Keywords: Air pollutants, scattering coefficients, absorption coefficients, black carbon, single scattering albedo 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

An estimate of the total global radiative forcing due to the direct and indirect effects of 
atmospheric aerosols has become a subject of debate in recent years. Unlike well-mixed 
greenhouse gases, the climatic impact of anthropogenic aerosols is still subject to large 
uncertainties [Penner et al., 2001]. Spatial and temporal variations of aerosols with short life 
time in the atmosphere, seasonal nature of aerosol emissions, insufficient information 
regarding the mixing state of aerosols in the atmosphere and nonuniform relative humidity 
dependency of physical and optical properties of different aerosol species have arisen 
difficulties to accurately model the radiative forcing of aerosols in a global scale. For this 
reason, it is very necessary to measure and study the aerosol radiative properties at various 
locations around the Earth. 

Several field campaigns such as ACE1, ACE2, INDOEX, TARFOX, LACE98 and APEX 
were designed to investigate the aerosol properties at different parts of the Earth to reduce 
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existed scientific uncertainties. However the role of aerosols over polluted urban areas that 
contain highly absorbing boundary layer particles is still not very well investigated. To our 
knowledge, there have not been measurements of aerosol radiative properties reported for the 
urban area of Nagoya (3507’N, 136058’E). The existence of costal industrial zones at around 
Nagoya port with heavy industries such as iron and steel, an oil refinery, petrochemicals, gas 
production, power generation, and so on emit a large amount of anthropogenic aerosols. 
Further, air pollution by automobile exhaust is also high in Nagoya. The major components of 
Nagoya urban aerosols are reported to be organic aerosols and elemental carbon [Kadowaki, 
1990]. Kasahara et al. [2000; Personal communication] also reported of around 51% of 
elemental carbon in this region. Aerosols with high fraction of light absorbing black carbon 
have a potential to warm our climate. In recognition of this situation, it is of interest to study 
optical properties of aerosols over the urban area of Nagoya. 

 
2. INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA 

Aerosol measurements were made at the 5th floor of Hydrospheric-Atmospheric 
Research Center (HyARC) of Nagoya University located in the east section of the city. The 
experimental place is unique in that traffic is for the most part prohibited on campus and 
therefore the measurements don’t include short-term peaks from very nearby mobile 
sources, but instead reflect the broad average conditions over the eastern Nagoya. A 
nephelometer (Model M903, Radiance Research) was used to measure the light scattering 
coefficient(σsp) at 530nm. The instrument was calibrated prior to the experiment using 
clean (particle-free) air as well as CO2 for the span gas. The light absorption coefficient (σ
ab) was measured at 565nm using a Particle Soot Absorption Photometer(PSAP) (Radiance 
Research). At the same time mass concentration of black carbon was measured using a 
7-wavelength “Spectrum” aethalometer (Model AE 30, Magee Scientific). Number 
concentrations of aerosol particles larger than 0.3μm in diameter were measured using 
Laser Particle Counter (LPC) (Model TF-500,Kanomax). Meteorological data were 
obtained from Nagoya Regional Observatory, JMA. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. TIME SERIES OF AEROSOL RADIATIVE PROPERTIES 

Figure1 shows statistical analysis of daily scattering coefficient and black carbon 
concentration(μg/m3) of aerosols from July 23, 2004 to September 5, 2004. The measured 
scattering coefficients ranged from 5 Mm-1 to 222 Mm-1, resulting in a mean value with 
standard deviation of 52.3±39.3Mm-1. Similarly the measured black carbon (measurement 
made by aethalometer at 880nm wavelength) concentration ranged from 0.1μg/m3 to 8.0μ
g/m3 , resulting in a mean value with standard deviation of 1.7±1.25μg/m3. The measured 
scattering coefficients showed excellent correlation with total number of particles measured  
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by LPC (R2=0.98). There was not a clear relationship between total particle number 
concentration, scattering coefficient and black carbon concentration with wind speed. On the 
other hand, particle number concentration and scattering coefficients showed relationship with 
wind direction. Statistical analysis results showed that westerly winds reaching the 
observation site were characterized by relatively high particle number concentrations and high 
scattering coefficients whereas south south easterly and south easterly winds reaching the 
observation site were characterized by comparatively low particle number concentrations and 
low scattering coefficients. Not surprisingly, the coastal industrial zones which is the main 
source of anthropogenic aerosols are located at the west side of observation site whereas 
pacific ocean is located at the south south east and south east direction of the observation site. 
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Figure 1. Time series of the scattering coefficients (Upper) at 530nm and mass concentrations of black carbon 

(Lower) at urban area of Nagoya, between 23 July and 5 September. Boxes are determined by the 25th and 75th 

percentiles, and whiskers are determined by the 5th and 95th percentiles. Close circles with the solid line and open 

circles show the daily mean and median of hourly averaged data respectively. 

 

Two effects of rain events were observed during the entire study period. The first effect 
showed the decrease of scattering coefficients and the second effect showed the increase of 
scattering coefficients. Sharp decrease of scattering coefficient on 26 July after a light rain 
event on 25 July, the lowest scattering coefficient detected on 2 August followed by a  
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continuous decrease of scattering coefficients from 28 July due to frequent rain events 
observed on 28 July, 29 July, 30 July, 31 July, and 1 August and decrease in scattering 
coefficients from 22 August till 25 August followed by frequent rain events on 22 August, 23 
August, 24 August, and 25 August were suggested due to washout of atmospheric aerosols by 
rain events. The second effect showed the increase of scattering coefficient during rain events. 
Most probably rain events occurred on 29 August and 30 August had greatly washed out the 
aerosols of the atmosphere and the increase of scattering coefficients from 30 August to 2 
September were due to the effects of relative humidity. It should be noted that nephelometer 
was not completely drying the aerosol, and therefore a significant amount of measured light 
scattering was due to condensed water. More or less similar effects of rain events were 
observed on mass concentrations of black carbons. Chen et al. [2001] suggested that 
elemental carbon from atmosphere is removed primarily through precipitation scavenging 
after it is internally mixed with salts (such as sulfate) and becomes soluble. The precipitation 
scavenging of black carbon suggested that black carbon might have internally mixed with 
sulfate in the urban area of Nagoya. 

With the estimated absorption efficiency of black carbon as 14.6 m2/g in the urban area 
of Nagoya (see section 3.3), absorption coefficients were calculated from mass concentration 
of black carbon to estimate single scattering albedos of aerosols. The mean value with 
standard deviation of the overall experimental period was found to be 0.66±0.13. Note that 
the average single scattering albedo may increase by certain percentage after correcting 
absorption coefficient data measured by PSAP instrument for both light scattering and 
instrument overestimation as described by Bond et al. [1999] and after correcting angular 
truncation of nephelometer. This part of work is on progress and will be reported during the 
presentation. The previous study reported the single scattering albedo of around 0.55 from the 
analysis of physical and chemical properties of urban aerosols of Nagoya [ Kasahara et al., 
2000; Personal communication]. Overall, it was found that aerosols of Nagoya are highly 
absorptive in nature, which have a potential to warm the climate. 

 
3.2. DIURNAL VARIATION OF AEROSOL RADIATIVE PROPERTIES 

Before and after the rain events all the aerosol properties exhibit a characteristic diurnal 
cycle. Figure 2 shows the statistical analysis of scattering coefficients and black carbon 
concentrations grouped by hour of a day. Statistical analyses were carried out only for the non 
rainy days. The peaks in mean scattering coefficients were observed at 1100-1500 JST with 
the highest peak at 1300 JST. The cycle is even more pronounced when looking at the 75th 
and 95th percentile populations. 

It was suggested that number concentration of aerosol particles were reduced during 
morning and night time as a result of coagulation and highly reduced sources and OH  
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productions when there was little or no solar insolation [Iziomon and Lohmann, 2003]. During 
afternoon, sulfate formation from SO2 emissions from local power plants or refineries, 
photochemically driven productions of organic or N-containing particles were possible. The 
highest values of total particle number concentrations and scattering coefficients were noticed 
under clear skies relative to cloud sky and all sky conditions in increasing difference in the 
afternoon. It was observed that the frequency of westerly winds reaching the observation site 
was higher in afternoon that morning and night This suggested that photochemically driven 
aerosol production was the main reason for high peaks of scattering coefficients observed at 
afternoon in our study location. Further mass scattering efficiency of aerosols below 4.7m2g-1 
during afternoon (see section 3.3) suggested that sulfate aerosols were dominant. 

The pronounced morning peaks of black carbon concentrations observed at 
0500-0800JST might be the effects of local sources such as burning and vehicles.  
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Figure 2. Statistical analysis showing hourly averages of scattering coefficients (Upper) at 530nm and mass 

concentrations of black carbon (Lower) over the non rainy days of field campaign from 23 July to 5 September. 

Boxes are determined by the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers are determined by the 5th and 95th percentiles. 

Close circles with the solid line and open circles show the daily mean and median of hourly averaged data 

respectively. 
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The calculated daily cycles of hourly averaged single scattering albedos from the 
information of daily cycles of hourly averaged scattering coefficients and hourly averaged 
absorption coefficients showed quite similarity with hourly averaged absorption coefficients 
but inversely related. This suggested that the single scattering cycle was being driven more by 
the variability in absorption coefficient than the variability in scattering coefficients. 
 

 
3.3. MASS SCATTERING EFFICIENCY OF DRY AEROSOLS AND 

MASS ABSORPTION EFFICIENCY OF BLACK CARBON 
From the hourly averaged size distributions of relatively dry aerosols with ambient RH 

less than 60%, we calculated the mass concentrations of aerosols considering the density of 
dry aerosols as 1.7gcm-3. Calculated mass concentrations were plotted against the scattering 
coefficients as shown in figure 3(left). An excellent correlation between mass concentration of 
aerosols and scattering coefficients with R2=0.93 was found. The estimated mass scattering 
efficiency was 4.7m2g-1. This value could be considered as the upper limit mass scattering 
efficiency of urban aerosols in Nagoya because the minimum detection size range of LPC 
instrument was 0.3μm and masses of aerosols below 0.3μm weren’t included. Since 
aerosols of the afternoon hours were comparatively dry and ambient relative humidity 
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Figure 3. Mass scattering efficiency of dry aerosols with relative humidity less than 60% (Left) and mass 

absorption efficiency of black carbon (Right). 

 
generally dropped below 60%. Thus the reported mass scattering efficiency could be 
considered as the representative value of aerosols of afternoon. The value falls within the 
range of sulfate scattering efficiency values of 2.4 to 4.7 m2g-1 reported in previous 
publications [Andrae et al., 2002]. Based upon this finding, it could be suggested that sulfate  
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formation from SO2 emissions from local power plants or refineries was the main 
phenomenon to increase particle number concentration and scattering coefficients during the 
afternoon in urban location of Nagoya.  

Absorption coefficients measured by PSAP were correlated with mass concentrations of  
absorbing aerosols measured by aethalometer at 571nm, 590nm, and 880nm. Excellent 
correlations were observed between two types of measurements and the best correlation was 
observed between PSAP absorption coefficient and aethalometer black carbon (measured at 
880nm) and value of absorption efficiency of black carbon was found to be 14.6 m2g-1 with 
R2=0.96. The estimated mass absorption efficiency of black carbon in this study falls within 
the range of reported mass absorption efficiency of 5-20 m2g-1 [Liousse et al., 1993]. Further, 
this value is comparable to the values of mass absorption efficiencies of other urban locations 
reported in literatures.  
 
4. CONCLUSION 

The measurement of aerosol radiative properties was performed over the urban area of 
Nagoya from 23 July 2004 to 5 September 2004. The measured scattering coefficients ranged 
from 5 Mm-1 to 222 Mm-1, resulting in a mean value with standard deviation of 52.3±
39.3Mm-1. Similarly the measured black carbon (measurement made by aethalometer at 
880nm wavelength) concentration ranged from 0.1μg/m3 to 8.0μg/m3 , resulting in a mean 
value with standard deviation of 1.7±1.25μg/m3. Mass absorption efficiency of black 
carbon was found to be 14.6 m2g-1 . Since PSAP data with Transmission (Tr>0.5) were not 
available for the entire field experiment, hourly averaged absorption coefficients of the entire 
field campaign were estimated from the information of black carbon concentrations and mass 
absorption efficiency of black carbon. The absorption coefficients ranged from 1.5 Mm-1 to 
116.6 Mm-1 , resulting in a mean value with standard deviation of 24.6±18.3 Mm-1.   

Light scattering coefficients of our study location was found to be comparable to the 
measurements of scattering coefficients observed in several urban areas of the United States 
over varying time periods during the 1970s which ranged from 30 to 210 Mm-1 [Waggoner et 
al., 1981]. On the other hand, the mean light scattering coefficients of the urban area of 
Nagoya was roughly 2 times lower than the mean value of 120 Mm-1 measured in Atlanta (a 
relatively polluted city in the USA) during August 1999 as a part of Atlanta SuperSite 
Experiment [Carrico et al., 2003], roughly 6 times lower than the mean value of 353Mm-1 
measured in Linan, China (Agriculture Yangtze delta region of China) during November 1999 
[Xu et al., 2002], and roughly 9 times lower than the mean value of 488 Mm-1 measured in 
Beijing, China during June 1999 [ Bergin et al., 2001]. 

Light absorption coefficients of our study location was found to be comparable to the 
absorption coefficients made at several urban locations of US over varying time periods 
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 during the 1970s which ranged from 27 to 118 Mm-1[Waggoner et al., 1981]. The mean 
value of absorption coefficients of our study location was higher than the mean value of 16 
Mm-1 in Atlanta, US reported by Carrico et al. [2003], comparable to the mean value of 23 
Mm-1 in Linan, China reported by Xu et al. [2002], and roughly 4 times lower than the mean 
value of 88 Mm-1 in Beijing, China reported by Bergin et al. [2001]. 

The diurnal pattern of scattering coefficients in the urban area of Nagoya was 
characterized by peak values during afternoon, which was suggested due to photochemicaly 
driven aerosol productions. The pronounced morning peaks of black carbon concentrations 
and absorption coefficients observed during morning were suggested due to the effects of 
local sources such as burning and vehicles.  

Overall, aerosols of Nagoya are characterized by high absorbing aerosols, which result to 
very low single scattering albedo and have a potential to warm our climate by absorbing solar 
radiation. 
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Dust storm observations in Mongolia in spring 2004 
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ABSTRACT 

A study on dust storms observed over the territory of Mongolia from January to May 

in 2004 was carried out.  Asian regional and local weather maps at surface and 500-hPa 

level, and NOAA satellite images were used for the study.  The study focused on 

formation, intensity and movement of dust events originated in Mongolian Gobi Desert 

area.  Atmospheric circulation factors causing formation of dust events are reviewed.   

During the spring, there were 10 cases of strong dust events and 6 moderate or weak 

dust events in Mongolia. About 6 of them arrived at and Japan via NE China and the 

Korean Peninsular.  Favourable and unfavourable conditions including winter and spring 

snowfall for the formation of intense dust storms were studied.  Snowfall amount was 1-

12 mm over the Gobi Desert area from January to February, and there was no snowfall 

over the some areas of the Gobi Desert in those months. Monthly precipitation amount in 

January and February fluctuated around the climate normal between 1961 and 1990, and 

less than that.  March and April of 2004 were the driest months in Mongolia including the 

Gobi Desert areas.  Monthly precipitation amounts were about 0-5 mm over the most 

areas of Mongolia in those months.  Monthly precipitation amounts were less than the 

climate normal over the Gobi Desert area in Mongolia in the period from March to May.    

Soil wet was small in winter and spring, and it was favourable for the formation of dust 

storms in those periods.   NOAA satellite images discover dust clouds over NE Asia in 

spring.   

 

 

1. Introduction 

The Gobi Deserts of Mongolia is a source area for the formation of dust storm in East 

Asia (Natsagdorj et al., 2003). Occurrences of dust storms are different every year 

especially in spring season. Some spring is relatively fine for dust events depending on 

atmospheric circulation pattern, amount of precipitation, soil condition etc.   The spring 
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of 2003 was comparatively wetter than other years and formation of dust storms was with 

less frequent both in Mongolia and Inner Mongolia of China (Chung et al., 2004).  

The study aim was to investigate dust storms in spring 2004 in relation with 

precipitation amount, soil condition and atmospheric front. In addition, transportation of 

dusty air and indication of dust aerosols on the satellite images were compared with 

ground visual observations on dust storms. 

 

2. Data used  

Dust storm observations, snow cover, monthly amount of precipitation and its anomaly 

over the territory of Mongolia from January to May 2004 were used in the study.  In 

addition, some examples of NOAA satellite images were included in the study.   

 

3. Basic conditions for the formation of dust storms in Mongolia from January to 

May 2004 

Snowfall and precipitation in January to May in 2004 

Monthly amount of precipitation and its anomaly are shown in the Fig.1 and Fig.2.  

Monthly precipitation anomaly was less than normal over the 40-50% of the territory of 

Mongolia from January to March and 80-90 % from April to May.  Monthly amount of 

precipitation was 0.1-12 mm in January to February and 0.1-37 mm from March to May.  

According to the precipitation data, the territory of Mongolia had received the small 

amount of precipitation in winter and spring 2004.   

Small amount of snowfall and precipitation over the Gobi Desert areas was positive 

effect for the formation of dust storms.   

 

Snow cover in  January to March 

Snow cover maps from January to March are shown in Fig.3.  Snow depth was 0-5 cm 

over the Gobi Desert areas in January and February 2004.  The Gobi Desert areas were 

no snow cover from March to May 2004.  This situation is contribution for the soil 

dryness and formation of dust storms.   
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Soil wet   Soil wet in the Gobi Desert area is not measured in Mongolia. However, 

precipitation and snow cover data show that soil wet was not enough and soil was dry 

in the Gobi Desert area in Mongolia in spring 2004.  In addition, the Gobi Desert area 

is with scarce vegetation.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Fig.1. Monthly amount of 
precipitation in Mongolia from 
January to May 2004.  
From the top, January (left), 
February (right), March (left), April 
(right), May (left)  
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Fig.2. Precipitation anomaly in 
Mongolia from January to May 
2004.  
From the top, January (left), 
February (right), March (left), 
April (right), May (left) 
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4. Dust storm observations in Mongolia from January to May 2004  

Dust storm observations 

However, soil condition in the Gobi Desert areas was drier due to the small amount of 

precipitation and snowfall, frequency of dust storms observed in Mongolia in spring 2004 

was not many.  Dust storm observations are shown in Table 1.  Severe dust storms, which 

covered large areas, were included in Table 1.  Strong winds that were 16-28 m/c could 

produce severe dust storms in the Gobi Desert areas with dry and loose dusty/sandy soil.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Snow cover in Mongolia 
from January to March 2004.  
From the top, January (left), 
February (right), March (left)  
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Table 1. Dusty days in Mongolia in spring 2004 
 
2004/ 
Month Day Synoptic situation 

Number of 
stations with 
dust storms

Gusty 
wind 
m/s 

Commentary 

February 23-24 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 23  

19 12-28 Arrived at Japan 
on 26 Feb. 

February 27 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 27 

14 14-22  

March 8-9 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 8-9 

38 12-28 Arrived at Japan 
on 11 March. 

March 27-28 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 27-28 

14 10-28  

April 13-14 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 14 

36 12-24 Arrived at Japan 
on 17 April. 

April 16-17 Zonal Cold front over 
Mongolia on 17 

25 12-34  

April 20 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 20 

22 12-19 Arrived at Japan 
on 22 April 

April 27-28 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 27-28 

23 10-24  

May 1-2 Cyclone and cold front  39 9-24  
May 4 Cold front over the east 

of Mongolia on 4 
16 12-20 Arrived at Japan 

on 7 May. 
May 6-8 Cyclone sector on 6 and 

cold front on 7-8 
21 10-20 Arrived at Japan 

on 11 May. 
May 11 Cyclone and cold front 

on 11 
12 12-20  

May 18 Cold front over Mongolia 
on 18 

16 12-34  

 

 

NOAA images  

Detection of dust storms using satellite images is one of useful methodologies for 

observations because ground network is sparse in Mongolia.  Also it is important for the 

monitoring transportation and movement of dust storms over a region included bordering 

and nearby countries. Dust aerosols appeared on the NOAA Satellite images are shown in 

the Fig. 4.   
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Fig.4. Dust aerosols appeared on the NOAA satellite images on 9, 12, 27, 29 March 
2004. 

 

 

 

5. Atmospheric situations causing formation of dust storms  

In association with atmospheric cold fronts and upper air troughs arriving at the 

territory of Mongolia all dust storm events occurred in Mongolia in spring 2004 (Table 1).  

Air pressure differences in the cold frontal zone generate gusty winds and dust storms 

over the Gobi Desert area in Mongolia.  
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6. Conclusions 

Passages of cold fronts, small amount of snowfall or precipitation and soil dryness 

were basic cause for formation of dust storms in dusty and sandy areas in the world. 

Snowfall, precipitation amount, soil condition and atmospheric situations are dissimilar 

every year and they differently influence on the formation of dust storms in Mongolia.  

For the winter and spring 2004, precipitation was small and soil condition was dry in the 

Gobi Desert areas in Mongolia.  These situations were favorable for the formation of dust 

storms in the Gobi Desert areas.   

In addition, it is necessary to measure dust concentrations and vertical distributions of 

aerosols in the source areas.  For this purpose, NE Asian countries need to establish a 

joint-project and researchers need to implement a joint-study.   
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Abstract: 

Solar radiation is the original dynamical system of the earth. It is an essential parameter of 
Earth-climate physical process, and controls all courses of life-form on the earth. Energy from 
the sun sustains all life on the earth, and sustains all climate dynamic system. The differences 
of climate in the world are caused by different receivers of radiation energy on the surface of 
the earth. Ground-based radiation measurements are essential in forecasting the climatic 
change trends, evaluating the solar radiation transport theory in the atmosphere, assessing 
climate model computations, estimating retrial results by satellite, and surface radiation 
balance research. Radiations are also absolutely necessary parameters in environmental study. 

Chinese ecosystem research network (CERN) was established in 1988. It consisted of 29 
ecological research stations at beginning and expended to 36 stations in 2003, including 14 
stations for agriculture, 9 for forest, 2 for grassland, 5 for desert, 1 for marsh, 2 for lake and 3 
for marine ecosystems, representing diverse ecosystems. CERN has been placed as a base for 
ecological monitoring, research and demonstration in china. The CERN is engaged on 
monitoring the water, soil, atmosphere and biological elements of major ecosystems, the 
important ecological processes such as the energy and matter flow, and land use and land 
cover changes in the surrounding areas of the stations, by the standardized methods and 
organization. The goal of radiation monitoring is to obtain high quality dataset of radiation 
and ancillary measurements to develop climate model, adjust satellite retrieval, research on 
climate change and environment. The station map is showed in Fig 1. The routine 
observations of solar spectral radiation were carried out at 28 stations by the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences from 1 January 1989. The observational instruments are model 
TBQ-4-1 (Jinzhou ,china) and as follows. (1) There are three sensors with sensing wavelength 
ranges of 270–3200nm, 400–3200 nm, and 700–3200 nm, respectively. The main technical 
characteristics of the sensors are: sensitivity is 5–10 mV kW-1 m2, response time is ≤1s(1/e), 
and stability is ≤2%. 
The data on global irradiation on a horizontal surface in 28 stations of CERN during the 
6-year period 1998–2003 are analyzed. The object of this study is obtained the global 
radiation time series and spatial variation characteristic in China. 
In this topic, we want discuss distribution properties of global radiation in CERN. The main 
contents as fellow: 

1, distribution properties of yearly global radiation 
2, distribution properties of monthly global radiation 
3, the global radiation extremum value 

We rebuild radiation measurement system of CERN from August 2004.In the new observe 
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system Global radiation was measured using a Kipp&Zonen model CM-21, reflect radiation 
using CM6B, ultraviolet radiation using CUV3, Net radiation using QMN101, sunshine 
duration using CSD2, and soil heat flux using HFP01SC (Delft, The Netherlands). The 
Photosynthetically active radiation was measured with a Licro quantum sensor LI-190Sz (Lin-coln, 
Nebraska, USA). This station was completed with a data acquisition system (Vaisala M520 
data-logger, and a storage module, Finland). The signals were conditioned with the respective 
instrument factors into units of W/m2 and µEm-2s-1(quantum mol-1s-1 or µmolm-2s-1). Global 
radiation measurements have an estimated experimental error of ± 2-3%, while the 
Photosynthetically active radiation sensor has a relative error of lees then 5%. All radiation values 
were measured by one-minute interval, and the hourly values were driven from minute value 
by integrating them. The global radiometers were calibrated against a reference pyranometer, 
which is calibrated a standard pyrheliomter, while the LI-190SA pyranometer is calibrated 
against calibration lamps at factory. All this calibrated work was done at the beginning and the 
end of data collected. In this observe system HMP45D used for temperature and humidity, 
WAA151 used for wind speed, WAV151 used for wind direction, DPA501 used for 
atmospheric pressure, 8 pieces of QMT110 used for profile of soil temperature (0cm, 5cm, 
10cm, 15cm, 20cm, 40cm, 60cm, 100cm)(Vaisala, Finland), and RG13 used for precipitation 
(Casella, USA). 
 

 
Fig.1 Distributions map of ecosystem research stations of CERN 
1-14th Stations are Research stations for Agricultural Ecosystems; 15-23rd stations are Research 
Stations for Forest Ecosystems; 24-25th stations are Research Stations for Grassland Ecosystems; 26th 
station is Research Station for Marsh Ecosystem; 27-31st stations are Research Stations for Desert 
Ecosystems; 32-33rd stations are Research Stations for Lake Ecosystems; 34-36th stations are Research 
Stations for Marine Ecosystems 
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Introduction 
CERN has been operating as a network of surface radiation monitoring observatories for 

over 10 years. The determination of a global climatology of the radiation budget at the surface 
of the Earth is fundamental to understanding the Earth’s climate system, climate variability 
and climate change resulting from human influence. Estimation of the surface radiation 
budget from satellite observation can’t be obtained without high accuracy surface-based 
measurements at various sites in contrasting climatic region for calibrating and validation. 
Long-term observations are essential for the study on climate variation trend and radiations 
transform theory. 

The original motivation for the CERN is provide data for climatic change, ecology system 
study and the relationship between these two fields. The goals and objectives were prescribed 
as fellow: 

Monitor regional radiation fluxes at the surface  
Get the radiation variation trend  
Provide data for ecology system study 
Provide data for calibrating satellite estimates of the surface radiation budget. 
 

Instruments and database 
The routine observations of solar spectral radiation were carried out at 28 stations by the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences from 1 January 1989(Donghu station no data). The 
observational instruments are model TBQ-4-1 (Jinzhou, china) and as follows. (1) There are 
three sensors with sensing wavelength ranges of 270–3200nm, 400–3200 nm, and 700–3200 
nm, respectively. The main technical characteristics of the sensors are: sensitivity is 5–10 mV 
kW-1 m2, response time is ≤1s(1/e), and stability is ≤2%.These instruments are fixed in the 
old observation system. 

The instrument fixed in new observation system is showed as fellow. 
Global radiation was measured using a Kipp&Zonen model CM-11 (wavelength ranges of 
300–3200nm) (Delft, The Netherlands). The PAR photon flux was measured with a Licro 
quantum sensor LI-190Sz(wavelength ranges of 400–700nm) 
(Lin-coln,Nebraska,USA).Reflect radiation is measured by a Kipp&Zonen model 
CM-6B.Ultraviolet radiation is measured by a Kipp&Zonen model CUV3(wavelength ranges 
of 290–400nm).Net radiation is measured by a Kipp&Zonen model QMN101(wavelength 
ranges of 300–10000nm).This station complete with data acquisition system(Vaisala M520 
data-logger, and a storage module, Finland). Global radiation measurements have an 
estimated experimental error of 2-3%, while the PAR sensor has a relative error of lees then 
5%. All radiation values were measured by one-minute interval, and the hourly values were 
driven from minute value by integrating them.  

A metrology observation system is also fixed in this system. (Vaisala automatic weather 
station with wind speed, wind direction, temperature, humiditity, rainfall, atmospheric 
pressure, and soil temperature) 
The data used in this topical is get from the old observation system in 28 station from 2001 to 
2003.  
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Results and discussion 
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Fig.2 The distribution of annual global radiation in 2003(CERN) 
 

The figure of global radiation annual variation characteristic show that there are four low 
center, namely, Yanting of Sichuang,Huitong of Hunan,Changshu of Jiangsu ,and Beijing. 
There is a high central of global radiation in Inner Mongolia. The global values of inner land 
are higher than that of inshore province, and dry area values of global radiation is higher than 
global radiation in humidification circumscription. There is a lower values appears in 
Sichuang,this phenomena is caused by there are many rainy and more cloudy day in this area, 
at the same time pollution concentration is higher in this area.  
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Fig.3 The distribution global radiation in January 2003 

In winter the distribution characteristic of global radiation is similitude as that in annual 
global variation characters. In the eastern area, the value of south area is bigger than the north 
area. The distribute properties is depend on the law of sun revolution. The lower values in 
Sichuang is caused by cloudy and pollution concentration. 
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Fig.4 The distribution of global radiation in July 2003 
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The isoclines of global radiation, which stretch from northeast to southwest, are higher in 
northwest hinterland than that in coastland except Sichuan province.  
 
Conclusions 

The global radiation on ground of Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang is higher than other area of 
China. Contrariwise, it is very low in Sichuan province, which is decided by the climate of 
local area. The global radiation measured by CERN radiation observation system is consistent 
with the observation results from ninety-eight radiation-observing stations distributed over 
our country. Thus, the observation stations we have established are so representative that the 
results can reflect the characteristics of global radiation on the mainland of China. 
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EARLINET: The First Continental-Scale Lidar  
Network for Vertical Aerosol Profiling 

 
Ulla Wandinger 

 
Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research, Leipzig, Germany 

 
Abstract. An overview on the establishment and the objectives of the European Aerosol Research Lidar Network 
is given. Major results of the intensive observational period from May 2000 to November 2002 are presented. 
The air-flow-related aerosol modification across Europe and the observation of special events are discussed. 
These results describing the European haze plume in three dimensions and the regional to continental aerosol 
transport are based on the network observations in combination with extensive backward trajectory analysis.  
 
Key words: lidar, networking, aerosol measurements, vertical profiling 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The European Aerosol Research Lidar Network (EARLINET) is the first continent-scale lidar 
network for monitoring of anthropogenic haze [Bösenberg et al., 2003]. The main objectives 
of EARLINET are the establishment of a comprehensive and quantitative statistical data base 
of the horizontal and vertical distribution of aerosols on the European scale, and the use of 
these data for studies related to the impact of aerosols on a variety of environmental and 
climate-relevant problems.  
 
METHODOLOGY AND QUALITY ASSURANCE 
 
During the intensive observational period from May 2000 to November 2002, coordinated 
lidar measurements (three observations per week, Monday afternoon and evening, Thursday 
evening) were performed at 20 EARLINET stations distributed over most of Europe. In 
addition to the regular schedule, individual observations addressed special situations such as 
Saharan dust outbreaks, long-range transport of forest-fire aerosols, smog episodes, and 
diurnal cycles in the planetary boundary layer. Typical measurement wavelengths are 355, 
532 and/or 1064 nm; most of the systems operate in the UV. Thirteen stations have 
implemented the Raman technique for an independent retrieval of aerosol extinction and 
backscatter coefficient profiles. 
Because the network consists of individual lidar systems designed at research institutes for 
different purposes, an extended quality-assurance program based on the intercomparison of 
individual lidar systems [Matthias et al., 2004a] as well as retrieval algorithms [Böckmann et 
al., 2004; Pappalardo et al., 2004] was conducted to ensure a homogeneous data set. 
Evaluated data in terms of profiles of aerosol backscatter and extinction coefficients are stored 
in a platform-independent common data base. Backward trajectories for each station for two 
daily arrival times and six pressure levels provided by the German Weather Service 
complement the data set.  
 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
EARLINET provided statistical findings on the temporal and spatial distribution of boundary-
layer heights and of aerosol extinction and backscatter coefficients in the planetary boundary 
layer (PBL) and in the free troposphere as well as on the wavelength dependence of the 
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optical properties [Mattis et al., 2004; Matthias et al., 2004b]. From Raman lidar observations 
at 10 stations a data base of extinction-to-backscatter ratios has been established. For 
moderately polluted sites in central Europe mean PBL extinction coefficients of the order of 
200 and 100 Mm-1 at 355 and 532 nm, respectively, are found. The values are a factor of 2 
lower at maritime sites at the western rim of the continent and up to a factor of 2–3 higher at 
polluted south-eastern European stations. Mean PBL heights range from 1200 to 2000 m, with 
lowest values at the coast and highest at continental sites, and show a strong seasonal 
dependence especially over the continent. In northern Europe, the free troposphere contributes 
10–20% to the total aerosol optical depth. In southern Europe 25–40% of the aerosols are 
found above 2 km height. This high value is mainly attributed to the transport of Saharan dust 
across the Mediterranean (see below). Extinction-to-backscatter, or lidar, ratios vary strongly 
depending on the observed aerosol types. Values of 50–60 sr are found for industrial-pollution 
aerosols. Lidar ratios are of the order of 30–50 sr at stations which are mainly influenced by 
maritime air masses. In Saharan dust, values of 40–80 sr are observed.  
 
AIR-FLOW-RELATED MODIFICATION OF AEROSOL PROPERTIES 
 
Changes in the aerosol optical properties of the European haze plume related to anthropogenic 
activities can be observed when clean air crosses the densely populated, highly industrialized 
continent with the prevailing westerly winds [Wandinger et al., 2004]. Air flows across the 
predominantly flat terrain in the northern part of Europe show an increase of the optical depth 
at 355 nm from 0.05 at the most western station at Aberystwyth, Wales, to values of 0.3–0.4 
in central Europe (Hamburg, Leipzig) and 0.6 at Belsk, Poland. During easterly flows optical 
depths of 0.5–0.6 are measured at the central European sites, and the values are as high as 0.9 
when air from the Black Sea region arrives with south-easterly flows at the most eastern 
stations of Belsk, Poland, and Minsk, Belarus.  
The Alps represent a major orographic barrier between the northern and southern part of 
EARLINET. In southern Europe, the diverse orography which can lead to a complex aerosol 
layering due to sea breezes and mountain-induced winds [Perez et al., 2004] complicates the 
investigation of air-flow-related changes of the aerosol properties. However, even in this part 
of Europe the influence of anthropogenic activities, e.g., when air masses cross Italy from 
northwest to southeast, can be documented. 
 
SPECIAL OBSERVATIONS 
 
A variety of special observation programs have been performed within EARLINET. One of 
the major projects was the characterization of Saharan dust outbreaks towards Europe. In 
southern Europe as many as 50 dust events per year have been monitored. Up to 10 dust 
plumes per year reach central Europe. In these situations the dust, which is mainly found in 
the free troposphere, often dominates the aerosol properties of the whole troposphere. Dust 
optical depths of up to 0.8 at 532 nm have been found in central Europe [Ansmann et al., 
2003]. Because dust particles are relatively large and non-spherical their optical properties 
differ significantly from other aerosol types [Mattis et al., 2002; De Tomasi et al., 2003; Balis 
et al., 2004; Murayama et al., 2004]. 
Wild fires have been identified as another import source of aerosols in the free troposphere. 
Smoke from forest fires can be transported in the free troposphere over very long distances 
and remain in the atmosphere for several weeks. In May–July 2003 aerosol extinction in the 
free troposphere was a factor of 3–4 higher than in the respective months of the years 2000–
2002 because of severe forest fires in Siberia and Canada [Mattis et al., 2003]. 
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Abstract  
Terrestrial levels of solar UV radiation determine the impact on human health. Ozone depletion and associated 
increases in solar UV radiation reaching the earth’s surface are therefore major environmental issues. The quality 
(spectrum) and quantity (intensity) of terrestrial UV radiation vary with factors including the elevation of the sun 
above the horizon and absorption and scattering by molecules in the atmosphere, notably ozone, and by clouds.  
 
Here we report the measurement of UV radiation in the south of Sinkiang, the northwest part of China, using a 
compact zenith-sky spectrometer in summer 2004. The measurement site, as an area of 1090 meters altitude near 
the planetary boundary layer, has more extreme climatic conditions and air with less anthropogenic pollution. 
The spectral power distribution and the diurnal variation of ambient UV radiation from 290nm to 380nm were 
measured during days of clear sky. The zenith-sky spectrometer consists of a small telescope pointing zenith 
direction with a field of view of 13 mrad, a fibre-coupled compact spectrometer with 0.6 spectral resolution and 
a CCD detector. A filter ( ZWB3 ) was used to block the light above 400nm to reduce stray light. Due to the high 
spectral resolution, the stratospheric O3 slant columns were analyzed from the UV spectra by Differential Optical 
Absorption Spectroscopy methodology at the same time. The compact zenith-sky spectrometer gains in terms of 
field-operability, mobility and flexibility as well as being a cost-effective alternative to the normal zenith-sky 
system with expensive spectrometer and CCD detector. Additionally, the vertical profile of temperature, 
humidity and pressure were measured under 30km height by sounding radio.  
 
Key Words: solar UV radiation, slant column density of O3, zenith-sky spectrometer 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is part of the electromagnetic spectrum. Although solar UV 
radiation constitutes only about 5% of terrestrial sunlight, it holds the greatest interest in the 
biological effects which strongly impact on human health and plant life. Ozone layer acts as 
the protector of the earth by its strong absorption of UV radiation. Therefore ozone depletion 
and associated increases in UV radiation are major environmental issues and attract the 
attention of scientific community and governments [1][2][3][4].  
This paper reports a measurement of UV radiation in the south of Sinkiang in China with a 
compact zenith-sky spectrometer. The preliminary results are discussed, including relative 
UV spectral power distribution, diurnal variation of UV radiation, slant column density of O3 
as well as the vertical profile of temperature, humidity and pressure.  
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2. MEASUREMENT 

The measurement site locates in the south of Sinkiang with 1090 meters altitude near the 
planetary boundary layer (northwest part of China). It represents the area with more extreme 
climatic conditions and air with less anthropogenic pollution. The measurement was 
performed from June 29th to July 2nd and on July 7th, 2004. During most time period, it was 
sunny with clear sky. 
A schematic diagram of the zenith-sky spectrometer is shown in Figure 1. The system is based 
on a single holographic grating spectrograph, fiber-coupled to a telescope which collects the 
zenith-sky sunlight and a CCD detector. A portable computer was used to collect data from 
the CCD detector with 12 bit A/D. The spectral resolution is 0.68 nm over a wavelength range 
of 290~380 nm. The telescope consisting of one quartz lens and a filter collect the ultraviolet 
light scattered from zenith sky. The field-of view of the telescope is about 13 mrad. A filter 
(ZWB3) is used to blocking visible light above 400nm to reduce the stray light.  
Normally the devices used to measure terrestrial UV radiation consist of complex 
spectrometer (e.g. double monochromator) and diffuser input optics with sufficient accuracy, 
resolution and reproducibility. Our system is very compact and at low cost. Still it can give 
useful information about the variation of UV radiation during daytime as well as measuring 
the stratospheric O3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Schematic diagram of the zenith-sky spectrometer 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 UV radiation 
Figure 1 shows the spectral power distributions of UV radiation from 290 nm to 380nm at 
different daytime. The UV radiation reaches the peak level around noon time 13:00 (21º SZA). 
This can also be clear seen from Figure 2, which shows the diurnal variation of UV radiation 
(integration radiation of 290-380nm) on July 2, 2004. The UV radiation changes very 
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smoothly except for some small undulations over the smooth trend. This could be caused by 
clouds in the sky. Around 13:00, few clouds appeared in the sky.  
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Figure 2. Spectral power distribution of clear sky, terrestrial UV radiation 

measured in July 2, 2004 
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    Figure 3. Variation of ambient UV radiation from 290-380nm on July 7, 2004 in Sinkiang. 

 
3.2 O3 Slant column density 

 
The measurement technique, which is called differential absorption spectroscopy, is used for 
highly structured NO2 and O3 absorption in UV/Vis spectral range[5][6][7]. During sunrise and 
sunset, the observed scattered sunlight passes through a long slant path, which enhances the 
absorption. The observation was carried out from the morning to the evening (SZA from 21.2 
º to 67.6º). The spectra at 21.2 º SZA (noon time) are used as reference spectra. The ratio of 
zenith sky spectra of noontime and other time is taken to eliminate the Fraunhofer line 
structure and this ratio spectrum gives the effect of absorption of O3 column relative to the 
reference spectrum. The ration is used to determine the SCDs of O3. Figure 4 shows the 
measured spectrum with O3 absorption structures and the O3 differential cross section after 
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same DOAS data processing procedure (e.g. high pass and low pass filter). We found good 
agreement between them. The SCDs of O3 are calculated by DOAS method. Figure 5 shows 
the SCD of O3 measured on July 7, 2004. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of observed and calculated OD of O3. 
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Figure 5. Measurement of O3 on July 7, 2004. 
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Figure 6. Vertical profile of temperature, pressure and humidity on July 7, 2004. 
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3.3 Vertical profile of temperature, pressure and humidity 
During the measurement time, vertical profile of temperature, air pressure and humidity was 
obtained by sounding radio, as shown in Figure 6. The top of troposphere is about 17km 
altitude. The humidity reached zero at about 6km altitude. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

A compact zenith-sky spectrometer was used to measure UV radiation and O3 SCDs, both of 
which are very important atmospheric parameters needed long term observation. The 
measurement in Singkiang in summer of 2004 gives relative spectral power distribution and 
diurnal profile of UV radiation as well as the SCDs of O3. The compact device demonstrates 
its gains in speed, cost and portability.  
For the future work, the compact device will be further temperature controlled and calibrated 
for absolute measurement of UV radiation. SCDs of O3 will be combined with air mass factor 
(AMF) calculated from radiative transfer model to obtain the total O3 amount. The accuracy 
of the measurement will be further compared with other instruments (e.g. spectroradiometer 
and Dobson spectrophotometer).  
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ABSTRACT 
 Attempts to obtain information on shortwave surface radiative fluxes from satellite observations 
have been made since the very early stages of satellite explorations.  During the last two decades the 
methodologies to obtain such fluxes have advanced to a level where results have been found to be of 
sufficient quality to address a wide range of climate issues.  The current inference schemes have 
capabilities to derive not only the total down-welling shortwave fluxes, but also fluxes absorbed in the 
atmosphere and at the surface both under clear and cloudy conditions, and diffuse and spectral fluxes.  The 
framework for advancing the development of such capabilities was provided by the Global Energy and 
Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) program aimed at understanding and modelling the global 
hydrological cycle and programs such as the Coordinated Enhanced observing Period (CEOP) activity.  
The satellite based flux estimates have proven to be very valuable for evaluating large scale models that 
require information on radiative fluxes at global and regional scales.  Yet, many outstanding issues of these 
data sets as related to spatial sampling, temporal sampling, adequate representation of the diurnal cycle, 
spectral resolution of the observations and the quality of the auxiliary information used to drive the 
inference schemes (such as information on aerosols), need to be addressed in a systematic manner.  Since 
satellite estimates are now available for periods of at least twenty years, there is also interest in assessing 
the temporal variability of the radiative balance and implications for climate change studies.  In this 
presentation, reviewed will be the current status of available information on shortwave radiative fluxes, 
discussed will be current issues related to outstanding problems, and presented will be examples of 
collaborative activities in progress. 
 
Key Words: surface radiation budgets; satellite inference of radiation budgets 

INTRODUCTION 
Since the early seventies, attempts to derive radiative fluxes from satellite 

observations have been in progress (VonderHaar et al., 1973; Raschke and Preuss, 1979).  
A comprehensive effort to obtain such information at global scale was initiated by the 
Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) program of the World Climate 
Research Program (WCRP) (Chahine, 1992; Sorooshian, 2003) aimed at: improvement of 
the understanding and modeling of the hydrological cycle on time scales from diurnal to 
interannual; evaluation of land surface parameterizations; and testing their implications 
for global climate and weather forecast models.  Such information is also required at the 
boundary of the upper ocean since radiative fluxes influence the sea surface temperature 
and precipitation. 

Capabilities to derive radiative fluxes at global and regional scales for extended 
time periods from geostationary and polar orbiting satellites have been demonstrated 
(Stuhlman et al. (1990); Pinker and Laszlo (1992); Brison et al. (1994); Chou (1994); 
Whitlock et al. (1995); Pinker et al. (1995); Rossow and Zhang (1995); Gupta et al. (1999, 
2001); Ceballos et al. (2004); Pinker et al. (2003); Zhang et al. (2004)).  The global scale 
effort was facilitated by the joint NOAA/NASA PATHFINDER activity (Dodge and 
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Ohring, 1992) under which uniform and long -term observations taken from numerous 
satellites have been processed into reduced resolution, global coverage homogeneous 
information.  The various versions of the International Cloud Climatology Project 
(ISCCP) data (Schiffer and Rossow, 1985) that are a sub-set of the PATHFINDER data, 
have been extensively used for inferring global scale distributions of clouds, cloud 
properties, and surface radiative fluxes (Zhang et al., 1995; Pinker and Laszlo, 1992; 
Stackhouse et al., 2002).  The WCRP GEWEX Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) project 
was specially tasked to produce, validate, and assess long-term surface and atmospheric 
radiative 
budgets on a global scale 
(Stackhouse et al., 2002).  
The satellite estimates 
have been evaluated 
extensively by the 
producers of the data as 
well as by independent 
investigators.  The ground 
truth as available from the 
Swiss Federal Institute of 
Technology, Global 
Energy Balance Archive 
(GEBA) (Ohmura et al., 
1998), and various other 
sources as compiled at the 
NASA Langley Data 
Center have been used.  
Many ground-based 
observational networks are 
now available (BSRN; 
SURFRAD; ARM; 
SKYNET; AERONET)  

 
Figure 1. Comparison of University of Maryland SRB model 

(Version 2.1) retrieved monthly mean surface 
downward shortwave fluxes against ground truth from 
GEBA for the entire year of 1986, using satellite 
observations from ISSCP D1. 

 
that provide information needed for evaluation.  Extensive evaluations are also conducted 
against fluxes at the top of the atmosphere using observations from ERBE (Barkstrom et 
al., 1984), SCARAB (Hollmann et al., 1999) and CERES (Wielicki, 1999). 

The satellite based estimates of radiative fluxes at global scale have already been 
used in a wide range of applications (Hahmann et al., 1995; Bony et al., 1997; Machado et 
al., 1998; Sui et al., 2001).  New types of experiments for improving weather prediction at 
regional scale are in progress.  Improving weather and seasonal climate prediction requires 
information on initial states of the atmosphere, oceans and land.  Sparse observations need 
to be assimilated from various observing platforms into atmospheric initial states via 4-
dimensional data assimilation (4DDA) to blend observations with the background fields of 
an LSM.  Yet, errors remain in soil moisture/temperature and surface energy/water fluxes, 
due to biases in the surface forcing.  Under the North American Land Data Assimilation 
System (NLDAS) project (Mitchell et al., 2004) quality controlled, spatially and temporally 
consistent, real-time and retrospective forcing data of rainfall and radiation as obtained 
from observations and satellite based estimates of radiative fluxes (Pinker et al., 2003) have 
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been used to support LSM activities.  This activity is a first real-time operational prototype 
of a continental-scale uncoupled land 4DDA assimilation executed daily at the National 
Centers for Environmental Pedictions (NCEP) that utilizes real-time streams of hourly to 
daily  precipitation and insolation fields (from satellites and/or ground observations).  It is 
hoped that such an approach will reduce the errors in the storage of soil moisture and 
energy which are often present in NWP models and which degrade the accuracy of 
forecasts. 

In parallel to the NLDAS activity, a Global Land Data Assimilation System 
(GLDAS) is being developed jointly by scientists at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight 
Center (GSFC) and NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 
(Rodell et al., 2003).  Its purpose is similar to that of NLDAS but runs globally and 
produces results in near-real time (typically within 48 hours of the present).  The global 
land surface fields provided by GLDAS will be used to initialize weather and climate 
prediction models and will promote various hydrometeorological studies and applications.  
As yet, radiation fields are not produced globally in real time based on satellites but 
rather use clouds and parameterization of their effects.  Similar activities are in progress 
in the European LDAS Community (ELDAS) (Meetschen et al., 2004). 

Other programs of relevance that promoted the use of satellite estimates of 
radiative fluxes are the various GEWEX Continental Scale studies such as LBA (Nobre 
et al., 2001), BALTEX (Raschke, 1998) or GAME (Nakajima, 2001; Takamura et al., 
2001; Sekiguchi et al., 2003).  The Coordinated Enhanced Observing Period (CEOP) 
program (Grassl, 2002) supports research objectives in climate prediction and monsoon 
system studies, and surface radiation is an important element of the program.  CEOP has 
been endorsed as the first element of the new Integrated Global Water Cycle Observation 
Theme approved by the Integrated Global Observing System Partners (IGOS-P) 
(http://www.ceop.net/). 

The goal of research on satellite based inference schemes is to determine the 
atmospheric and surface radiative fluxes at a level of precision needed to predict transient 
climate variations and climate trends, improve capabilities to predict changes in water 
resources and soil moisture and aid in the development of global models to a level that 
will allow them to determine if the Earth's energy budget and water cycle are changing.  
In this presentation addressed will be issues that still require attention before such goals 
can be achieved. 

SELECTED INFORMATION ON SURFACE RADIATIVE FLUXES 
• First WCRP Surface Radiation Budget Global Data Sets, Short-wave Radiation  

Parameters March 1985-December 1988, NASA Earth Observing System 
Distributed Active Archive Center, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, 
VA (Whitlock et al., 1995), at monthly time scale. 

• Global Data Sets for Land-Atmosphere Models, ISLSCP Initiative 1: 1987-1988,  
Volume 1-5, NASA Goddard DAAC Science Data Series, at three hourly 
intervals (Sellers et al., 1996). 

• ISLSCP Initiative II consists of a 10-year core global data collection spanning 
the years 1987 to 1995 at spatial resolutions of one-quarter to one degree.   
http://islscp2.sesda.com/ISLSCP2_1/html_pages/islscp2_home.html  

• Global Ecosystem Database, Disk B, National Environmental Satellite, Data, and  
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Information Center National Geophysical Data Center, Boulder, Colorado 
November 1997.  Monthly averaged on Photosynthetically Active Radiation, for 
the period July 1983-July 1988.  

The most recent global scale and long term data sets on satellite surface radiative fluxes 
can be found at: http://www.gewex.org/srb.html; http://atmos.umd.edu/~srb/pathfinder; 
and http://isccp.giss.nasa.gov/ 

ADDRESSING SELECTED OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS 
1. Spatial Inhomogeneity 

Satellite observations are incomplete in space or/and in time.  In order to use such 
observations to monitor climate, in climate modeling, or to drive general circulation models, 
there is a need to subject them first to some type of optimal interpolation, to obtain 
homogeneous information.  The magnitude of errors in available estimates of surface 
radiative fluxes due to this deficiency is not well established and requires attention. 

An approach was developed to obtain homogeneous data sets, and the methodology 
was applied to the widely used International Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) DX and 
D1 data.  These provide observations independently for each geostationary and polar 
orbiting satellite, sampled at 30 km.  Data gaps, degraded spatial resolution near boundaries 
of geostationary satellites, and different viewing geometries in areas of satellite overlap, 
could result in inhomogeneous estimates of radiative fluxes.  An Empirical Orthogonal 
Function (EOF) iteration scheme was introduced for homogenizing the radiative fluxes 
(Zhang, Pinker and Stackhouse, 2004).  When compared against ground truth over Europe, 
Africa and United States for a period of about four years, the rms error was reduced by 
about 2 W/m2 when compared to unsmoothed results. 

2. Aerosol effects 
Aerosols scatter and absorb solar radiation and their effect on the hydrological 

cycle has been of concern (Ramanathan et al., 2002).  Information on aerosol optical 
properties is therefore important for accurate modeling of the surface radiation budget.  In 
recent years, progress has been made to derive aerosol optical depth (AOD) from a 
variety of sources.  To estimate uncertainties in SRB due to aerosols, a methodology was 
developed to merge satellite observations, chemical models, as well as ground 
observations.  The method keeps the large-scale spatial and temporal variation patterns as 
derived from satellites and models, and simultaneously regulates the magnitude using 
ground measurements (Liu, Pinker and Holben, 2004).  Specifically, the following data 
were used: 
• GOCART model simulation: A three-dimensional chemical transport model 

(Chin et al., 2000, 2002; Ginoux et al., 2001) capable of reproducing prominent 
spatial and temporal variations, especially in areas with strong signals (biomass 
burning and dust). 

• MODIS satellite retrieval: The MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) provides information on AOD (King et al., 2002).  Used are the 
MODIS Level-3 monthly mean AOD data.  

• AERONET ground measurement: The AERONET is a globally distributed 
federated network of ground-based observations representing a wide variety of 
atmospheric conditions using state-of-the-art sunphotometers (Holben et al., 1998; 
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Eck et al., 1999).  Used are AOD monthly mean data from 159 sites in operation 
during the analysis period.  
 The derived AOD distribution used is presented in Figure 1.  The impact 

was tested in a region frequented by dust.  A “control run’ was made with “nominal 
values of AOD, assigned according to land use.  A second run was performed with the 
realistic AOD information.  Results are presented in Figure 2.  As evident, over the ocean 
adjacent to the coast of Africa, aerosols can reduce surface fluxes by as much as  
12 W/m2. 
 

Figure 2. Monthly mean values of aerosol optical depths as derived from the combined estimates 
from MODIS, GOCART and AERONET for February 2001 (left) and the impact on SRB 
when compared to nominal AOD (right) 

3. Calibration uncertainties 
 Parameters derived from satellite observations depend on the quality of 
calibration of the satellite measurements.  Sensitivity of surface shortwave downward 
fluxes to different calibration methods for the visible sensor aboard the GOES-8 
geostationary satellite were investigated (Wonsick and Pinker, 2004).  One calibration 
method was developed at the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) National Environmental Satellite Data and Information Service (NESDIS) 
(Weinreb et al., 1997).  The second evolved from a study conducted at the NASA 
Langley Research Center, in which data from research satellites carrying onboard 
calibration systems were used as reference sources to develop new calibration 
coefficients for GOES-8 (Minnis et al., 2002).  Evaluated were differences in absolute 
reflectance, derived cloud cover, and estimated surface shortwave fluxes as compared to 
ground measurements.  Differences in visible reflectance ranged from -0.5 to 3%.  The 
average difference in monthly mean cloud amount was ~3%, and the average difference 
in monthly mean shortwave downward flux was 5 W/m2.  Differences in bias and RMS in 
evaluation against ground station measurements were less than 2 W/m2.  Neither 
calibration method was shown to consistently outperform the other.  This evaluation 
yields an estimate of the errors in fluxes that can be attributed to calibration.  In the case 
of the ISCCP data, homogeneity of the satellite observations is achieved by normalizing 
all the geostationary satellites used to polar orbiting satellites, which enjoy a long history 
of calibration know-how (Desormeaux et al., 1993). 
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A MULTI-SATELLITE APPROACH 
In the past, emphasis has been on the use of geostationary satellites to capture the 

diurnal variability in cloud distributions that determines the amount of energy received at 
the surface during the course of a day.  Many of these satellites are limited in their 
capability to accurately detect cloud or aerosol optical properties that are important 
elements of the radiation budget.  The MODIS instrument onboard the Terra and Aqua 
satellites and the Midori II GLI observed with 36 spectral bands with the capability for 
measuring atmospheric and surface properties at higher accuracy and consistency.  It is 
important to utilize such observations to evaluate the performance of algorithms applied 
to satellites that do not provide direct information on cloud and aerosol optical 
characteristics.  The “Atsk 13” SRB algorithm that was developed for use with GLI 
observations was implemented with the MODIS prototype data at 10 resolution as well as 
with the pixel level MODIS swath data as illustrated in Figure 4.  Work is in progress on 
the evaluation of surface radiative fluxes from such multiple-source observations and 
various algorithms in the domain of the GMS satellite, using ground truth as available 
from the SKYNET. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Monthly mean shortwave surface downward flux (W/m2) with MODIS V004 data at 10 

resolution for September 2001 (left) and pixel level MODIS data for July 4, 2001 over 
Japan (right). Cloud fraction, cloud optical thickness, aerosol optical thickness, 
precipitable water, total column ozone amount, spectral surface albedo and solar zenith 
angle are from MODIS data. 

SUMMARY 
Global data sets on surface radiative fluxes have been developed by several 

groups and are being used extensively in a wide range of climate applications.  In the 
United States, Europe and Brazil, work has started on providing such information in an 
operational mode for use as forcing functions in numerical weather prediction models.  
Yet, uncertainties in available estimates of SRB are not fully known and require further 
attention.  Many new satellite missions have been launched that can help to address 
specific issues related to uncertainties.  For instance, MODIS on Terra and Aqua 
satellites (King et al., 2002) and the GLI instrument on ADEOS-II observe the earth in an 
unprecedented number of spectral intervals and at high spatial resolution.  Such 
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observations can be utilized for assessing limitations of the operational satellites with 
limited spectral capabilities.  New observations from a suite of sensors on the 
METEOSAT Second Generation (MSG) mission, to be made with the Spinning 
Enhanced Visible and Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) and with the Geostationary Earth 
Radiation Budget (GERB), will facilitate improvements in existing methodologies to 
derive surface radiative fluxes.  Level 1.5 data from SEVIRI and GERB have half hourly 
observations in all 12 SEVIRI channels and two GERB channels.  The two instruments 
are collocated and therefore, it would be possible to test narrow-to-broadband 
transformations that are needed when narrow-band observations are used to infer 
broadband fluxes.  New angular models based on CERES should be also helpful in 
reducing uncertainties in the derived fluxes.  Application of high quality satellite based 
radiative fluxes to process studies in models can help to improve: extended range 
forecasts; water resource variability; simulations of climate response to anthropogenic 
forcing and provide input to other climate related programs such as CLIVAR 
(http://www.clivar.org/). 
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1. Introduction 
   Surface radiation budget is one of the most important factors in the earth’s climate system.  
The changes in surface radiation as well as radiation at top of the atmosphere due to 
anthropogenic emissions of aerosols and greenhouse gases have been recently studied by using 
ground-based measurements, satellite measurements, and climate model simulations (IPCC, 
2001).  Downward shortwave radiation at the surface is complicatedly related to atmosphere 
including clouds, aerosols, water vapor and other constituents, and thus surface radiation 
measurements are important although the number of station with high quality operation is 
limited.  Calculation based on satellite cloud data can evaluate surface SW surface radiation in 
a wide area for the past two decades.  However, those calculation also has some limits such as 
plane-parallel atmosphere assumption and spatial and temporal resolution of cloud data.  It is 
therefore worthwhile to compare and comprehensively evaluate surface SW radiation among the 
various data set. 
   In the present study, we compare the monthly averaged surface SW radiation data between 
two satellite derived data set and pyranometer measurements in China for 11 years.  In addition 
to those data, SW radiation data calculated by using parameterization with meteorological data 
other than pyranometer measurements are also used to check the quality of pyranometer data.  
The pyranometer measurements need careful operation such as keeping level and clean glass 
dome as well as precise calibration.  Therefore it is quite important to compare the data 
obtained by independent methods.  After checking the quality of the pyranometer data, we will 
discuss the seasonal and long-term variations of surface shortwave radiation in China. 
 
2. Comparison of surface shortwave radiation data. 
   Ground based measurement data, i.e., pyranometer measurements and parameterization 
from meteorological data are compared with each other, and also with the 1km grid data derived 
from satellite observations.  All these data were compared month by month.  A simple lenear 
regression analysis was carried out for the comparison.   
   Chinese Meteorological Administration (CMA) has been measuring downward SW radiative 
flux at more than 120 stations in which more than 60 stations continue the measurements since 
late 1950’s or early 1960’s.  All of the data were originally acquired every hour and daily data 
were reported.  In this study monthly average data based on daily average data were used for 
the analysis.  Calibration before early 1990s was carried out every 5 year by using the Eppley 
blackbody cavity radiometer PMO-6 which is calibrated in Meteorological Research Institute, 
Japan Meteorological Agency.  Recently CMA has been directly attending the intercomparison 
with the international calibration standard of World Radiation Center in Davos, Switzerland. 
   There are several products of surface SW radiation data set derived from satellite cloud data.  
We used NASA/GEWEX SRB product provided by NASA Langley Research Center, for which 
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the algorithm is originally based on Pinker and 
Laszlo (1992).  The SRB data used here are 
daily average and 1 degree by 1 degree in 
spatial resolution, which are calculated from 
ISCCP DX cloud data and objective analysis 
meteorological data.   
   Monthly average data of surface SW 
radiation are also obtained from operational 
meteorological data by using parameterization 
method.  The surface SW radiation is 
basically estimated with water vapor amount, 
tubidity coefficient, and sunshine duration as a 
proxy of cloud amount (Xu et al., 2005).  
   Figure 1 shows examples of the 
comparison among the three data set.  SSAT 
and SXU correspond to satellite derived data 
and parametrization data, respectively.  The 
period for the comparison is 1984-1994.  It is 
shown that satellite derived data have a 
negative bias against pyranometer data in the 
arid area Golmud (upper panel) and a positive 
bias in the large city area Shanghai (lower 
panel).  On the other hand, parametarization 
data are rather consistent with pyranometer 
data at both stations.   
   We compared pyranometer data with 
satellite derived data at 65 stations, and with 
parameterization data at 15 stations.  It is 
found from the comparison that SRB data 
overestimate SW radiation in large city areas, 
while underestimates it in desert areas.  These discrepancies are ascribed to aerosol assumption 
in the calculation of SW radiation from satellite cloud data.  Absorbing aerosols in the 
sub-cloud layer, which is not observed from space, is important for SW radiation on the surface. 
On the other hand, incorrect assumption on the aerosol loading seems to be the reason of the 
negative bias in Golmud.  Other factors for the discrepancy is effect of cloud inhomogeneity.  
However, this effect seems to be small if the cloud properties are averaged for the results 
retrieved from various viewing angle radiance data (Iwabuchi and Hayasaka, 2002). 
 
3. Seasonal and long-term variations of shortwave radiation 
   Figure 2 shows a typical distribution of shortwave radiation obtained from SRB data.  It is 
found that shortwave radiation over China has seasonal variations as follows.  In spring and 
summer, large values of SW radiative flux extend over desert and semi-desert area in the north 
part of China, whereas those in the southern part are small.  These properties are associated 
with front system.  It is inferred from ISCCP cloud analysis that low-level cloud amount is 
more important in spring rather than optical thickness, while optical thickness as well as cloud 
amount is also important in summer.  In autumn and winter, spatial variation of SW radiative 
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Fig. 1. comparison among the three data set.  SPYR, 
SSAT and SXU correspond to pyranometer data, 
satellite derived data and parametrization data, 
respectively.   
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flux is small except for the minimum value around Sichuan basin where heavy aerosol loading 
is always observed.   

It is inferred from ISCCP cloud analyses that low-level cloud amount is more important in 
spring rather than optical thickness, while optical thickness as well as cloud amount is also 
important in summer.  It is also found that spatial variations of these cloud properties change 
year to year. 
  We retrieved cloud amount, optical thickness and effective particle radius of low-level clouds 
from NOAA/AVHRR GAC data, based on the reflection method (Kawamoto et al., 2000).   
This method basiclly uses visible and near infrared channels, by comparing the data and 
theoretical calculations.  In order to avoid the errors in the retrieval due to cloud 
inhomogeneity, data with scanning angle less than 25 degree were used (Iwabuchi and 
Hayasaka, 2002).  Results of AVHRR analysis suggest that aerosols strongly affect not only 
cloud amount but also effective particle radius and optical thickness, for example, small cloud 
particles and large optical thickness are observed around Sichuan basin corresponding to aerosol 
optical thickness distribution.  In autumn and winter, effective particle radius is smaller than 
summer. Low-level cloud system is affected by aerosols in boundary layer and thus aerosol 
indirect effects become more important.  Therefore the seasonal variation as shown in Fig. 2 
may reflect the indirect effect of aerosol. 
   Long-term variation of SW radiation was analyzed for 1971-2000 by using mainly 
pyranometer measurement data after chacking the quality of the data as dissucused above.  It is 
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Fig. 2. Shortwave sueface radiative flux in 1995 over China estimated from SRB data 
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found from preliminary analysis that SW radiation almost all over China has a tendency to 
decrease for 1971-2000, but looks to increase in south region for 1991-2000. 
 
4. Summary 

Downward shortwave radiative flux on the surface in China were evaluated by using 
pyranometer data, calculated results by parameterization with ground-based meteorological data 
such as sunshine duration and water vapor.  The results are also compared with 
NASA/GEWEX SRB data set for 1984-1994.  These radiation data are in general consistent 
with each other for monthly average values although SRB has positive bias for large city areas 
whereas negative bias for the desert area in the west part of China.  One of the reasons for 
these biases is ascribed to inappropriate assumption of aerosols in the SRB.   

The amplitude of seasonal variation of shortwave radiation is large in the northeast region, 
while it is small and complicated, i.e., it is not a simple seasonal variation .  As for long-term 
variation of SW radiation, the decrease tendency was observed in almost all stations.  The 
synthetic analysis by using various data set should be discussed because the satellite data are 
limited after 1980s and pyranometer measurements have some difficulties in keeping quality of 
data due to the calibration and operation. 
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Abstract : Digital cameras to record fixed wide views with one-hour interval are operating in Changchun, 
China since the middle of March 2003, and in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia since the middle of March 2004, to study 
visibility and air turbidity affected by Asian dust. Digital video cameras with ten-minute interval are also in 
operation there. We discuss the results of the observation in the spring and summer of 2004, and the optical 
properties of the digital photo records. 

Key Words: Asian dust, digital image ,interval recording, turbidity, visibility 

 

1. Introduction 
 Long-time visual recordings by using digital cameras are very effective for the 
studies of atmospheric phenomena as reviewed in [1] concerning volcanic cloud observation. 
In order to observe the Asian dust phenomena from the ground in Northern Asia, digital photo 
and video cameras have been set at Northeast Normal University in Changchun, Jilin 
Province, China since 18 March 2003, and also at the Institute of Meteorology and Hydrology, 
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia since 16 March 2004. Digital photo cameras were also set at two 
stations, Bulgan and Dalanzadgad in southern Gobi, Mongolia in the spring of 2004. The 
ground observation at these stations, shown in Fig. 1, are important to study the rise and the 
transport of the dusty air in the northern roots toward Northern Pacific, as often observed in 
the satellite imagery [2]. On the other hand, the web-camera recording in Kagoshima, 
southwest Japan, started in the end of 2000, preceded by video recording since 1987 and 
extended to southern islands including Mayon volcano, Philippines, as summarized in [3].  

The results of ground observations and satellite imagery of dust events in 2003 were 
already reported in [4]. In this report, we discuss the ground observation results in Changchun, 
Ulaanbartar and two stations in southern Gobi in 2004, with special attention to the optical 
properties and the performance of digital cameras. Preliminary results concerning the dust 
events supplemented with the satellite imagery are reported in [5, 6]. 
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Fig. 1. Location map of 
observation stations. 

 
 

2. Observation in Changchun and digital RGB analysis 
 Interval recordings by digital photo and video cameras in Changchun in 2004 started 
in the evening on March 9. On the next day, very dusty air was observed almost all the day. 
The recordings continued until August 21, by changing medias on May 24. The cameras were 
set at the window toward the north on the fifth floor in a building of Environmental Science 
Department, College of Urban and Environmental Sciences, Northeast Normal University. 
Fig. 2 (a), (b) and (c) are typical images by photo camera Casio QV-R4 of clear sky, cloudy 
and dusty scenes in the daytime in the middle of March. The differences in color and the 
brightness change according to the vertical angle are obvious in the images.  

 
(a) clear sky: 13 March at 11 CST   (b) cloudy: 16 March at 12 CST    (c) dusty: 10 March at 14 CST 

 

(d)     (e)  
Fig. 2. The photo scenes (a-c) at the Changchun station, RGB profiles (d) along a common vertical line shown 
in (c), and the scatter diagram (e) of R/G vs. B/G at the upper part of the line indicated in (a) for three scenes. 
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These images are taken by the format 1280 pixels 
* 960 lines in the normal mode. Quantitative study 
can be done by taking the RGB (Red, Green and 
Blue) profiles in 8 bit, such as shown in Fig.2(d), 
along a common vertical line in the sky shown in 
Fig. 2(c). In the case of clear sky, the relationship 
among three color-components is B > G > R and 
the difference of each is significantly large 
especially in the sky region far away from the 
horizon. For cloudy sky, the differences become 
small, especially between G and R, but never 
change the relation. For dusty sky, the above 
relationship is reversed as B < G < R, and the 
differences increase with dusty levels. A scatter 
diagram of the values B/G and R/G normalized by 
the Green component in the upper part of the 
vertical line, shown in Fig. 2(a), are exhibited in 
Fig. 2(e), where three clusters are clearly separated 
corresponding to the air turbidity. 
 We may also study the decrease of the 
visibility in dusty air in the photo data. Fig. 3(a) is 
a comparison of the views near the horizon in Fig. 
2 (a, b and c). The RGB values along a line there 
are displayed in Fig. 3 (b, c and d). The decrease 
of the contrast between the buildings far away 
and the background sky is obvious for cloudy and 
dusty scenes. 
 In order to see the air turbidity from the 
color information of the sky, the white-balance of 
the color was set to the daylight (outdoor) mode.  
The zooming of the camera was set as wide as 
possible. 
 All of the photo records were edited by 
html to see a few days from dawn to dusk at a 
glance, keeping original jpeg images without 
change, after renaming to indicate the place and 
the date-time and separating nighttime scenes.  

 
Fig. 4. A list of photos on June 29 in Changchun, as indicated by ch040629hh with CST (=UTC+8) for hh. 

Fig. 3. (a) Parts of photo scenes near the
horizon in Fig. 2 (a-c). (b-d) RGB values
along the line indicated in (a). 
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Thus, we may have quick look images of seasonal change of daytime hours as well as 
weather changes in day and time. Fig. 4 is a sample of a photo list in a fine and longest day in 
the end of June. We see that the development and decrease of cumulus clouds around the 
mid-day. 

In Changchun, a video camera Sony DCR-TRV40E has been operating with 
ten-minute interval, with somewhat close-up because of the limitation of the window frame 
for wider view. In Fig. 5, we compare the photo and video records in dusty and clear days in  
March. We see that the difference of the air turbidity is remarkable, though the color contents 
somewhat depend on the cameras. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of photo (line 1 and 2) and video (line 3 and 4) records on 10 and 13 March, 

corresponding to dusty and clear days respectively in Changchun. 
 

3. Observation in Ulaanbaatar 
In Ulaanbaatar, a photo camera 

with wide view, Ricoh Caplio G4wide, and 
a video camera Sony DCR-TRV900 with 
semi-fish eye converter lens Kenko x0.45 
have been set at a window toward the west 
on the third floor of Institute of 
Meteorology and Hydrology (IMH). A tall 
bank building in front of the window 
somewhat disturbs the view as shown in 
Fig. 6, which is a semi-fish eye view of the 
video camera. The photo camera has been 
tilted by 90 degrees, so as to take wide 
vertical view. In 2004, photo records were obtained during 16 March and 20 June with 
one-hour interval, and video records between 16 March and 2 June with ten minutes interval 
as in Changchun. The video records were converted into mpeg files for each day separately 
from dawn to dusk.  Fig. 7 is a quick look list of photos for seven days in the middle of 

Fig. 6. A semi-fish eye video scene at IMH, 
Ulaanbaatar.. 
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April from the sunrise to dusk for a day in a line. The filename of each photo indicates the 
place (UB) and the date-time, where Mongolian standard time (MST= UTC+8) is used. In 
these photos, we see the mirror images of rising sun around 6 MST, and the direct images of 
falling sun in the afternoon partly shielded by the bank building. In Fig. 7, light dusts were 
occasionally seen on 13-14 and 17-19, while very fine sky is seen in many other days and 
times.  

 
Fig. 7. A sample of quick look scenes at IMH, Ulaanbaatar, for 13-19 April, 2004, 6-19 MST. 

4. Observation in southern Gobi 
At Bulgan and Dalanzadgad in southern Gobi, photo cameras Casio QV-R4 and 

Sharp MD-PS1 were set at the windows toward the south and the west respectively on the 
ground floors in the meteorological stations there, with the zoomings of the cameras as wide 
as possible. At the Bulgan station isolated in Gobi desert, the camera was powered by a 
battery-pack outside. We got the records there for 26 days since 18 March. (At the other 
stations in general, the cameras have been powered by AC converters connected to AC power 
sources through uninterrupted power supplies.) At the Dalanzadgad station, restart of the 
camera was necessary for many times, and the photos were obtained during 27 March and 17 
June, lacking the records of March 31, April 1-7 and 14-19, May 6, 12-13 and 20-31, and 
June 8-10. The white-balance of MD-PS1 had to run by automatic mode only.  

Fig. 8 shows quick look images for two days in the afternoon in the end of March at 
two stations. We may see dusty air to the south of these stations in the afternoon on 27 March.  
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Fig. 8. Quick look images at Bulgan (BL) and Dalanzadgad (DZ), in the afternoon on 27-28 March 2004. 

5. Remarks 
Interval digital records of photo and video cameras are useful for the studies of dusty 

air and many other aspects of weather changes. Studies of Asian dust in conjunction with 
satellite imagery and other related data are in progress, as partly reported in [5, 6]. Three 
photos per day at local standard time 9, 12 and 15 hours at Changchun and Ulaanbaatar are 
archived in http://volceye.edu.kagoshima-u.ac.jp/webcam/archive/ . 
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Abstract. 
The Asian summer monsoon governs the very pulse of life on the whole continent. Understanding 
and predicting the variability of this monsoon is, therefore, extremely challenging for the well-
being of billions of people and the diverse flora and fauna inhabiting the Asian region. This Asian 
land mass is unique in the sense of its geographical distribution, where the observation by remote 
sensing techniques are essential. The lack of accurate measurements of atmospheric parameters 
over the oceans and other remote regions contributes greatly to the uncertainties in the initial state 
of weather over this region.   Meeting the ever-increasing demand of the atmospheric parameters 
over this landmass is a challenging task for researchers in the field of environmental remote 
sensing.  The science and applications that develop from space observing systems will have far-
reaching impact on mankind’s ability to sustain a vigorous and fruitful life in the Asian region.  
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is developing into a powerful source of information in this 
field of science with the application of the remote sensing techniques. In this study, a detailed 
analysis of the GPS METeorological parameters (GPS/MET) is carried out for the Asian summer 
monsoon period 2001 and March 2002. The results of the GPS/MET quality are described in detail 
in comparison to other source of meteorological parameters. 
Key words: (Radio occultation, monsoon, Remote sensing, Spectral Statistical Interpolation, Data 
assimilation, Precipitable Water Vapor) 
 
INTRODUCTION 
The Asian land mass is unique in the sense of its geographical distribution of 
oceans, forests, mountains, valleys, deserts, etc. The advent of remote sensing 
technique has added new dimensions to the study this distribution in depth. In 
recent years, there has been a substantial increase in the understanding of this 
unique landmass by the use of remote sensing techniques.  
The implementation of the GPS network of satellites with the development of 
small, high-performance instruments to receive GPS signals have created the 
opportunities for active remote sounding of the earth’s atmosphere by radio 
occultation at comparatively low cost.  With the development of the GPS satellite 
network, it becomes possible to measure precipitable water vapor, accurate 
temperature, pressure, etc using radio occultation. Since the first launch of 
GPS/MET instrument package, namely receiver, a major goal has been to 
demonstrate the potential value of these GPS radio occultation measurements in 
numerical weather analysis and prediction. Many studies have revealed that the 
quality of the GPS/MET retrieved temperature/moisture measurements as 
compared to other types of data, such as operational global analysis, radio-sondes 
and satellite data (Ware et al., 1996; Kursinski et al., 1995, 1996; Rocken et al, 
1997; Kuo et al., 1998) is reasonably good. These detailed studies suggest that 
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GPS/MET occultation measurements are accurate and have the potential to be 
useful in numerical weather prediction and climate studies.  
 
BACKGROUND OF THE GPS OBSERVATION 
Detailed numerical weather prediction requires observational data of good quality 
and of high spatial/temporal resolution. Due to various limitations, important 
variables such as tropospheric water vapor are often inadequately covered by 
conventional observations from radio-sondes or by meteorological satellites 
systems. The GPS is developing into a powerful tool for the moisture content for 
use in fine-scale regional models and the global models.    Recent years have seen 
great advances in GPS meteorology and related fields. The GPS was developed 
by the United States Department of Defense primarily for military uses. It consists 
of 24 GPS satellites that are evenly distributed in six orbit planes around the earth. 
The altitude of each GPS satellite is 20200 km. Almost all the Low Earth Orbiting 
(LEO) satellites are at about 750 km altitude. Each GPS satellite is equipped with 
a transmitter with highly stable frequency. The GPS receiver can be located  (i) on 
the LEO satellite (ii) at the earth stations to transmit data ranging from 1.2 to 1.6 
GHz (L-band signals) to ground-based or space-based receivers. Basically the 
GPS system measures time delays between the transmission and reception of the 
electromagnetic signals. During an occultation, the satellites move in such a way 
that the electromagnetic ray connecting them traverses the atmosphere.   
The receivers are also located on the ground. Geographical Survey Institute (GSI), 
Japan, established GPS Observation NETwork called GEONET with about 1000 
GPS ground stations spread over its territory. Back in 1997, Japan launched a 
GPS project, an application of precipitable water from a nationwide GPS array 
(GEONET) for data assimilation in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP), and an 
improvement of geodetic accuracy of GPS based on NWP database. Today the 
Japanese GEONET, which consists of more than 1200 GPS permanent stations, is 
one of the largest GPS networks of the world. The details of the GPS project over 
this East Asian region, is given in Table-1. In addition, there are a few on-going 
assessments of prototype missions available for us-namely GPS/MET, the 
German Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP), and Argentine SAC-C. 
Some of the developed operational missions are Constellation of Observing 
System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC), METOP/GRAS, 
NPOESS/GPSOS.  GPS ground measurements are the only means to obtain 
integrated precipitable water vapor values under all weather conditions.  
The GEONET database offers datasets with high spatial resolution and a very 
dense time scale. The data from June to September, 2001 & March 2002 are 
obtained from the web page of the Chiba University for this study. This database 
contains the following meteorological parameters: (i) Zenith Total Delay (ZTD), 
(ii) Precipitable Water Vapor (PWV), (iii) water vapor mixing ratio (q), (iv) 
Relative Humidity (RH), (v) precipitation, (vi)air pressure, (vii) air temperature, 
(viii) zonal component of wind, and (ix) vertical component of wind. The 
parameters are analyzed and the accuracy of these GPS/MET parameters is 
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statistically examined in this study. For this study a 3 dimensional Spectral 
Statistical Interpolation (SSI) weather analysis scheme is used. The detailed 
explanation of this spectral statistical analysis technique is given below.  
 
UNIQUE FEATURES OF GPS RADIO OCCULTATION  
Some important features of GPS RO are (i) Highly accurate averaged temperature 
profiles with an accuracy of up to 0.1° K (ii) assured long-term stability (ii) all-
weather operations (iii) global 3-dimensional coverage (iv) high vertical 
resolution (less than 100 m) in the lower troposphere (v) independent of height, 
pressure, and temperature (vi) the GPS RO instrument is very compact (not more 
than size of shoe box), (vii) low-power, low-cost sensors required. 
 
SPECTRAL STATISTICAL INTERPOLATION ANALYSIS 
In spectral analysis the actual state of the atmosphere is represented by an 
expansion of a series of space dependent functions with time dependent 
coefficients.  The analysis procedure consists of determination of these 
coefficients, which make series expansion a best fit with the observed data. The 
meteorological data from various observing platforms from all over the globe is 
received at the regional telecommunication hub, New Delhi through the Global 
Telecommunication System (GTS).  The Spectral Statistical Interpolation (SSI) is 
a three-dimensional variational analysis scheme, here after called as SSI. The 
observation residuals are analyzed in spectral space on sigma surfaces, In the SSI 
scheme the objective function to be minimized is defined in terms of the 
deviations of the desired analysis from the first guess field (6hr forecast) and the 
observations, weighted by the inverse of the forecast and the observational error 
variances respectively. The objective function is based on the Parish (1992) 
concept of minimizing a cost function consisting of a cost function of mainly two 
parts as follows J= J ges + J obs, the two terms in J on the right hand side of this 
equation deal with the best fit of the first guess field and the observations with the 
analysis respectively.  The analysis variables are chosen to simplify background 
term, for speedy convergence and to include balance. The analysis variables can 
be transformed to model variables. The analysis variables in this scheme are 
vorticity  (ζ), fast or unbalanced part of divergence (D), temperature (T) and 
logarithm of surface pressure (ln Ps) and mixing ratio (ω).  
For this experiment the year 2001 data of various types viz SYNOP/SHIP, BUOY, 
TEMP, PILOT, AIREP, SATOB, INSAT, GMS, GOES, and METEOSAT are 
assimilated.  These observations falling within ± 3 hours of the respective hour of 
assimilation are being used in the corresponding hours of assimilation. Thus four 
times (00, 06, 12, 18 UTC) assimilation cycle is made.  Once the initial condition 
is prepared, the prediction equations are integrated and weather predictions are 
obtained. The impact of (i) PWV obtained from NOAA/TOVS, (ii) moisture 
obtained from INSAT, (iii) specific humidity from GMS with this SSI technique 
has been documented, in Rajan et al (2000, 2001, 2002a, 2002b).   
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ANALYSIS OF GPS OBSERVATION 
GPS/MET is one of the most cost-effective remote sensing systems tested 
recently at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Here 
the GPS/MET data has been obtained from the Chiba university website 
dbx.cr.chiba-u.jp. The primary results have been listed here.  
There are more than 980 reports available for each of the 3 hourly (00, 03, 06, 09, 
12, 15, 18, 21) observations in a day.  The reports are spread from 24. 06° N to 
45.4° N in the north south direction, and 122.94° E to 145.8° E in the east west 
direction. Each report has GPS meteorological parameters with a particular 
latitude, longitude, altitude and pressure level. This information is available in the 
pressure level from 1000 hPa to 800 hPa only.  The air temperature is attaining 
minimum value at 21 hrs rather than 00 hrs. The PWV variations are too large in 
this sample database. The mean monthly PWV average is 35 mm, with maximum 
of 84 mm, and minimum of 1.5 mm. The corresponding maximum Relative 
Humidity (RH) of 84 % is observed in the summer monsoon period. The RH 
reaches the maximum of 99.14 % with an average value of 76 % in the month of 
September. It seems that for the year 2001, September is wetter than earlier 
monsoon months. The earlier study indicates that GPS PWV estimates are 
accurate to a millimeter level and look very promising for use in NWP models.  
The statistical study about the diurnal variations of the PWV at the location 43°N, 
142°E shows in Fig-1. The PWV attains its maximum value at 15-18 hrs of a 
typical day 01 June 2001. The mean monthly moisture variable, specific humidity 
(q) is computed as 22 g/kg with standard variations of 6 g/kg for the month of 
August 2001. In August, the vertical distribution of GPS-PWV and SSI-PWV 
over Fuji Mountain in Japan is shown in the Fig –2. It is clearly seen that the GPS 
PWV has best fit with the SSI-PWV. The monthly distribution (June, July, 
August and September) of PWV over ‘Chiba’ is shown in the Fig-3. The 
geographical distribution of mean August month SSI-PWV is plotted in the Fig-4. 
From this, it is noted that the gradient over the latitude 40° to 45° N is much more 
than that over Japan’s land areas.   
This GEONET GPS station measures the delay that the ratio signal from GPS 
satellite suffers as it propagates through the atmosphere. When several satellites 
are seen from the stations, the delays are combined or ‘mapped’ into a zenith total 
delay (ZTD) (Niell, 1996). The largest part of ZTD is the ‘dry’ delay (90 %) due 
to the dry air gases; the remaining delay or ‘wet’ delay depends on the moisture 
content of atmosphere and is therefore highly variable. The average value of the 
ZTD is 2.65. The PWV can be derived from ZTD using an approximate formula 
that requires information on the pressure and temperature at the GPS station 
(Bevis et al., 1994).  They can be derived for high frequency and from a dense 
network, and are not affected by rain or cloud. In this sense any type of weather 
does not affect all GPS measurements at the time of observation. The 
disadvantage of having only one piece of information along the vertical can be 
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alleviated with the aid of the data assimilation technique used in NWP.  It is seen 
that there is a small wet-bias in GPS data with respect to radio-sonde, SSI, and 
numerical model predictions. The azimuthal variations in slant-wet delay contain 
information on relative variations in water vapor.  
 
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
Individual GEONET observation soundings when compared with radio-sondes, 
SSI analysis and prediction from numerical models, provide additional insight on 
the PWV component of monsoon studies over this East Asian region.  The present 
preliminary study shows better agreement of GEONET PWV over many locations. 
The location of the typhoon (# 11) on 20-22 August 2001 is very clearly brought 
out from GEONET-PWV observation associated with heavy rainfall observation 
over this region. The combination of GEONET, SSI’s PWV offers the possibility 
to understand new concepts on water vapor cycle in the atmosphere. In the current 
scenario, an altimetry space mission (TOPEX) is one of the first satellites to have 
a GPS receiver on-board. This study reported here will be extended to a 
GPS/MET long-term study for the period 1996 to 2002. 
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 Figure-1 

Diurnal variation of PWV 01 June
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Figure-2 

 

Monthly GPS PWV over Chiba
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                                                       Figure-4 
 
 

Table-1 
 

Year Event 
1988 The first workshop on GPS tropospheric delay 
1993 COntinuous Strain MOnitoring System (COSMOS) with 

 GPS and GSI- 110 sites 
1994 GEONET –partial service started 
1994 -october GPS Regional Array for Precise Surveying/physical earth service 

 GRAPES –210 sites 
1995-1997 GPS tomography experiment method 
1996-1997 Feasibility study of GPS/MET Japan 
1997-2000 GPS/MET Japan (First period) 
1999 GEONET-610 sites 
2000-2003 GPS/MET Japan (Second period) 
2003 International workshop on GPS meteorology 
2004 Today more than 1400 sites. 
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Abstract: ‘Yamase’ clouds are one of typical marine boundary-layer clouds, for which the present 
state-of-the-art performance of weather prediction models and general circulation models is not good enough to 
simulate properly the clouds, mainly because of coarse spatial-resolution of those models. Yamase clouds 
frequently appear over the North-Western Pacific Ocean east off the Sanriku district in summer under easterly 
cool winds, called Yamase, blown out from Okhotsk anti-cyclones. In order to validate numerical simulation and 
satellite remote sensing of Yamase clouds, we have carried out cloud observations on board the Koufu-maru of 
the Hakodate Marine Observatory in June of recent years. Here we discuss the optical and microphysical 
properties of the Yamase clouds, estimated from the shipboard observation and satellite remote sensing during 
the 2003 Koufu-maru cruise, in which for the first time we observed the evolution features of Yamase 
clouds from their formation to decade. Remote sensing using the contemporary AVHRR data from 
NOAA-17 in the morning orbit revealed that the Yamase clouds were rather thin, stratiform low-level clouds 
with an area-averaged optical thickness and effective particle radius of about 12 and 13 µm, respectively, and 
with a mean liquid-water-path of about 110 gm-2.  

(Key Words: Yamase clouds, marine boundary-layer clouds, cloud microphysical properties, satellite remote 
sensing, NOAA-17/AVHRR data, shipboard observation, 2003 Yamase event) 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Marine stratiform clouds appearing in the maritime atmospheric-boundary-layer (ABL) play a 
significant roll in the Earth’s radiation budget due to their large horizontal extent, long lifetime, and 
high reflectivity for solar radiation. The state-of-the-art performance of such models as numerical 
weather prediction and general circulation models is not good enough to simulate properly the 
low-level stratiform clouds, mainly because of coarse spatial-resolution of these models. Generally, 
the marine stratiform clouds occur in a wide regional scale under some characteristic synoptic weather 
condition, but within the vertically thin ABL. Recently, many studies have tried to simulate the 
boundary-layer clouds by using various cloud resolving models. However, even high-resolution 
models still have difficulties to reproduce ‘correct’ features of cloud structure and physical properties; 
the simulated cloud structure and properties tend to differ for different models and/or resolutions [1]. 
Moreover, there are very few observational data available to validate the model performance. The 
cloud physical properties are generally different for different cloud types and different stages of the 
cloud lifetime, so they are highly variable with time and space. Satellite remote sensing is an efficient 
technique to observe wide-area distributions of cloud properties. However, it is critically important to 
validate the performance of satellite remote sensing through comparison with in-situ measurements. 

‘Yamase’ clouds are one of typical marine boundary-layer clouds, that appear over the ocean east 
off the Sanriku area (the east of the Northern District of the Main Island of Japan) in early summer 
season under easterly cool winds, i.e., the so-called Yamase [2], blown out from Okhotsk anti-cyclones. 
We are studying the formation processes of Yamase clouds through numerical simulations by using a 
non-hydrostatic cloud-resolving model [1, 3]. The preliminary results suggest that the model-produced 
clouds strongly depend on the used spatial resolution as well as parameterizations of such physical 
processes as turbulence, cloud and radiation processes. Further, we are going to retrieve the cloud 
properties such as optical thickness and effective particle radius of Yamase clouds from the AVHRR 
data of NOAA satellites. To validate the results from the numerical simulation and satellite remote 
sensing of Yamase clouds, we have carried out a few times of shipboard observations in June of the 
latest years. Here we present the cloud optical and microphysical properties estimated from satellite 
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remote sensing and the shipboard observation for the Yamase event in June 2003. The 2003 summer in 
the northern Japan is remembered as an unusually cool summer with severe shortages of insolation 
and crop damage due to the Yamase weather. 

 
2. SHIPBOARD YAMASE OBSERVATION  

 The cloud observations on board a ship have been carried out within the Yamase Intensive 
Experiment (YIE) conducted by the Sendai District Meteorological Observatory and the Hakodate 
Marine Observatory (HMO) of the Japan Meteorological Agency, in collaboration with the Center for 
Atmospheric and Oceanic Studies (CAOS) of Tohoku University. The marine observation vessel 
Koufu-maru of the HMO operated the shipboard YIEs in an area east off the Sanriku [4] in June of the 
recent years. In addition to the routine marine weather observations and intensive GPS-sonde 
launchings, the CAOS-group conducted cloud observations for measuring cloud parameters by using 
various radiometric instruments as well as an aerosol particle-counter aboard the Koufu-maru. The 
measured parameters can be used in validation of the products from satellite remote sensing and 
numerical simulations. Among these parameters, cloud liquid-water-path (LWP) and cloud-base height 
are particularly useful parameters for the validation; they were measured by a dual-frequency 
microwave-radiometer (Radiometric Co., WVR-1100) and a laser ceilometer (ImpulsePhysik, LD-25), 
respectively. Further, the temperature, humidity and wind profiles measured by GPS-sondes can be 
compared with the model-simulated profiles.  

In the 2003 YIE, we fortunately encountered a Yamase event, in which, for the first time, we 
observed a series of the formation and evolution processes of Yamase clouds from the evening of 22 
June through the evening of 24 June 2003. The Koufu-maru stayed near the point (39ºN, 143ºE) for 
operating the YIE from the afternoon of 22 June to the morning of 25 June. Figure 1 shows time 
variation of the temperature and humidity profiles in the lower troposphere during the Yamase event. 
In the figure, the cloud-base heights measured by the ceilometer and the wind profiles measured by the 
GPS-sondes are also plotted. Over the location of Koufu-maru, the lower part of ABL became cool and 
humid with the inflow of Yamase wind in the evening of 22 June, and very low Yamase clouds (might 
be fogs) appeared with the cloud-base heights of a few tens meters in the night of 22 June through the 
morning of 23 June. During the daytime of 23 June, the cloud-base was lifted up, at highest, to 300 m 
with the development of mixing in the ABL, although the cloud layer became rather thin and patchy; 
the cloud-base height gradually decreased during the night down to about 100 m in the morning of 24 
June. In the daytime of 24 June, the cloud-base was again lifted up, and finally it reached the heights 
higher than 1 km in the night, when the ABL was well mixed with an almost constant equivalent 
temperature up to about 1.2 km. In the morning of 25 June, the low-level Yamase clouds disappeared 
over the Koufu-maru site. The mean cloud-base height averaged over the duration was about 270 m, 
and the corresponding mean LWP was about 60 gm-2 for the Yamase cloud measured on board the 
Koufu-maru. The observational data of time variations of the atmospheric profiles and associated 
cloud fields will be useful for validation of simulations of the Yamase event. 

 

Fig. 1. Time variation in UTC of the temperature (left) and relative humidity (right) profiles, 
interpolated from those measured by the GPS-sondes launched from the Koufu-maru, in the 
marine lower atmosphere from 21 June to 25 June 2003. In the figure, the cloud-base 
heights (black dots) measure by the ceilometer and the wind profiles (red arrows) measured 
by the GPS-sondes are also superimposed. 
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3. SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING 

The cloud optical thickness (τc) and effective particle radius (reff) of the Yamase clouds have been 
retrieved from the contemporary NOAA/AVHRR data in a wide area in the Western North Pacific region. The 
AVHRR data used in the present study were processed from the High Resolution Picture Transmission data of 
NOAA-17 satellite in the local morning orbit; the data are being archived at Tohoku University, Sendai. 
Simultaneous data of the visible and near-infrared reflected radiances in the AVHRR channels 1 (0.58 - 
0.68 µm) and 3A (1.57 - 1.78 µm), respectively, were used to retrieve τc and reff. The infrared channel 
data in channels 4 (10.3 – 11.3 µm) and 5 (11.5 – 12.4 µm) were used to discriminate low-level water 
clouds from higher-level clouds by estimating the cloud-top temperatures. In the satellite data analysis, 
we employed the atmospheric profiles from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data, and the sea surface 
temperatures from the NGSST (new generation sea surface temperature) products released from the 
CAOS [5]. From the retrieved τc and reff, the liquid-water-path LWP can be estimated by using the 
approximate relation, LWP=2ρτcreff /3, where ρ is the density of liquid water. The performance of 
satellite remote sensing was validated by comparing the satellite-derived LWP and the shipborne 
WVR-measured LWP for the collocated scenes. During the 2003 YIE cruise, we had two scenes for 
which the Koufu-maru site was completely covered by low-level clouds and the NOAA-17 satellite 
simultaneously observed the clouds over the site. For the two cases, the satellite-derived LWP and the 
WVR-measured LWP agreed with each other within an uncertainty of 20 gm-2. Therefore, the satellite 
remote sensing of the low-level clouds can be regarded as reasonable and reliable. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the retrieved τc and reff for the low-level clouds in the morning of 24 
June 2003. The easterly surface winds are also depicted by the arrows superimposed on the panels. 
The figure shows a wide distribution of optically thin and uniform, stratiform low-level clouds in the 
Western North Pacific region. However, in some locations, the cloud distribution exhibits band-like 
features and cellar structures, particularly, in the leeward places. The retrieved τc and reff are, in general, 
positively correlated each other with larger reff for larger τc, and vice versa; this suggests that the cloud 
was, as a whole, in a developing stage. However, the opposite correlations between τc and reff were 
also noticed in some places, where there might be dominated by drizzle and precipitation formation or 
ship-track clouds [6]. The cloud distribution features and the τc vs reff correlations changed in time and 
location during the Yamase event.  

From the five days’ remote sensing during 23 June to 27 June, the occurrence probability of the 
retrieved τc, reff and LWP were analyzed for the low-level clouds in a wide area of about 400 
km×400km, east off the Sanriku district. Figure 3 shows the frequency histograms of the retrieved τc, 
reff and LWP. It is shown that most clouds were fairly thin with optical thicknesses between 4 and 20  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Optical thickness (left) and effective radius (right) retrieved from the AVHRR data 
of NOAA-17 for the low-level clouds on 24 June 2003. The black areas indicate the areas 
of no data and/or covered by higher clouds. The white arrows indicate wind velocity at 
1000 hPa from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data. 
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(mean nalue of 12) and with rather uniform particle radii between 8 and 16 µm (13 µm). The mean 
value of LWP averaged over the area was about 110 gm-2.   
 

 
 
Fig. 3. Frequency histograms of the 
retrieved optical thickness (A), 
effective radius (B), and liquid- 
water-path (C) for the low-level 
clouds observed by NOAA-17 during 
23 June to 27 June 2003 in the Western 
North Pacific region. 
 
 

 
4. Concluding remarks 

We have investigated the optical and microphysical properties of Yamase clouds in June 2003 by 
means of the shipboard observation on Koufu-maru and remote sensing using the contemporary 
AVHRR data from NOAA-17 satellite. For the first time, we could observe the evolution features of 
maritime low-level clouds in Yamase event from their formation to decade. The present results can be 
used to validate numerical simulations of the 2003 Yamase event by using non-hydrostatic 
cloud-resolving models. The shipboard experiment should be continued to accumulate more 
observational data usable to validate and improve the performance of numerical models and satellite 
remote sensing of low-level clouds for different weather conditions and different places.  
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We consider the possibility of improving the range or along-beam spatial resolution of a pulse radar 

through oversampled observations. Radar observations are related to the state of an atmospheric volume, 
about half a pulse-length in size along the beam. The sampling distance of observations (gate separation) 

may however be much shorter. As a consequence, such observations become strongly correlated. Still, they 
will  also contain independent information. We have constructed a deconvolution algorithm and study its 
efficiency using simulated observations based on actual 95 GHz (SPIDER) observations. Initial results 

show that the success rate of the algorithm depends on the number of independent samples Nindep on which 
the observation is based, and the noise level of the receiver as well as the abundance of oversampled 

observations. This work is relevant to the space missions CloudSat and EarthCARE. 
 
Keywords: radar – CloudSat – EarthCARE – range weighting – deconvolution  
 
INTRODUCTION 
It is usually assumed that the range or along beam resolution of a radar is determined by 
its pulse-length. A careful analysis involves the range weighting function W , which 
determines the relative contributions of different parts of the atmosphere to the voltage 
measured at the receiver.  This range weighting function depends on both the emitted 
pulse-shape and the receiver filter characteristics. Total expected power is given by the 
well-known expression (e.g. Doviak & Zrnic 1993):            
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where the pre-factors are related to calibration and the beam pattern, while r is the 
distance and )(rη the atmospheric backscatter profile along the beam . We have ignored 
attenuation as it is not relevant to the present study. The range or along beam resolution is 
often defined as the width of 2|)(| rW  at the 3 dB or 6 dB level. For a radar with a 
matched receiver filter, the width at 6 dB corresponds to about half a pulse-length. This 
would be the extent of atmosphere that significantly contributes to the power observed in 
a single radar range gate. 
 
Consequently, many radars only sample the reflectivity profile at gate separations 
comparable to ½ a pulse-length. Still, several radars have used or will use shorter gate 
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separations, particularly when the pulse-length is fairly long (e.g. 1000 m). This is called 
oversampling. Examples are windprofilers and the cloud profiling radars that will be 
employed on the upcoming space mission CloudSat (NASA) and the proposed space 
mission EarthCARE (ESA/JAXA). Typically, they sample at ¼ or ⅛ of the pulse-length. 
 
Equation (1) is mathematically speaking a convolution, with 42 /|| rW the convolution 
kernel. Is it possible to perform a deconvolution, given enough observations P(r0) at 
various distances, and derive a backscatter profile )(rη  that has a higher spatial 
resolution than the original observations? If so, what restrictions are there to the signal-
to-noise ratio of the observations? What should be the gate separation of the oversampled 
observations? We will attempt a preliminary answer to these questions in this note.    
 
METHOD AND DATA 
Equation (1) can be solved numerically through a matrix inversion after discretization. 
Unfortunately matrix inversions are unstable operations, so we apply Tikhonov 
regularisation (Tikhonov & Arsenin 1977). That is, we try to minimize the following 
expression by finding a suitable η , 
 

ηλη 2+−• PA  (2) 
   
where P is a vector containing the observed profile and η is a vector of the backscatter 
profile we want to retrieve. The matrix A contains information on W2/r4 . When the 
regularisation parameter 0=λ , instability of the procedure often causes unphysical 
spikes in the solution. For small 0≠λ , the second term will act as a filter and suppress 
these high frequency components in the numerical solution that are unphysical. The exact 
choice of λ is a study in itself. Usually Expression (2) is minimized for many different 
values of λ , after which the optimal value is chosen based on some criterion that 
compares the various solutions (Hansen 2001). In this note, we only present results for 
the quasi-optimality criterion. Other criteria (i.e. L-curve, generalised cross-validation) 
were examined as well, but were generally found to be inferior. 
 
We will test this method using simulated radar observations based on actual ground-
based 95 GHz SPIDER observations, sampled to 1 km horizontal resolution based on 
prevailing wind-speeds. The simulated observations include correct Rayleigh fading 
statistics of receiver power, as well as correct correlations between range gates. For the 
radar, we have used EarthCARE design parameters, which include a pulse-length of 1000 
m, a gate separation of 100 m (5 times oversampling) and a noise level of -20 dBz. 
 
The number of independent samples Nindep is either 104 or 105. The case Nindep=104 agrees 
with along-track integration over 10 km for the space-borne EarthCARE radar (satellite 
speed ~ 7 km/s). The case Nindep=105  is included to show the effect of the number of 
independent samples. For satellite observations, this would imply along-track integration 
over the ridiculous length of 100 km. But note that ground-based radars can easily 
achieve Nindep=105  for 1 km horizontal resolutions (wind-speed ~ 30 m/s). 
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DECONVOLUTION OF OBSERVED POWER PROFILES 
We will look in detail at the results for a single profile observed on January 10, 2003 at 
1:08 AM. We have looked at other profiles as well, and have also conducted less detailed 
studies over larger datasets but always found similar results. 
 
In Fig 1, we show the original SPIDER profile (gate separation of 82.5 m, but 
interpolated to 10 m) as a solid line. Based on this, a thousand observations for 
EarthCARE parameters were generated. The blocky dotted line represents the average 
observation, corrected for average noise level. Each observed profile was then 
deconvolved. The average reflectivity of the deconvolved profiles is shown by black dots. 
The horizontal lines extending from these dots represent the 1 σ variation over those 1000 
samples.   
 
In the figure, we see that the deconvolution is very reliable for high reflectivities, but not 
for low reflectivities. Since Eq. 1 and 2 are linear in η , high and low should be 
interpreted relative to typical signal and noise power levels in the profile. When the 
Number of Independent samples increases, the reliability of the deconvolution increases 
as  well. 
 
Note that reliability is not the same as accuracy. The averages and standard deviations in 
Fig. 1 and 2 were computed without any attempt to remove obviously unphysical 
solutions from among the 1000 samples. 
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Figure 1 For a gate separation of 100 m (5 times oversampling), the effect of Nindep  is shown. 
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Figure 2 shows that the gate separation is also an important factor, as accuracy improves 
when the oversampling is increased. Even though these oversampled observations are 
strongly correlated, they still contain useful independent information. 
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Figure 2 For a gate separation of 25 m (20 times oversampling), the effect of Nindep is shown. 
 
SUMMARY 
Signal-to-noise ratios increase with increasing pulse-lengths, but at the cost of reduced 
range resolution. Oversampled observations can improve the range resolution, but this 
requires a deconvolution. Our results so-far show that such a deconvolution is possible, 
but not always reliable. Further research will concentrate on more reliable deconvolution 
techniques (better criteria for the regularisation parameter) and estimates of the reliability 
of a particular deconvolved profile without additional  knowledge. 
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The major properties of atmospheric aerosols are the optical thickness (AOT: τλ) and the 
Ångström exponent (α) which is calculated from the spectral tendency of optical thickness of 
aerosols as below:  
 

α = -ln(τλ1/τλ2) / ln(λ1/λ2),         (1) 
 
where wavelengths λ1 and λ2 take values of the central wavelength of observing channels, 
respectively. The values of α are closely related to the aerosol size distribution. For example, 
the small values of α indicate the large particles, and the large values represent small particles 
such as artificial aerosols. In general, the values of Ångström exponent (α) from ~0 to 1 
shows coarse particles (such as sea salt solution, and soil dusts), on the contrary, 1< α < ~2.5 
indicates small particles (such as sulfate, biomass burning etc.).  
 
 Figure 1 and 2 show the aerosol optical thickness and Ångström exponent on 13 April 
2003. These results are derived from ADEOS-2/POLDER polarization as well as radiance 
data. Although the details of retrieval procedure have been interpreted in the previous paper [1], 
the basic idea of our aerosol retrieval is that the scattering behavior of aerosols plays a 
sufficient role in the polarization field of the Earth atmosphere-surface system in the near 
infrared wavelengths. The area loading lots of Asian dust flown from China is circled by the 
solid curve in Figure 1. It is clear that Asian dusts distribute over from the Yellow sea to 
Japan.  Note that there are some uncertainties to distinguish the heavy aerosol loading from 
the thin cloud. 
 

It is found that aerosol optical thickness in the dust event is more than double of clear 
value, and Ångström exponent takes small values in dust event.  
 
   These space-based aerosol properties are validated from the ground based AERONET 
data in a global scale. It is of interest to mention that the annual change of aerosol 
characteristics is found from comparison of POLDER products from ADEOS-1 with those 
from ADEOS-2.    
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Figure.1.  Distribution of aerosol optical thickness at a wavelength of 0.55 µm over East 

Asia on 13 April 2003 derived from ADEOS-2 / POLDER. 
  
 

                
 
 
Figure.2.  Distribution of Ångström exponent on 13 April 2003 derived from ADEOS-2 / 

POLDER 
 
   
 The ADEOS-2/POLDER data were provided by CNES / France.  
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Abstract. We developed a low-power and high-sensitivity cloud profiling radar transmitting 
frequency modulated continuous wave (FM-CW) at 95 GHz for ground-based observations.  
Millimeter wave at 95 GHz is used to realize much higher sensitivity than lower frequencies to 
small cloud particles.  An FM-CW type radar realizes similar sensitivity with much smaller output 
power to a pulse type radar.  Two 1m-diameter parabolic antennas separated by 1.4m each other 
are used for transmitting and receiving the wave.  The direction of the antennas is fixed at the 
zenith.  The radar is designed to observe clouds between 0.3 and 20 km in height with a resolution 
of 15 m.  Using the facility, test observations have been done.  Results of observations show that 
the system can observe clouds of –30dBZ at the distance around 5km, which is sensitive enough to 
observe various kinds of clouds.  

Using the developed millimeter-wave FM-CW radar at 95 GHz, we observed clouds in a 
campaign observation in Amami Island in March 2003, and on a sail on Mirai, a Japanese scientific 
research vessel, in September 2004 in the Arctic Ocean. The radar provided good and sensitive data 
in these long-term observations.  
Keywords: Cloud Profiling Radar, Millimeter Wave Radar, FM-CW Radar, Cloud Properties, 
Active Measurements of Clouds 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

It is getting more important to know the global environment and the global change of climate for 
the human beings.  It is necessary to know balance of solar energy coming to the Earth and cycle 
of water for the comprehension and to solve severe problems such as the greenhouse warming, the 
drying, the ozone holes and so on.  One of the most significant features to know them is cloud, 
which reflects and absorbs incoming solar radiation, traps the radiation from the ground, transfers 
the energy in it, and radiates it outside.  Information on 3-dimensional structures of clouds, sizes 
and distribution of cloud particles, dependence on size of optical characteristics of cloud particles, 
motions of particles in clouds, and so on are all desirable to solve role of clouds.   . 

Characteristics of clouds described above, however, have not been well known yet because of 
lack of enough observational data to present confidential results.  Observations of clouds with 
radars would be most powerful method to derive the information because of following advantages:  
a) radio waves do not suffer from heavy extinction such as visible light, and consequently can 
investigate interior of clouds,  b) the radar technique, which is an active sensing method, has great 
advantage of investigating interior structures of clouds to passive methods such as total power 
observations of irradiance of clouds,  c) Doppler measurements of clouds which have low 
velocities around 1 m/sec is applicable only to radio frequency waves.   

Conventional radars operated at 5GHz can detect precipitation particles but are not able to detect 
particles in clouds because their sizes, less than a few tens microns, are much smaller that the 
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wavelengths and, therefore, their cross sections are quite small.  The cross sections of particles 
increase rapidly with frequency in Rayleigh scattering region.  Rader observations of cloud 
particles at millimeter waves, which have been realized recently, have much more sensitive [1]. 
Several groups have reported the development and preliminary observational results that 
demonstrate powerful performances to investigate cloud particles [2],[3],[4]. 

We have designed and developed a cloud profiling radar at 94GHz.  The purposes of the 
development of the FM-CW radar are a) evaluation and verification of an FM-CW radar at 95 GHz 
in Japan comparing to a pulse radar, b) obtaining millimeter wave FM-CW radar techniques and 
algorism of data reduction, and c) contribution to scientific research on cloud physics.  In this 
paper, we present first observational results with the newly developed cloud profiling FM-CW radar 
as well as design concepts and specifications of the radar. 

 
 

2. DESIGN CONCEPTS AND CONASTRUCTION  
 

Whole view of the developed radar is shown in Fig.1 [5].  Diameter of each antenna is 1m. 
 

2.1  FM-CW Radar 
 We adopt a frequency-modulated continuous wave (FM-CW) radar rather than a pulse radar 

because the former can achieve more sensitive system than the latter if comparing with same 
instantaneous output power of transmitted millimeter wave.  The principle of an FM-CW radar is 
shown in Fig.2.  The signal frequency is modulated in the range of  f0±F.  Transmitted signal 
from one of the antennas is reflected by cloud particles, returns, and is received by the other antenna 
with a delay time of t relative to the original transmitted signal.  Mixing the transmitted and 
received frequencies, beat frequencies fb are observed in the spectra, which are caused by ensemble 
of clouds particles:   
 

fb  =  4 F r / (c Tm)           (1), 
 

where  r  is the height of the clouds,  Tm  is the modulation interval, and  c is the light velocity.   
When the objects move in the line of sight, the frequencies of reflected signals change by  fd  : 
 

fd  =  -2 ( f0 / c ) ( dr / dt )         (2). 
 

 
 

Fig.1. The developed cloud profiling FM-CW 
radar at 95 GHz. 

Fig.2. Principle of an FM-CW radar. 
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2.2 Design Concept and Requirements 
Because one of the purposes of the facility is evaluation and verification of an FM-CW radar at 

95 GHz, we design it to be a simple system so as to develop with commercially available 
components and to make maintenance and upgrade by ourselves.   

We designed the facility to observe clouds between 0.3 and 15 km in height with a resolution of 
15 m.  The velocities measured as Doppler shift should be less than 1 m/sec. The facility should be 
mobile for measurement at variety of places. 

 
2.3 Antennas and Mounting  

According with the requirements described above, we decided parameters of antenna listed in 
Table 1 [6]. 
 
2.4 Transmitter and Receiver Section 

The block diagram of the transmitter and receiver section is shown in Fig.3 and parameters are 
summarized in Fig. 2. All signals including the transmitted FM-CW signal at 95GHz and local 
frequencies are generated from and/or referred to two signal generators in 140 MHz range, which 
are synchronized each other.    

The integrated transmitter section is shown in Fig. 4.  The integrated system has been measured 
on its stabilities and sensitivities in laboratories [7].  Facilities for radar measurements, high 
stabilities of transmitted signals are necessary to obtain useful data.  We measured stability of the 
system. In order to stabilize the output of the power of the transmitting wave, the final power 
amplifier for transmitting signal at 95GHz is cooled with a Peltier cooler to be around 50 OC 
otherwise it goes as hot as 90 OC.   

The noise figure of the pre-amplifier at 95GHz was measured to be around 5.5 dB.  Long term 
stabilities and sensitivities were measured and are good enough for our purpose. 

 
Fig.3. Block diagram of the transmitter and receiver section. 
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Table 1. Designed parameters of antennas. 
 

Antenna Diameter          1 m 
f/D ration of Antenna       0.35 
Antenna Optics         Cassegrain 
Gain of Antennas          57 dBi 
Beam Width            0.18 degree 
Antenna Separation        1.4 m 
Direction of Antennas      Zenith 
Polarization              1 Linear 

 
 

Table 2. Comparison between the developed 
FM-CW radar and SPIDER. 

 
 

 

 
Fig.4.  The transmitter section of the developed 

FM-CW radar. 
 
 
 
 

3.  Simultaneous Observations with SPIDER 
After measurements of long-term stabilities, we made simultaneous observations with a pulse 

radar named SPIDER shown in Fig.5 of the National Institute of Information and Communications 
Technology (NICT), Japan. Comparison between the developed FM-CW radar and SPIDER is 
summarized in Table 2.  We have to stress that the output power at 95 GHz of SPIDER is 
3000ntimes higher than that of our FM-CW radar. An example of results is shown in Fig.6.  We 
can recognize that same clouds were detected in both data. There results show that the radar has 
good performance to detect thin clouds. 
 

 
 
Fig.5. SPIDER: a pulse radar of the National Institute 
of Information and Communications Technology 
NICT) Japan.  
 

Fig.6 First results of test measurements of clouds. 
Measurement started 11:30 JST on 2002 June 26th and 
continued for 7 hours.
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4.  Observations of Cloud Properties 
Using the developed millimeter-wave FM-CW radar at 95 GHz, we observed clouds in a 

campaign observation in Amami Island in March 2003, and on a sail on Mirai, a Japanese scientific 
research vessel, in September 2004 in the Arctic Ocean. Fig.7 shows an example of observed 
profiles with the lidar of the National Institute for Environmental Studies by Nobuo Sugimoto and 
his co-workers and our FM-CW radar at 95 GHz. FM-CW radar observed fine shower around 11:20 
and structure of interior of clouds on March 20th.  

The developed millimeter-wave FM-CW radar was installed on the Japanese scientific research 
vessel, Mirai, in August 2004 as shown in Figs.8 and 9. Mirai made observations in the Arctic 
Ocean in September 2004. Fig.10 shows example of observed data using the developed FM-CW 
cloud profiling radar during the project lead by Yasushi Fujiyoshi of Hokkaido Univ.  

 
 

   
Fig.7.  Observations in Amami Island in March 2003. FM-CW radar observed fine shower 

around 11:20 and structure of interior of clouds on March 20th. 
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Fig.8.  Container of the millimeter-wave FM-CW radar 
installed on Mirai. 
 

Fig.9.  Japanese scientific research vessel, Mirai. 
 

 
Fig.10.  Example of data obtained in the Arctic Ocean using the millimeter-wave FM-CW radar. 
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ABSTRACT 
Retrieval of vertically integrated water vapor amount (precipitable water) is proposed using near infrared 
channels of Global Imager onboard Advanced Earth Observing Satellite-II (GLI / ADEOS-II).  The principle of 
retrieval algorithm is based upon that adopted with Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) 
onboard Earth Observing System (EOS) satellite series.  Simulations were carried out with GLI Signal 
Simulator (GSS) to calculate the radiance ratio between water vapor absorbing bands and non-absorbing bands.  
As a result, it is found that for the case of high spectral reflectance background (a bright target) such as the land 
surface, the calibration curves are sensitive to the precipitable water variation.  It turns out that aerosol loading 
has little influence on the retrieval over a bright target for the aerosol optical thickness less than about 1.0 at 500 
nm wavelength.  A preliminary analysis of GLI data was also carried out and the retrieved result is compared to 
radiosonde observations.  In spite of a lag of several hours between the ADEOS-II / GLI and the radiosonde 
observations, the retrieved precipitable water values were coincident to those of in situ observations within 2.0 
mm at a few radiosonde sites.  Currently, we are trying to make fully simultaneous comparisons of the retrieved 
precipitable water values to those derived from continuous observations with skyradiometers or microwave 
radiometers.  As a result, we will validate the accuracy of the retrieval algorithm for the purpose of its global 
application.  It is also anticipated that simultaneous retrieval of the water vapor amount using GLI data along 
with other channels will lead to improved accuracy of the determination of surface geophysical properties, such 
as vegetation, ocean color, and snow and ice, through the better atmospheric correction. 
Key Words: water vapor, near infrared, ADEOS-II / GLI. 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Water vapor is one of typical gas species 
governing the greenhouse effect.  
Investigation of water vapor distribution is a 
clue to understand the radiation budget of 
earth atmosphere system as well as the 
global energy and hydrological circulation.  
Although water vapor is mostly distributed 
in the lower atmosphere (planetary boundary 
layer from surface to a few kilometers), the 
water vapor amount often increases in the 
middle and upper troposphere 
accompanying horizontal advection of 
humid air mass.  Thus, precipitable water, 
(i.e. the vertically integrated water vapor 
amount) is considered to be the most 
representative quantity of water vapor 
amount in the atmosphere. 
Until now, TIROS-N Operational Vertical 
Sounder (TOVS) data have been often used 
to estimate water vapor amount at lower, 
middle, and upper regions of the troposphere 

1).  Although TOVS is a splendid vertical 
sounder with a number of channels sensitive 
to water vapor absorption, their footprints 
are about several tens kilometers, rather 
larger than those of environmental sensors 
onboard earth-observing satellites.  Better 
spatial resolutions of several hundred meters 
to several kilometers are available with 
MODIS / EOS sensors, wavelengths and 
bandwidths of which are very similar to 
those of TOVS.  Combining the near 
infrared data of water vapor absorbing and 
non-absorbing channels with the thermal 
infrared data, precipitable water is derived 
from the MODIS mission with a relatively 
high spatial resolution along with 
information of clouds and aerosols 2). 
In contrast to TOVS and MODIS, GLI 
onboard ADEOS-II is designed to obtain 
data of both the surface properties 
(vegetation, ocean color, and snow and ice, 
etc.) and atmospheric properties (cloud, 
aerosol, and radiation budget, etc.).  In 
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general, atmospheric correction is 
indispensable when surface geophysical 
properties are retrieved from satellite remote 
sensing data.  Correction of atmospheric 
ozone, aerosol, and in particular, water 
vapor is important for precise retrieval of 
vegetation conditions and ocean color.  In 
the GLI mission, it is currently planned that 
the water vapor information is incorporated 
from the quasi-real-time objective analysis 
data.  Nevertheless, it is desirable to use the 
water vapor information concurrently 
obtained with the same spatial resolution as 
other channels.  In this context, we study 
feasibility of using near infrared channels of 
GLI in the retrieval of precipitable water and 
make a preliminary analysis of the GLI data 
and its validation.  The principle of the 
retrieval algorithm is described in Sec. 2 
together with assumptions made in the 
present simulation.  In Sec. 3, retrieved 
precipitable water is analyzed and validated 
with radiosonde observation.  Section 4 
presents the summary and related future 
works. 
 
2.  RETRIEVAL ALGORITHM 
AND SIMULATION 
 
2.1 Principle 
The retrieval algorithm is based upon the 
radiance ratio method, which utilizes the 
radiance ratio between water vapor 
absorbing and non-absorbing bands to 
retrieve the precipitable water.  A similar 
method was already adopted with MODIS / 
EOS series 3, 4).  In the MODIS case, 940 
nm and 865 nm bands were utilized as the 
water vapor absorbing band and 
non-absorbing band 3), respectively, and the 
retrieved results on a global scale were 
already reported 4). 
Principle of the retrieval algorithm is 
explained concisely here.  Figure 1 
illustrates transmittance curves of water 
vapor in the near infrared region, calculated 
using the LOWTRAN 7 code 5).  As seen 
from Fig. 1, water vapor absorbing bands 

(spectral regions with smaller transmittance) 
are located at around 810 nm, 940 nm, 1135 
nm, and 1380 nm, whereas non-absorbing 
bands (regions with larger transmittance; i.e., 
atmospheric window region) are found at 
865 nm, 1050 nm, and 1240 nm.  The six 
atmospheric models and their values for 
precipitable water are summarized in Table 
1.  The retrieval algorithm utilizes these 
characteristics as follows: in the water vapor 
absorbing bands, transmittance (i.e., 
radiance to be observed) varies with the 
water vapor amount (precipitable water) 
assumed in each atmospheric model, while 
in the non-absorbing bands, changes are 
much smaller. 
 
 

For the GLI application, here we propose a 
retrieval method in which calibration curves 
are determined between the radiance ratio of 
water vapor absorbing band (e.g., Ch. 25; 
1135 nm) to non-absorbing band (e.g., Ch. 
26; 1240 nm) and water vapor amount 
(precipitable water) in a form of nonlinear 
regression.  The GLI channel specifications 
related to this feasibility study are 
summarized in Table 2 6). 

Table 1 Atmospheric models and their precipitable 
water. 
 

 
Model 

 
Atmosphere 

 

 
Precipitable Water

 
(mm) 

 
Tropical 
 

 
40.0 

 
Midlatitude Summer
 

28.5 

Subarctic Summer 
 

20.4 

US Standard 1976 
 

13.9 

Midlatitude Winter 
 

  8.38 

Subarctic Winter 
 

  4.10 
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Based upon the principle of the retrieval 
algorithm, the channel which is most 
sensitive to variation of water vapor amount 
is chosen as a water vapor absorption 
channel and, on the other hand, the one 
which is least sensitive to it as a 
non-absorbing channel.  As seen from Fig. 
1, there are two water vapor absorbing bands 
in the near infrared region, Ch. 25 (1135 
nm) and Ch. 27 (1380 nm).  Between two 
channels, Fig. 1 also indicates that Ch. 25 
(with a band width of 70 nm) is more 
sensitive to the variation of water vapor 
amount than Ch. 27 (40 nm).  As a result, 
Ch. 25 (1135 nm) is selected as a water 
vapor absorbing channel.  For 
non-absorbing bands, there are three 
channels, Ch. 19 (865 nm), Ch. 24 (1050 
nm), and Ch. 26 (1240 nm).  From Fig. 1, it 
is expected that Ch. 26 (with a band width of 
20 nm) is more sensitive to the variation 
than other two channels: Ch. 19 (10 nm) and 

Ch. 24 (20 nm).  The magnitude of 
radiance of Ch. 19 (865 nm), however, is 
much larger than those of Ch. 25 (1135 nm), 
which leads to the smaller dynamic range of 
the radiance ratio (defined later).  As a 
result, Ch. 26 (1240 nm) is selected as 
non-absorbing channels. 
Simulations were carried out with the GLI 
Signal Simulator (GSS) 7) so as to calculate 
radiances to be observed at the GLI / 
ADEOS-II.  The code enables us to 
calculate the radiance to be observed with 
GLI, assuming several atmospheric models 
including aerosol loading as well as water 
vapor.  In the previous feasibility study, 
two cases of a bright target (land) and a dark 
target (ocean) are considered as ground 
surfaces with the GSS simulations 9) and we 
present the bright target analyses in this 
study. 
The land model is assumed as a Lambertian 
surface whose spectral reflectance is 50 %, 

Table 2 Related Channel Specifications of GLI. 

 
Channel 

 
Number 

 
Central 

 
Wavelength 

 
(nm) 

 

 
Band 

 
Width 

 
(nm) 

 
IFOV a

 
(km) 

 
Maximum

 
Radiance b

 
SNR d 

 
Comment 

 
19 
 

 
 865 

 

 
10 

 
1 

 
228 c 

 
   97.5 c

 
Window Region 

24 
 

1050 
 

20 1 203 300 Window Region 

25 
 

1135 
 

70 1 200 350 Water Vapor  

26 
 

1240 
 

20 1 138  70 Window Region 

27 
 

1380 
 

40 1  94 120 Water Vapor  
 

 
a Instantaneous Field of View. 
 
b In units of W m-2 sr-1 m-1. 
 
c These values were attenuated by 25 % from the original ones 3). 
 
d Signal to Noise Ratio. 
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chosen as a representative case of a bright 
target.  This assumption is based upon the 
grass model in the ASTER spectral library 8), 
which shows surface reflectance of 50.7 %, 
and 48.8 % for 1135 nm, and 1240 nm 
spectral region, respectively.  For simplicity, 
the effect of bidirectional reflectance 
distribution function is not considered in this 
study.  Simulations were carried out under 
clear sky conditions.  Moreover, the effect 
of aerosol loading in the model atmosphere 
was also examined.  For the aerosol model, 
a rural one incorporated in the GSS was 
utilized over land 7). 

The upward radiances at the top of the 
atmosphere were simulated for the following 
case: over a bright target (i.e., land).  Two 
bands, that is, one water vapor absorbing 
channel (1135 nm) and one non-absorbing 
channels (1240 nm), was used to carry out 
simulations, that is, the combination of 1135 
nm and 1240 nm was examined to calculate 
the radiance ratio.  In addition, the 
following case is assumed for scan 
geometry: solar zenith angle 60˚, satellite 
zenith angle 60˚, and relative azimuthal 
angle 90˚. 
 

Fig. 1.  Atmospheric transmittance related to water vapor in the near infrared spectral region between 800 nm to 
1600 nm.  Curves are calculated with the LOWTRAN 7 code for vertical one way path, as products between 
water vapor absorption lines and continuum absorption.  The six transmittance lines correspond to the six 
model atmospheres listed in Table 1.  Closed and open rectangles are the spectral ranges of the GLI for water 
vapor absorbing and window channels, respectively. 
 

2.2 Retrieval algorithm 
In this study, the radiance ratio ( Tw ) is 
defined as 
 

 Tw ch1,ch2( )≡
Rch1

Rch 2

,  (1) 

 
where ch1  indicates a water vapor 
absorbing channel (i.e., 1135 nm), at which 

radiation undergoes strong absorption due to 
water vapor, ch2  is a non-absorbing 
channel (i.e., 1240 nm), and R  is the 
radiance simulated with the GSS at the top 
of the atmosphere for the specified channel.  
This definition is essentially equivalent to 
that of Kaufman and Gao 3), except for a 
factor originating from the ratio of the 

GLI Ch. 24 25 26
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extraterrestrial solar incident irradiances 
between the specified channels.  
Based upon the above definition, a 
relationship (a calibration curve) is proposed 
between the radiance ratio ( Tw ) and the 
precipitable water (W ): 
 

Tw ch1,ch2( )= a + bexp −c W( ), (2) 
 
where a , b  and c  are calibration 
coefficients.  If the coefficient a  is set to 
zero, this relationship is equivalent to that of 
Kaufman and Gao 3), since the effect of the 
solar terrestrial incident irradiance was 
implicitly included in the coefficient b .  
Here the coefficient a  is added explicitly 
to consider a bias that arises from the 
molecular scattering and aerosol loading 
effects 9). 
In order to study the effect of scan geometry 

on the calibration curve, the precipitable 
water (W ) is converted to the water vapor 
path (W *).  The relationship between these 
two parameters is given as 
 

 W * = W 1
cosθ

+
1

cosθ0

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ,   (3) 

 
where θ  and θ0 are the satellite and solar 
zenith angles, respectively.  Using W *  
instead of W , Eq. (2) is modified as 
 

Tw ch1,ch2( )= a* + b* exp −c* W *( ). (4) 

 
In the following analysis, radiance ratios 
( Tw) are calculated with Eq. (1) from the 
radiances simulated with the GSS, and 
least-squares fitting procedures are carried 
out with Eq. (4)

 

Fig. 2.  Calibration curves between the radiance ratio and scaled water vapor path under rural aerosol loading 
( τ a =0.0, 0.1, and 1.0) conditions over a bright target (land).  All circles denote the radiance ratio between the 
1135 nm and 1240 nm channels and are fitted with the calibration curves (Eq. (4)).  All the cases are for a scan 
geometry of solar zenith angle 60˚, satellite zenith angle 60˚, and relative azimuthal angle 90˚. 
 
2.3 Simulations over a bright target with 
aerosol loading 
Figure 2 shows relationships between 
radiance ratio and water vapor path 
simulated with the six atmospheric models 
in Table 1.  This is the case with the solar 

zenith angle 60˚, satellite zenith angle 60˚, 
and relative azimuthal angle 90˚.  In order 
to minimize the effect of scan geometry, 
scaled water vapor path in Eq. (3) is used 
instead of the precipitable water.  Here we 
investigated the effect of aerosol loading on 
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the retrieval sensitivity under clear 
atmospheric conditions, too.  Simulations 
with the GSS were carried out with the six 
model atmospheres over a bright target 
while changing the aerosol optical thickness 
at 500 nm ( τ a ) as 0.0, 0.1, and 1.0 over a 
bright target with rural aerosol loading.  
Apparently, all the three cases are fitted well 
with the calibration curves in Eq. (4) and the 
curves are almost identical to each other.  
This indicates that the use of water vapor 
path enables us to retrieve the precipitable 
water from the observed radiance ratio over 
bright targets (e.g., land surfaces), even 
under moderate aerosol loading.  In this 
simulation, the land surface reflectances 
were assumed to be 50 % for all the two 
channels.  Consequently, the reflectance 
ratios of land surface are unity.  But, even 
using the land surface reflectances in the 
ASTER spectral library 8), they are actually 
1.04 for R1135/R1240.  It turns out that this 
assumption is not influential to the results 
very much in the simulations. 
 
3.  APPLICATION TO GLI DATA 
AND ITS VALIDATION 

The algorithm was applied to the GLI data 
set as a preliminary analysis.  The images 
of the relevant GLI data are illustrated in Fig. 
3.  There extends huge cloud system over 
the western part of the North American 
continent around California.  Cloudy pixels 
are not retrieved, since the algorithm is 
applicable only over land and snow/ice 
surfaces, currently.  Comparing these two 
panels, an apparent difference exists near the 
cloud edge over the California peninsula: 
there are darker pixels in the water vapor 
absorbing channel (Fig. 3a) compared to the 
non-absorbing one (Fig. 3b). 
The retrieval procedure is as follows:  At 
first, cloud screening based upon GLI 
processing system is carried out.  Once the 
available pixels are determined, the radiance 
ratio (Tw) is calculated with the two-channel 
data as describe in Eq. (1).  And then, the 
scaled water vapor path (W *) was estimated 
with Eq. (4).  Using the solar and satellite 
zenith angles of the pixels concerned, 
precipitable water (W ) is estimated with Eq. 
(3) from the water vapor path.  A map of 
precipitable water retrieved above procedure 
is illustrated in Fig. 4.

(a)          (b)      

Fig. 3.  An imagery of GLI near infrared data in April 10, 2003 around California, the United States of 
America: (a) ch25 (1135nm), (b) ch26 (1240nm). The channels 25 and 26 are a water vapor absorbing and a 
no-absorbing channel, respectively.  There extended cloud system from the western part of a North American 
continent to the eastern Pacific Ocean. 
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Fig. 4.  A retrieved precipitable water distribution in unit of mm in April 10, 2003.  The radiance ratio between 
two channels (1135 nm and 1240 nm) was utilized in the retrieval.  The retrieval was performed only over land 
and snow/ice regions, that is, it was not carried out over cloud and water (ocean).  The distribution is mapped 
on the iso-latitude and iso-longitude coordinate.  The numbers around the left and bottom frames denote 
latitude (˚N) and loingitude (˚E), respectively.  Here, a minus sign corresponds to a western longitude. 
 
 

Table 3 Comparison of precipitable water. Observation time is 1200 UTC for every radiosonde 
event. 

 

Location Precipitable water (mm) 
Site # * 

Latitude (˚W) Longitude (˚W) GLI Radiosonde 

72293 32.83 117.12  7.3  6.9 

72274 32.12 110.93  1.5  4.9 

76256 27.95 110.77 11.6 10.3 

 
* WMO site number (five digits). 
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As is expected with comparison of these two 
channels, much precipitable water was 
observed at the southern part of the 
California peninsula next to the cloudy 
pixels.  At the northern part of the 
peninsula, on the other hand, there existed 
much smaller water vapor amount 
corresponding to the mountain features. 
The retrieved precipitable water was 
compared to the radiosonde observations.  
Table 3 summarizes the validation.  The 
radiosonde observation suggests that the 
differences between retrieved and in situ 
observation is about 1-2 mm for a few 
radiosonde sites.  There was a case that had 
a severe discrepancy (up to factor 3) 
between satellite and in situ observations, 
however.  The comparison showed the 
further validation study was necessary since 
radiosonde observation (00 and 12 UTC) is 
not fully coincident to the ADEOS-II / GLI 
operation (around 10:30 AM at local time).  
We have a plan to compare the retrieved 
values to skyradiometer and microwave 
radiometer observations. 
 

4.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUD- 
ING REMARKS 
 
We have proposed the retrieval of water 
vapor amount (precipitable water) using GLI 
near infrared channels.  The retrieval 
approach proposed in this study enables us 
to retrieve water vapor amount using GLI 
onboard ADEOS-II.  The results of 
simulations indicate that the radiance ratio 
between 1135 nm and 1240 nm channels is 
well sensitive to the precipitable water over 
a bright target (higher reflectance at ground 
level) with Lambertian reflectivity.  Over a 
bright target with spectral reflectance of 
50 %, aerosol loading with optical thickness 
(at 500 nm) of less than 1.0 is not influential 
to the calibration curves of the retrieval. 
The retrieval algorithm was applied to the 
GLI data around western part of the United 
States of America.  In this preliminary 
analysis, the retrieval procedure worked well 
in the GLI data analysis system in JAXA / 
EORC.  The retrieved results were 

compared to the radiosonde observation 
sites and the retrieved precipitable water is 
coincident within 2 mm at a few sites.  We 
have a plan to compare the retrieved results 
with the continuous observations such as 
skyradiometer and microwave radiometer 
sites for the purpose of its global 
application. 
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Abstract  In connection with the quantity of each parameter obtained from satellite 
data the atmospheric environmental information from the earth surface is measured 
simultaneously, and the analytical algorisms of satellite data are verified to get high 
precision.  Major parameters to be measured are downward sun radiation, water vapor, 
the precipitation from clouds, the optical characteristic of aerosol, the column quantity 
of atmospheric molecular distribution which participates in the process of radiation, and 
the degrees of atmospheric turbulence. 
  Atmospheric turbulence is one of the important correction factors to evaluate the 
earth’s surface using a sensor on a satellite.  Aerosol and water vapor are selected as 
factors of turbulence.  The effects of turbulence caused by aerosol and water vapor on 
the light reflected from the earth’s surface are estimated by measuring the degradation 
of spatial coherence of light in a chamber in which atmospheric turbulence is generated. 
  Particles contained in cigarette smoke are used as an example of aerosol.  
Degradation of spatial coherence is measured in relation to the increase of aerosol.                   
Turbulence caused by water vapor is measured in the range of humidity from 49 ％ to 

96 ％ .  The spatial coherence of light in the chamber degrades in relation to the 
increase of humidity and as a result the turbulence increases.  The relation between the 
turbulence and the degree of spatial coherence is explained in formula. 
 
  
I．INTRODUCTION 
  The quality of images obtained by an astronomical telescope set on the earth surface 
is damaged by atmospheric turbulence, although the images obtained by Hubble space 
telescope launched into the space are free from the effects of turbulence.  These have 
been many papers on the study of turbulence such as those by Gamo et al 1(1978), Hill 
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et al 2 (1978)，Richard et al.3 (1979), Okayama et al.4,5 (1999) and Ho 6 (1970).  The 
experiment using an atmospheric turbulence chamber was described by Gamo 1 , the 
modified spectrum of atmospheric temperature fluctuations was discussed by Hill 2 , and 
the optical propagation of the light in laboratory turbulence was experimented by 
Richard 3.  We previously made measurements of spatial coherence of the light that has 
passed through turbulent air at different temperatures (Okayama ４，5).  In a remote 
sensing study, the effects of atmospheric turbulence on satellite data need to be 
corrected to make earth surface data as accurate as possible.  Primary factors that are 
considered to cause turbulence in the atmosphere are temperature, aerosol, and carbon 
dioxide etc.  In an attempt to quantify the turbulence, we made a chamber to simulate 
atmosphere and measured the spatial coherence of light with reference to the change of 
temperature and the quantity of aerosol.  The propagation of mutual coherence in a 
random medium was studied by Beran 7 and Fied 8. 
  Correction of errors in satellite data caused by the turbulence of atmosphere is a very 
important subject to solve in the remote sensing field.  As factors causing turbulence 
other than temperature, we considered water vapor and aerosol in the present 
experiment.  Water vapor is one of the gas components of atmosphere like nitrogen 
and oxygen.  The turbulence of atmosphere is caused by the changes of temperature, 
water vapor, aerosol, etc.  We designed a chamber to simulate atmospheric turbulence, 
and measured the spatial coherence of the light passing through the chamber to estimate 
its turbulence (Okayama et al. 1999) 3, 4 .  The results obtained by this experiment have 
verified theoretical ones by Ho 5 (1970) which are based on Kolmogorv’s theory to 
describe atmospheric turbulence (Andrews et al.6 1994, Fante 7,1974, Lutomirski et al. 8 

1971). 
 
 
II. DEGREES OF COHERENCE 
  The degree of coherence g  is given by the following formula : are the intensities 

                   ( )
( )

( ) ( ){ }
1 2

1 2 1
2

1 1 2 2

,
,

x x
x x

I x I x
g

G
=

ﾗ

,  

where ( )1 2,x xG  is a mutual coherence function, and ( )1 1I x  and ( )2 2I x  are the 

intensities of the light.  Papers by Richard et al.3 (1979), Andrews et al.4 (1994), 
Fente10 (1974), and Lutmirski et al. (1971) are related to coherence turbulence.   
  In our experiment, the interference fringes caused by the coherence were 
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photographed to obtain the degree of coherence.  The visibility of the interference 
fringes was calculated by the following formula : 
 

                             ( )
1
2

1 2max min
12

max min 1 2

2 I II IV
I I I I

g
ﾗ-

= =
+ +

 , 

 
where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum values of effective exposures 
obtained when the interference fringes were exposed.  I 1 and I 2 represent the laser 
intensities but in this experiment I 1 = I 2 = I .  The degree of coherence g  equals to 
the visibility V. 

                           max min

max min

I IV
I I

g
-

= =
+

  . 

  The theoretical analysis to obtain the degree of coherence effected by turbulence was 
made by Ho5 (1970).  His results show that the degree of coherence degrades with the 
increase of turbulence. 
 
 
III. FLUCTATIONS 
  In optical turbulence in the atmosphere, the functions for the velocity field the 
fluctuation of temperature are given by 

                         ( )
2

2 3
RR VD R C R=  , 

                      ( )
2

2 3
T TD R C R=  . 

  Where 2
VC  is the velocity (wind) structure constant and R is the spatial position.  

2
TC  is the temperature structure constant.  Similarly in the density of water vapor or         

aerosol, the structure will be given by 

                         ( )
2

2 3
D DD R C R=  , 

where 2
DC  is the density structure constant.  For statistically homogeneous and 

isotropic turbulence, the related structure function exhibits the asymptotic behavior 

                         ( )
2

2 3
n nD R C R=  , 

where 2
nC  is the index-of refraction structure parameter. 
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  Physically, the refractive-index structure parameter 2
nC  is a measure of the strength 

of the fluctuations in the refractive index.  
 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTL APPARATUS 
  An atmospheric turbulence chamber as shown in Fig. 1 was made for this experiment.  
The beam is multiply reflected in the chamber.  The optical path is about 43m long.  
An argon laser (Lexel Model 65) was used as an optical source.  The light which has 
come out from the chamber after multiple reflection goes through a pinhole and next 
through double slits (slit width : 25μm, space between slits : 50μm)and the 
interference fringes are photographed by a digital camera.  When the turbulence 
increases, the degree of coherence decreases, and the turbulence change is evaluated by 
measuring the degree of coherence. The double slits are shown in Fig.2. 
  For the experiment of the coherence degree of water vapor, the same chamber as was 
used for the aerosol experiment is used.  The humidity in the chamber was raised by 
use of a humidifier. Particles contained in cigarette smoke are used as an example of 
aerosol. 
   
 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
  The interference fringes obtained through the double slits were photographed by 
digital camera as shown in Fig. 3.  Degrees of coherence obtained theoretically are 
shown in Fig.4.  For the experiments of water vapor, one，two and no phase screens are 
used as illustrated Fig.5, 6, and 7, respectively.  The contrast, namely coherence degree, 
of the interference fringes is calculated by a computer and the visibility V is obtained.    
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 and 9.  When the quantities of carbon 
dioxide increase, the coherence degrees decrease and in the experiment of water vapor, 
when the humidity increases the coherence degrees decrease, and the turbulence 
increases.  These results coincide with the theoretical analysis by Ho 5 ; namely when 
the degrees of turbulence increase, those of coherence decrease. 
  If he random medium exists along any part of the propagation path between the 
transmitter and the receiver, under the Ryotov approximation (Tatarski 12 1961，Brown13 
1967, and Yura et al.14, 1983), the optical field at the distance z = L from the transmitter 
is 
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[ ]LL),(),(exp),(),( 210 LrLrLrULrU Ψ+Ψ=     , 

 

where ( ),U r Lo  is the optical wave in the absence of the turbulence and 

),(1 LrΨ  and ),(2 LrΨ   are first-order and second-order complex phase 
perturbation caused by the random medium. 
 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
  In this paper, we took up aerosol and water vapor as factors which cause turbulence 
of the atmosphere.  If the quantity of water vapor is measured as precisely as those of 
other factors such as aerosol, variance of temperature, and moisture in the atmosphere, 
the degree of turbulence caused by aerosol will be estimated from the results of this 
experiment. 
  The results obtained by our experiments are considered to be correspondent with the 
theoretical results of Ho5 .  If the quantity of the objects causing turbulence in the 
atmosphere can be estimated in the future, these results will be applicable to the 
correction of satellite data. 
  The experimental errors are caused by those of the readings of the densities of the 
interference fringes.  When the contrast of interference fringes is digitally obtained, the 
errors will become almost negligible. 
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Fig.1. Optical system of the multiple reflection simulator that was used to measure 
atmospheric turbulence. 

 

 
Fig.2. Double slits. 

 

 

Fig.3. Interference fringe obtained through double slits. 
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Fig.4. Degree of coherence of a collimated Gaussian beam. 

 
 

 
Fig.5. Propagation geometry for a single phase screen. 
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Fig.6. Propagation geometry for two phase screens. 

 
. 

 

Fig.7. Propagation geometry for an extended random medium. 
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Fig.8. Experimental results of water vapor. 

 
 

 

Fig.9. Experimental results of aerosol. 
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Comprehensive Study on Photosynthetically active radiation in Beijing 
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Abstract 
The data, measured by using global photosynthetically active radiometer (LI-COR 
quantum sensor) and global solar radiometer in Beijing, has been analyzed, for 
investigating the relationship of these two radiant fluxes in Beijing. The data is used 
to determining timescale variability of the ratio of Photosynthetically active radiation 
(PAR) to global solar radiation (Rs). The seasonal variation of the ratio ranges from 
1.713 to 1.990μmol J-1,monthly from 1.626 to 2.039μmol J-1,and daily from 1.42 to 
2.57μmol J-1, with annual mean value 1.841μmol J-1.   
Keywords: Solar radiation, PAR, estimate 
 
1 Introduction 
Photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) is the visible part of the electromagnetic 
spectrum of the solar radiation that received at the Earth’s surface. Apart from its 
relevance to daily human activity, it contributes significantly in comprehensive studies 
of radiation climate, remote sensing of vegetation, radiation regimes of plant canopy 
and plays an important part in provides energy supports photosynthetic and primary 
production by green plants through the processes of chlorophyll synthesis and 
photosynthesis which result in the conversion of radiation energy into chemical 
energy and through photosensitive regulatory mechanisms such as phototropism and 
photoperiodic activity(Udo and Aro,1999; Jacovides et al., 2004; Dye,2004).PAR 
covering both photon and energy terms lies between 400nm and 700nm. PAR is a key 
variable in process-based models of terrestrial photosynthesis and 
ecosystem-atmosphere CO2 exchange (Dye, 2004). So extensive study on PAR is 
necessarily and valuable. PAR is necessary input parameters in dealing with plant 
physiology, biomass production, natural illumination in greenhouse, and carbon cycle. 
At present, there are three methods were used to measure PAR radiation:(1) indirect 
method, in this method PAR is often obtained as the difference between two 
irradiance measurements;(2) spectrally integrating method, in this method PAR is 
obtained by integrating spectral irradiance distribution measurements over the 
waveband 400-700nm;(3) direct method, in this method PAR is measured quantum 
sensor, the unit of PAR is µmol m-2s-1. This is base on the fact that photosynthetic 
efficiency of green plants is proportional to the number of photons absorbed in the 
spectral range 400-700nm,and not their energy. (Udo and Aro, 1999). Currently 
Chinese scholars often use indirect method to obtain PAR value, i.e. use different 
spectral solar radiometer to measure radiation, and then obtain PAR value through the 
difference between this two different radiometer.  
Most reports on experimental results use measured values of PAR and global radiation 
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(Rs) to determining the PAR fraction of the global radiation, and then use this PAR 
fraction calculate PAR from the routinely measured global radiation. Nevertheless, the 
range of the PAR fraction is influenced by local climatic and geographic differences 
like clearness and brightness (Udo and Aro, 1999), solar elevation, dewpoint 
temperature and fine mode aerosols. The accurate determination of PAR is important in many 
applications, such as net primary productivity and carbon cycle modeling (Pinker and Laszlo, 
1992 and Frouin and Pinker, 1995). Comprehensive study on PAR can provide accuracy radiation 
for carbon cycle study, present evidence for carbon budget.Hence, approaches to determine PAR 
from more widely measured variables have merit. In this paper, the measured PAR and 
global radiation values are used to analyzes the characteristic of PAR in Beijing and 
quantify the relationship between these two important solar radiation components. 
Based on the ratio of PAR to Rs, an empirical model was developed to estimate PAR 
from Rs. 
 
2 Materials and Methods  
2.1 Site descriptions: 
Beijing, Capital of the People's Republic of China, and located in the northern part of 
the North China Plain at 39°56' north latitude and 116°20' east longitude. Mountains 
in the east, north and west surround it. Beijing covers an area of 16,807.8 sq. km and 
has a population of 11 million. 
The climate in Beijing is of the continental type, with cold and dry winters, due to the 
Siberian air masses that move southward across the Mongolian Plateau. The summers 
are hot owing to warm and humid monsoon winds from the southeast bringing Beijing 
most of its annual precipitation. 
Sampling site is situated at the crossing of the forth ring road and the third ring road. 
This area is part of downtown. There are inhabitant housing in the north and south，
and a freeway near the eastern. Wang (2001) report measurements in this area can 
representation the average condition of Beijing city. 
The sampling instruments are installed on a flat platform at the top of the building 
housing chemic laboratories, Institute of atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy of 
Sciences. 
2.2 Instruments used 
Global radiation was measured using a Kipp&Zonen model CM-21 (Delft, The 
Netherlands). The PAR photon flux was measured with a Licro quantum sensor 
LI-190Sz (Lin-coln,Nebraska,USA).This station complete with data acquisition 
system(Vaisala M520 data-logger, and a storage module, Finland).The signals were 
conditioned with the respective instrument factors into units of W/m2 and 
µEm-2s-1(quantum mol-1s-1 or µmolm-2s-1).Global radiation measurements have an 
estimated experimental error of 2-3%,while the PAR sensor has a relative error of lees 
then 5%.All radiation values was measured by one minute interval, and the hourly 
values was driven from minute value by integrating them.   
A sun tracker with a direct radiometer (TBS-2) and a global radiometer 
(TBQ-2)(Junzhou, China) was used to measure direct and global radiation. Direct 
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radiation measurements have an estimated experimental error of 2-3%, while the 
global radiometer has a relative error of lees then 5%. A yuanhua data logger 
(Yuanhua,Taiwan,China) was used to collect these measured data. The measurement 
interval is also one minute. 
Daily checks were made to ensure that the radiometers were positioned horizontally 
by monitoring and adjusting. The global radiometers were calibrated against a 
reference pyranometer,which is calibrated a standard pyrheliomter,while the 
LI-190SA pyranometer is calibrated against calibration lamps at factory. All this 
calibrated work was done at the beginning and the end of data collected. The data 
used is this paper from April 2004 to March, and 2005. 
2.3 Methods 
2.3.1 Analysis methods for PAR  
The analysis is based on hourly radiometric data collected in Chinese terrestrial 
ecological research stations, for a period of one year (Feb. 2004-Mar.2005). The 
hourly data were checked for inconsistencies to eliminate problems associated with 
questionable measurements. Due to cosine response problems this analysis is limited 
to cases with solar elevation 15°< h<85° . 
 
The well-known sky indices，sky clearnessεand brightness kt  (Perez et al., 1990) 
are used to classify the sky conditions. They are computed from radiation values and 
defined as: 
 

d

bd

R
RR +

=ε （1） 

sinh0R
Rd=∆ （2） 

 
With Rd and Rb are diffuse and direct radiations on Earth’s surface horizontal 
respectively, and R0 is the extraterrestrial radiation. Sky condition is divided into three 
types. Overcast, clear and intermediate shies have been considered (Jacovides et al., 
2004): (i) overcast skies (∆ <0.1, ε < 1.2); (ii) clear skies (∆< 0.1, ε > 5.2); and 
(iii) intermediate skies (0.2 <∆< 0.3 and 1.2 < ε <5.2).  
2.3.2 Method for develop empirical model 
A multiple linear regression equation used to develop the empirical model for estimate 
PAR from global radiation. The regression equation including sky conditions 
parameters, atmospheric water vapor, and concentration of PM10 and PM2.5. The 
multilinear regression is used to analyze the data; in the regression equation intercept 
is forced to be zero. 
 
3 Results and discussion 
3.1 Time series measurements of PAR and Rs 

The hourly values of solar components radiation are grouped into daily, monthly and 
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seasonal data sets. The daily ratio of PAR to Rs is derived from hourly values, then the 
monthly ratio values is from daily average values.Fig.1 shows the daily variability of 
both PAR and Rs for the period of the measurements. It is evident that PAR is highly 
correlated with Rs.So the values of PAR can be obtained directly from Rs.It has 
generally been the practice to express the measured hourly or daily relationship 
between PAR and global radiation Rs(Alados et al.,1996;Papaioannou et al.,1996;Udo 
and Aro,1999;Gonzalez and Callbo,2003;Jacovides et al.,2004). 
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Fig. 1 Diurnal variation of PAR and RS in Beijing 

The variation characteristics of PAR and global radiation are distinct, and the 
variation type is presented in Fig. 1.The variation trend of Par is similarly as that of 
global radiation. The diurnal, seasonal variation model of PAR is the same as that of 
global radiation in Beijing. In the diurnal variation rule, the tine of PAR and global 
radiation appears at one time, the maximum value appears at noon. In the seasonal 
variation trend, the high values appear in summer and the low values are in winter, the 
values of spring and autumn are in intermediate (the variation rule is lie on the Earth 
rotation and the sun revolution rule). There is good correlation ship between these two 
solar radiation components, from this variation characteristic one of them is can be 
estimated from another one. 
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Fig. 2 Daily ratio of PAR to Rs 

 

Daily ratio of PAR to Rs is showed in Fig.2. The minimum and maximum daily ratio 
value is 2.5 and 1.6 molMJ-1 respectively. The annual average of daily ratio was 1.954
±0.086 molMJ-1,this agrees with the monthly result in Table 1.For overcast days the 
minimum and maximum daily ratio value are 2.6 molMJ-1, 1.9 molMJ-1respectively, 
and in clear days the minimum and maximum daily ratio value are 2.5 molMJ-1, 1.8 
molMJ-1 respectively. The cloudy days ratio was 4.3% higher than that of clear days. 
These results show that cloudiness and vapor have effect on the ratio. 
 
Table 1 Ratios of PAR to global radiation on monthly, and seasonal  

Period Number of days Ratio  R2 Standard deviation 
April  30 1.87 0.995 0.037 
May 31 1.91 0.992 0.079 
June 30 1.96 0.998 0.043 
July 31 2.04 0.990 0.072 
August 31 1.99 0.996 0.063 

September 30 1.83 0.997 0.056 
October 31 1.70 0.997 0.034 
November 30 1.63 0.99 0.068 
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Fig. 3 Monthly mean diurnal variation of the ratio of PAR to Rs 

The mean diurnal ratio on monthly was calculated from hourly ratio values. Monthly 
characteristic of the ratio is showed in Fig. 3. The monthly variation scope is 
smoother than that of daily variation range. This phenomena show that the influence 
of cloud on the monthly ratio is smaller than that on daily ratio. Fig.3 show that the 
variation of monthly ratio has a significant trend, namely, higher ratio during sunrise 
and sunset, and lower at noon (there is a different diurnal variation of the ratio in 
afternoon of October and September, this is caused by higher aerosol concentration 
and different variation model of humidity. In October and December dewpoint 
temperature is the lower in the morning, humidity is increase gradual and after noon 
humidity decrease.). From April the ratio is gradually increase, and the appears the 
maximum ratio in July, then the ratio values is decrease gradually, and the lowest ratio 
is appears in January. The climate variation characteristic of the control factor of the 
ratio variation trend, East Asia season is the mainly climate characteristic of Beijing. 
In this climate, there is significant rainy season, and a dry period. Monsoon is start in 
July (summer), and end in early September as the dry season sets in. There are many 
active synoptic systems (depressions) in Beijing, in July. So the surface heating causes 
increase moisture content. Water vapor through absorption processes markedly affects 
the longer wavelengths, leaving the spectral PAR portion invariability, consequently 
decreasing the global radiation greater than that of PAR, so the ratio increase with 
water vapor increasing. On the contrary, there is stabilization system control and the 
dry season strong, and there is almost clear day in Januarys. The concentration of 
aerosol is higher in this month, because of steady boundary layer and aerosol 
accumulative. The aerosol through scattering the PAR spectral, and have a little 
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effects on longer wavelength radiation, so the ratio is decreasing with the 
concentration of aerosol (especially the fine particle in the atmospheric aerosol) 
increasing.   

 

Fig. 4 Weather systems in East Asia 
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Fig. 5 Average ratio of PAR to Rs in monthly 

Seasonally variation properties of the ratio is that, the highest value appeared in 
summer, the smallest values of ratio is appeared in winter, and the ratio values in 
autumn is smaller then that in spring. The mainly reason of these monthly variation 
properties is caused by: Beijing is situating in the East Asian monsoon area, there are 
a rainy season and a dry season in this region. There are many active synoptic systems 
(depressions) happen in this area, but concentration of the water vapor is limited and 
has few rain in this region, in spring (March, April, May). The rainy season is setting 
in June, ending in august and dry season coming. The mainly rainfall is produced in 
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July. In autumn season (September, October, November), Beijing is often controlled 
by anticyclone; the sky condition is always clearness. Subtropical anticyclone 
frequent happens in winter season (December, January, February), rainless and 
cloudless is the mainly sky condition type in this region. Spring, and winter is called 
dry season, because there are few rainfalls in these season. In rainy season, there are 
abundant water vapors in Beijing, so the ratio is highest. In the dry season, there is 
little water vapor and high aerosol concentration, so the smallest ratio values 
happened in this season. 
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Fig.6 The Ratio of PAR to Rs vs. sky clearnessε (a), brightness ∆ (b), solar elevation 

sin (h), and Kt. all parameters’ means values are calculated for 10% intervals. 
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Fig. 7 The Ratio of PAR to Rs vs. percipitable water 

 
Fig. 6-Fig. 8 show the ratio of PAR to Rs is mainly depend on the percipitable water. 
The ratio is gradually decreased with sky clearnessε,and brightness increase ,then 
there is inflexion in the decrease trend, finally the ratio variation is steady.  
3.2 Estimate model development 
The sky condition index Ks＝Rs/ H0 is used in the estimate equation rather than sky 
clearnessε,because there is enslaved to diffuse radiation observe generally. R0 is the 
extraterrestrial radiation is calculated by equation(Iqbal,1983): 
 

( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ss wwLSH sincoscossinsin18024
000 φδφδπ

π
+=   (3) 

 
Where S0= the solar constant energy unit =1367Wm-2,L0 is the correction factor of the 
earth’s orbit,δ the solar declination,ws is sunrise hour angle and Φ is the geographical 
latitude. 
3.2.1 Estimating equation  
Firstly, The global radiation and PAR dataset was used to developed the estimate 
equation. In this step the sky conditions, water vapor and the solar elevation is omitted. 
A linear regression equation from origin is used for estimating equation. From the 
analysis results, the ratio of PAR to global radiation has a significant seasonal 
variation characteristic, so all the data were used to developed the primary estimated 
equation, then the dataset is divided into dry season and rainy season to developed the 
primary estimating equation. 
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Secondly, The mainly influence factor of the ratio of PAR to global radiation is the 
vapor, so in the secondly step the percepitable water and sky conditions were used for 
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the estimating equation developed. The percepitable water is calculated from ground 
humidity and temperature (Yang, and Qiu, 2002). 
 

waterleprecepitibisWtbbW d ),exp( 10 ′+′= (4) 
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Because there is no scattered radiation and direct radiation in a great number of 
radiation observation station in china solar radiation observation station, So A 
estimating equation without sky conditions parameters(sky clearnessε, brightness ∆) 
is being developed. In this developed estimate equation progress, the means sky 
condition parameter Ks is used for developing the estimate equation. The sky 
condition index Ks is calculated by equation 3. 
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where,w is precipitable water, elevation is solar elevation,ks is means sky conditon. 
 
4 conclusions 

The analyses of measured PAR and global radiation in Beijing are summarized as 
fellow: The ratio of PAR to global radiation has a significant seasonal variation trend, 
high values in summer (1.98 μmol J-1) and low values in autumn μmol J-1).The 
values of ratio in winter and spring are higher than that on autumn. The highest ratio 
value is presented in July(2.04μmol J-1) and the lest ratio value presented in 
December (1.626μmol J-1). 

The estimating equation can be used estimate PAR from global radiation. 
The diffuse PAR radiation has higher light use efficiency for plant canopy, has much 

less tendency to cause canopy photosynthetic saturation (Lianhong Gu et al., 2001). Farther work 
on PAR will setup a diffuse PAR measured systems and estimating equation for diffuse PAR will 
be developed. 
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Abstract:  All-sky Survey High Resolution Air-shower (Ashra) telescope has been developed to 
detect cosmic-ray neutrinos with extremely high energy, larger than 1016 eV. The important  
features of the telescope system are the wide FOV (50×50 deg) with high angular resolution (1 
arcmin) and a high-speed, highly sensitive imaging system with an intelligent triggering capability. 
In this paper we report an imaging lidar on the basis of this novel telescope system applied to the 
detection of atmospheric aerosols. Because of the wide acceptance angel, the bistatic configuration 
enables light detection in the forward-scattering mode, greatly enhancing the signal-to-noise ratio.  
Eye-safe lidar operation is achieved with a laser wavelength in the operational wavelength range of 
the Ashra telescope (300-420 nm). Simulation studies are undertaken to establish the retrieval 
algorithm of aerosol distribution from the bistatic measurement.  
 
1. Introduction 

The All-sky Survey High Resolution 
Air-shower (Ashra) telescope project is a 
combined effort in the different categories of 
cosmic-ray physics, particle physics, and 
remote-sensing techniques of atmospheric 
sounding. In this project, the CEReS group is in 
charge of the application of the Ashra telescope 
to the monitoring of the atmosphere. The novel 
concept of Ashra telescope has been developed 
by the group of Institute for Cosmic Ray 
Research (ICRR), University of Tokyo. The 
remarkable features of the system are a wide 
field-of-view (FOV) (50× 50 deg) with high 
angular resolution (1 arcmin = 0.29 µrad) and a 
high-speed, highly sensitive imaging system 
with an intelligent triggering capability 1-4).   

 The imaging lidar observation5) is conducted 
in bistatic mode, in which, unlike the 

conventional monostatic lidar, the telescope is 
placed apart from the laser source. The light 
scattered in the atmosphere is detected in the 
scattering-angel range of 0<θ<180 deg. 
Although bistatic measurements of aerosols 
have so far been reported6,7), the scanning of 
the laser beam was not attempted, leading 
mainly to the detection near the backscattering 
scheme. In contrast, forward scattering yields 
high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio owing to the 
general property of the Mie scattering from 
aerosols. In the case of Ashra system, another 
advantage is the usage of the intelligent 
triggering. This greatly contributes to reduce 
the background light and thereby to increase 
the S/N ratio. These features make the 
three-dimensional, wide area, and real-time 
monitoring of atmospheric aerosols possible. 
Moreover, using the laser wavelength at 351nm 
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or 355 nm, which are in the design wavelength 
of Ashra telescope (300-420 nm), ensures 
eye-safe lidar operation, since the level of 
maximum permissible exposure (MPE) is very 
high in this wavelength region. 

In this paper, we describe the scheme of 
bistatic lidar measurement, with the results of 
related simulations and our preliminary 
experiment of the bistatic lidar measurement.  
 
2. Bistatic measurement of aerosol 

The basic configuration of the bistatic 
measurement is shown in Fig. 1. A laser and a 
telescope are located separately, with a baseline 
distance of L. The laser is illuminating a 
direction θlaser (elevation angle), while the 
telescope is observing the beam path toward a 
direction θview. In this bistatic measurement, 
the lidar equation is written as 

 ( ) Tds
r
AKPP scat20 θβ= , (1) 

where P is the received signal intensity, P0 the 
emitted laser intensity, K the efficiency of the 
receiving optics, A the area of telescope’s mirror, 
r the distance between the target (aerosol 
particle) and the telescope, and θscat the 
scattering angle. The portion of the laser beam 
path subtended by the FOV for a single pixel of 
the array detector is denoted as ds, which is 
given as  

 
)(sin scat

FOV

θ

θrds = . (2) 

The generalized scattering coefficient, β (θscat), 
is defined as 

 )()()( scat22scat11scat θαθαθβ ff += . (3) 

Here, θFOV is the FOV for a single pixel, α the 
extinction coefficient, and f the phase function. 
Subscript 1 is for aerosol and 2 for air molecule. 
The transmittance along the combined laser 
path and viewing path is expressed as 

 [ ])(exp rt ττ +−=T . (4) 

Here, τt is the optical thickness of the 
transmitter side and τr that of the receiver side. 
These parameter are given as 
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3. Inversion of bistatic lidar data 

In this section, we describe the inversion 
procedure used to derive the spatial 
distribution of the aerosol extinction coefficient 
from the bistatic lidar data. We assume that 
the laser beam is scanned as shown in Fig. 2. 
The viewing direction is numbered with an 
index i (= 0, 1, …) and the laser beam direction 
with j (= 0, 1, …). The aerosol extinction 
coefficient (i.e. the product of the aerosol 
number density and the total cross section) at 
the intersection defined by indices i and j is 
expressed as α1(i, j). From Eqs. (1) and (2), the 
ratio of the received signal intensities at (i, j) 
and (i, j + 1) is given as 
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If α1(i, j) is known, this equation can be used to 
calculate α1(i, j +1) from the bistatic lidar data. 
For this purpose, we define an error 

 

Fig.1  Schematic diagram of the bistatic measurement. 

 

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of the inversion algorithm. 
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parameter ε as the difference between the 
calculated ratio and the observed ratio of the 
signal intensities: 
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Here, Pobs is the observed intensity and P is 
theoretically calculated using Eq.(1). The 
bisection method is employed to search the 
minimum value of |ε| by changing α1(i, j +1).  
Since the boundary condition, α1(i, 0), can be 
obtained from the ground-based scattering 
measurement, the sequential application of the 
present procedure yields all the required values 
of α1(i, j). In practice, the application has to be 
iterative, since the value of the transmission T 
in Eq.(4) is improved successively: values of the 
optical thickness in Eq.(4) are re-calculated 
using the equations of 
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where z is the height of the intersection point. 
The iterative calculation is repeated until the 
extinction coefficient at each intersection point 
converges. 
 
3. Simulation 
3.1 Signal-to-Noise Ratio 

The schematic diagram of the imaging 
system of Ashra telescope is shown in Fig. 3. 
The image signal that passes through an 
amplification image intensifier (Amp. I.I.) is 
split into two paths. The first path is toward a 

Delay I.I. before reaching a fine image sensor, 
and the other path is connected to a 
multi-anode photo multiplier tube (MAPMT, 
128 × 128 pixels). If the signal intensity 
detected by a certain pixel on MAPMT exceeds 
a trigger level, only a pixel region on the fine 
image sensor that corresponds to the pixel 
position on MAPMT is gated. The temporal 
width of the gate is determined by the time 
period in which the MAPMT pixel detects the 
signal (> a few ns). This operation minimizes 
the accumulation of sky background light on 
the fine image sensor, hence the S/N ratio is 
expected to increase significantly.  

The estimation of the S/N ratio is conducted 
for the bistatic lidar system with and without 
the intelligent trigger. An example of the 
calculated S/N ratio is shown in Fig. 4. This 
simulation is based on a spectrum of daytime 
sky radiance reported by C.P. Jacovides et.al8) 
and the aerosol extinction coefficient at the 
ground level of 1.0× 10-4 m-1. The vertical 
profile is proportional to an extinction profile 
model reported by Sasano9). Figure 4 shows 
that the usage of the intelligent trigger 
enhances the S/N ratio by 2-3 orders of 
magnitude. A related advantage of the bistatic 
lidar measurement as compared with the 
monostatic case is the limited variation in the 
dynamic range of the signal intensity, which 
results in the ease in the detector design as a 
whole.  
 
 

 
Fig.3 Schematic diagram of the imaging system of Ashra 
telescope with the intelligent trigger. 

 

Fig.4 Two-dimensional distribution of the S/N ratio (a) 
without and (b) with gating (100 ns). The telescope is 
located at the point of 0 m viewing the FOV of 50 deg 
and the laser at that of 100 m. Following parameters are 
assumed in this calculation; laser power: 100 µJ/pulse, 
repetition rate: 3000 Hz, exposure time: 1 s. 
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3.2 Error estimation of retrieved extinction 
coefficient 

In the inversion of lidar data, an assumption 
of a phase function is indispensable. The error 
arising from this assumption is evaluated using 
a simulation study. The simulation data is 
calculated as in the previous section. The phase 
function is obtained from the Mie scattering 
calculation with the urban model size 
distribution reported by Jaenicke10) and the 
complex refractive index of 1.50 – 0.001i . The 
inversion is conducted assuming a different 
phase function, i.e. the same size distribution 
but for different values of the complex 
refractive index, e.g. 1.55 – 0.001i. These 
functions are shown in Fig.5(a). The 
distribution of the inversion error is obtained 
by comparing the assumed and the retrieved 
distributions of the extinction coefficient. 
Figure 5 (b) indicates that the resulting error is 
within a ±10% range.  
 
4. Bistatic lidar measurement 

The preliminary experiment of the bistatic 
lidar measurement has been conducted using a 
cooled CCD camera and a pulsed Nd:YAG laser 
(532 nm). Since the acceptance angel and the 
baseline distance are both insufficient, the 
experimental situation is rather limited as 
compared with the Ashra telescope case. 
Nevertheless, the two-dimensional measure- 
ment reveals the variation of the phase 
function (mostly from the Rayleigh signal) as 
expected from the theoretical consideration. 
The details will be discussed in the 
presentation at the conference.   
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Abstract 

The continuous operation of the portable automated lidar (PAL) and measurement of suspended particulate 

matter (SPM) results in the observation of the diurnal changes of the mass extinction efficiency (MEE). MEE is 

the ratio of the extinction coefficient to the SPM concentration which relates the amount of mass to the optical 

extinction of aerosols. Our results show that in the height region of 300 – 500 m, the daytime MEE values are 

smaller than the nighttime MEE values. This can be attributed to the aerosol growth (rapid growth) due to the 

higher relative humidity during nighttime.  

Using the Mie scattering theory, a simulation study of MEE is also undertaken by computing the extinction 

coefficient from the 6-year averaged air sampling measurements in Chiba University.  Hygroscopic effects on 

aerosols are considered in the simulation and results show that MEE increases with RH, in agreement with the 

observation stated above. When this type of direct effect of RH (rapid growth) is irrelevant, high and low MEE 

values can be ascribed to fine and coarse particles, respectively, for both measurement and simulation. 

In addition, MEE values are computed for individual aerosol components (elemental carbon (EC), organic 

carbon, NH4SO4, NH4NO3, sea salt, soil, EC-NH4SO4 mixture), with EC having the highest computed MEE of 

7.3 m2g-1 and NH4NO3 with the lowest MEE of 1.2 m2g-1. 

 

 

Keywords: Mass Extinction Efficiency, Lidar, Tropospheric aerosol, Mie scattering theory 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Aerosols and clouds play an important 

role in the radiation budget of the 
atmosphere. Atmospheric sensing using a 
compact, continuously operated lidar can 
lead to the real-time observation of the 
dynamics of the aerosols and clouds. One of 
the candidates of this type of remote sensing 
is the portable automated lidar (PAL) system, 
which is capable of real-time and unattended 
monitoring of the atmosphere.1) In this paper, 
we discuss the application of the PAL data to 
the monitoring of tropospheric aerosols.2) 
The inversion of the PAL data yields the 
vertical profile of the aerosol extinction 
coefficient.  In the ground sampling, the 
aerosol quantity is often measured by the 
β-ray method as the suspended particulate 
matter (SPM) concentration. If the 
extinction coefficient values from the PAL 
data are matched with the ground-based 
SPM concentration measurements, the mass 
extinction efficiency (MEE) of the aerosols 
can be calculated.   
 
II. Mass Extinction Efficiency 
 The MEE parameter links the mass 
amount to the optical extinction of the 
aerosols. Mathematically, the MEE is given 
by 
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where Qext(r,λ,m) is the extinction efficiency, 
r is the radius, λ is the wavelength, m is the 
refractive index, ρ is density, and n(r) is the 
particle size distribution.  The high and low 
values of the MEE are generally attributed 

to the presence of fine (roughly equivalent 
to PM2.5) and coarse particles (PM10 
except the PM2.5 components). However, 
when the diameters of fine aerosols grow 
with relative humidity (RH), the efficiency 
of the particles to scatter light increases and 
this also leads to the increase in the MEE. 
  Figure 1 shows MEE values of different 
aerosol types as a function of size parameter 
x taken from various literatures.2) 

 
Fig. 1 MEE values as a function of size parameter    

from literature 

 
  It can be seen that MEE values decrease 
with increasing size parameter, hence the 
terminology of size effect. It has been 
pointed out that the lens effect associated 
with the particles of internal mixture greatly 
enhances the value of MEE.2) This is 
especially important for the soot aerosols 
surrounded by water (solution) droplet. On 
the other hand, MEE of a particular aerosol 
component may change due to a change in 
RH, and this is called the rapid growth. This 
latter effect is related to the rapid increase of 
Qext(r,λ,m) in a particular range of the size 
parameter (approximately 1<x<5). 
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III. Setup 
a) PAL System 
  The PAL system has been developed by 
CEReS, Chiba University, and operated at 
the Chiba Prefectural Environmental 
Research Center at Ichihara city (35.52N, 
140.07E, about 40 km southeast of Tokyo). 
It is a compact Mie lidar system that can 
operate continuously and unattended for 
long periods of time. The system is equipped 
with an automatic re-alignment system that 
readjusts the laser direction every 15 
minutes so that the proper system alignment 
is always maintained.  Table 1 shows a 
more detailed specification of the PAL 
system. 
 

Table 1: PAL Specification 

Transmitter  

Laser LD-pumped Q-switch 

Nd:YAG 

Wavelength 532 nm 

Repetition Rate 1.4 kHz 

Laser Pulse Energy 15 µJ 

Laser Beam Divergence 50 µrad 

Receiver  

Telescope Diameter 20 cm 

Telescope Type Cassegrain 

Field of View 0.2 mrad 

Detector PMT 

Model HPK-R1924P 

Quantum Efficiency 10% - 25%  

 
b) Low volume impactor 
  A three-stage low volume impactor (LVI) 
is used to characterize the local aerosol size 
distribution used for the present simulation.  
The air sampler is located at Chiba 

University and is able to measure mass 
concentration of elemental carbon (EC), 
organic carbon (OC), ammonium sulfate 
(NH4SO4), ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), 
sea salt, and soil with aerodynamic sizes of 
less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5), 2.5 µm to 10 µm 
(PM10 excluding PM2.5) and greater than 
10 µm. Only the measurements at PM2.5 
and PM10 stages are used in the simulation. 
 
 
IV. RESULTS 
 
a) PAL - SPM counter 
  Each data set is composed of 12 points 
(one point per hour): the daytime data set is 
taken from 0600H to 1800H and nighttime 
data from 1800H to 0600H the following 
day. Data from January of 2003 to January 
of 2004 are analyzed.  When there is a 
good correlation between the lidar-derived 
extinction coefficient and the ground-based 
SPM concentration measurements, the MEE 
for that data set is computed.  High 
correlation coefficient (R>0.7) is usually 
obtained when there is a relatively clear 
atmosphere or high backscattered signal is 
detected.   
 

 
Fig. 2 Clear atmosphere range corrected Lidar data 

(13-14 Dec2003) 
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  Figure 2 shows the range corrected PAL 
data taken on 13-14 of December 2003: this 
is considered clear data since no optically 
thick clouds are present near the ground.  
Fig. 3 shows the computed extinction 
coefficient from the same data set plotted 
against the SPM concentration measurement.  
The observed MEE value is 11.3 m2g-1. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Extinction coefficient vs. SPM concentration 

(13-14 Dec2003) 

 
  Figure. 4(a) shows lidar data of 1 April 
2003. This data represents a high backscatter 
case due to the high signal intensity detected 
near the ground. Fig. 4(b) shows the 
extinction coefficient plotted with SPM 
concentration giving an MEE value of 8.1 
m2g-1. 
 

 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Range corrected PAL data, and (b) 

extinction coefficient vs. SPM concentration 

 (1April 2003) 

 
  Table 2 shows the average MEE values 
and average relative humidity for all the 
analyzed data sets. 
  
Table 2 Average (standard deviation) mass extinction 

efficiency (in m2g-1) and relative humidity (RH)  

 Daytime Nighttime 
Relatively 

Clear 

7.9 (5.2) 13.0 (6.2) 

Average RH 56% 74% 

High 

Backscatter 

5.4 (4.0) 11.0 (7.6) 

Average RH 71% 81% 

 
  Our results show that MEE values range 
from approximately 4-13 m2g-1.  Generally, 
nighttime data sets yield a higher MEE 
values than the daytime data: this can be 
attributed to the Rapid Growth, due to the 
higher observed average relative humidity 
during nighttime. 
  Figure 5 shows the variation of the 
average extinction coefficient with relative 
humidity. Below around 70% RH, the 
lidar-derived extinction coefficient values 
appear not to change very much, whereas 
above 70% RH, it is seen that the extinction 

(a) 

(b) 
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coefficient increases with RH.  This is 
attributed to the aerosol growth (rapid 
growth). 
 

 
Fig. 5 Relative Humidity vs. Extinction Coefficient 

 

  Figure 6 shows the observed MEE plotted 
against the coarse particle concentration. 
The MEE value decreases with increasing 
amount of coarse particles, which 
correspond to the size effect shown in fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 6 MEE vs. Coarse SPM concentration 

 
b) Simulation based on Mie scattering 
theory 
  The 6-year data of mass concentration 
measurements from the LVI is used to model 
the local aerosol size distribution in the 
Chiba city area for each of the following 
aerosol components: EC, OC, NH4SO4, 
NH4NO3, sea salt, soil and EC-NH4SO4 
mixture. 
  From the derived size distributions, MEE 
value for each aerosol component can be 
computed using Eq. (1). Table 3 shows the 

result for each aerosol component.  It is 
noted that although the MEE of a specific 
aerosol component remains constant 
regardless of the size distribution, the total 
MEE varies with the size distribution. 
 

Table 3: Simulated MEE for each aerosol type 

Aerosol Type Computed MEE (m2g-1) 

EC 7.290 

OC 2.092 

NH4SO4 3.516 

NH4NO3 1.194 

Sea Salt 1.273 

Soil 1.224 

EC – NH4SO4  

mixture 

4.606 

   
  Figure 7 shows the total MEE of the 
6-year average mass concentration 
measurement by the LVI with varying 
amounts of RH.  There is a significant 
increase in the MEE value when the RH 
reaches 70%, which is the point where 
aerosols start to be coated with water. MEE 
value increases up to almost 300% when RH 
reaches 90%.  This result verifies the 
higher MEE values observed during 
nighttime. 
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Fig. 7 MEE vs. RH Simulation 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This study has shown that the continuous 

operation of the portable automated lidar 
(PAL) system has the capability of 
observing the dynamics of atmospheric 
aerosols. The correlation study shows that 
MEE observed during nighttime is generally 
higher than MEE observed during daytime, 
suggesting the influence of higher average 
relative humidity during nighttime.  
Simulations using the Mie Scattering theory 
support this observation: by varying the 
amount of relative humidity, it is shown that 
MEE increases with RH.  Also, our 
simulation reveals elemental carbon (EC) as 
one having the highest MEE value of 7.3 
m2g-1: this result is to be expected since EC 
has one of the highest imaginary refractive 
index, consequently the highest extinction. 
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Abstract 
Satellite remote sensing to estimate net radiation is essential to obtain the global energy budget. The net 

radiation is key role-played for the monitoring of surface energy budget. Much of heat comes from radiant 

energy initially provided by the absorption of solar radiation. The energy is used to warm of climate system, 

evaporate water and variation of the environmental processes.  

The objective is to estimate instantaneous distribution of the net radiation over a large homogeneous areas in 

Dundgovi province of Mongolia, from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS). For this 

study, we used the parametrization scheme for downward short wave radiation have been developed by Nimelä 

et al. (2001) and for downward long wave radiation developed by Prata (1996). In this paper presented the 

results of estimation of the net radiation and satellite image analyses for homogeneous land surface in semi-arid 

and arid environment of Mongolia. Estimated incoming short wave and long wave radiations using MODIS-

TERRA and ground data compared with experimental station data in Dundgovi aimag of Mongolia. 

Key words: solar radiation, net radiation, longwave radiation, shortwave  radiation, emissivity, albedo  

 
INTRODUCTION 
Solar radiation is primary resource of heat of the earth and atmosphere and plays an 

important role in air-land surface interactions; agriculture, pasture and energy from biomass, 

because the growth of biomass directly depends on the photosynthesis and therefore on solar 

radiation. The success of satellite remote sensing arises from that fact that it can provide an 

unparalleled spatial and temporal coverage of the globe. To benefit from this tool, research is 

being directed to develop better understanding of land-atmosphere interactions. 

Last years several studies have attempted to estimate net radiation (or its components) by 

combining remote sensing observations with ancillary surface and atmospheric data (Gautier 

et al., 1980; Diak and Gautier, 1983; Jacobs et al., 2000; Ma et al., 2002). Recently, several 

parameterization schemes have been developed to estimate short wave and long wave fluxes 

(Niemelä et al., 2001a; Niemelä et al., 2001b; Ellingson, 1995 and Pinker et al., 1995). The 

climate of Mongolia has characterized by a high moisture deficit, low humidity and low 

levels of incident energy. Despite 260 days (mo than 3000 hours) of sunshine, total heat units 

P-5
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above 100C rarely exceed 2000 and in some areas less than 1000. Snow cover is very light so 

soils are completely frozen in the winter. As a consequence the effective vegetation growing 

period is short, generally from 80 to 100, days although it can vary from 70 to 130 days 

depending on latitude and location (Batjargal. Z, 2001). The pastureland and agricultural 

areas occurs about 80 % of total territory of Mongolia and the main economic branch of our 

country is the agriculture and pastoral husbandry. Mongolian agriculture is strongly 

dominated by the geographical location and its climate. Spring and summer seasons have a 

long daytime and sunshine, while winter has a short day time but lmost all clear days due to 

high pressure systems (Tugjsuren. N et al., 2002). Many agricultural and pastoral 

management applications require the knowledge of surface radiation balance over a range of 

temporal and spatial scales in Mongolia.  

The research of solar radiation species incoming into land surfice and its variability features 

is very important for agriculture for continental climate of Mongolia  (Tugjsuren. N, 1991). 

In this paper, we have attempted to estimate instantaneous distribution net radiation from 

remotely sensed data over homogeneous areas for clear sky days in Mongolia.  

 

STUDY SITE  
The study site is Dundgovi aimag (province) of Mongolia. The coordinates are 44000′N and 

46000′N, 103000′E and 109000′E, and the area is 78 thousand km2  an arid and semi-arid 

region. Annual mean precipitation is about 150-250 mm and 85-90 percent of the annual 

precipitation falls as rain during the summer of which 50-60% in July and August. Cloudy 

skies are infrequent, and 4,467 hours of sunshine per year giving a total annual solar radiation 

input of 7,793 MJ m-2. 

 

        
Fig.1. Study site. a) Mongolian territory, b) Study area of Dundgovi province, c) View of 

homogeneous area in Mandalgovi province 
 

a) 

 b) 
c)
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METHODOLOGY 
Instantaneous net radiation (INR) estimates are obtained using various MODIS-Terra land 

products (land surface temperature, land surface emissivities and land surface albedo). 

Niemelä’s (2001) and Prata’s (1996) parameterization schemes are used to estimate 

downward short wave and long wave flux and air emissivity respectively. 

Instantaneous net radiation 

Net radiation (Rn) is given by the surface radiation balance can be expressed in terms of its 

components as: 

Rn= R↓
s - R↑

s + R↓
L - R↑

L       (1) 
 
where R↓

s and R↑
s are short wave radiation fluxes downward (Wm-2) and upward (Wm-2) 

respectively and R↓
L and R↑

L are the long wave radiation fluxes downward (Wm-2) and 

upward (Wm-2) respectively. 

Short wave downward radiation 

The short wave radiation can be expressed as: 

R↓
s - R↑

s = (1-α) R↓
s         (2) 

where α is land surface albedo 

In the calculation of downward short wave radiation (R↓
s) we used the parameterization 

scheme developed by Niemelä et al., 2001. The downward short wave radiation can be 

expressed as: 

R↓
s =Soτsw cosθ        (3) 

where τsw is the atmospheric clear sky short wave transmission factor, So is the solar constant 

at the atmospheric top, which is about 1367 Wm-2
 and θ is the solar zenith angle. 

The long wave radiation can be expressed using the Steffan-Boltzmann equation as: 

R↓
L - R↑

L = σεaT4
a - σεsT4

s       (4) 

where εa is air emissivity, εs is surface emissivity, Ta is air temperature (Kelvin), Ts is land 

surface temperature (Kelvin) and σ = 5.67x10-8
 W m-2

 K-4
 is the Steffan-Boltzmann constant. 

Long wave upward radiation  

Hence, long wave upward radiation can be expressed as. 

  R↑
L = σεsT4

s 

In this case, surface emissivity (εs) is estimated using NDVI and an empirically-derived 

method in SEBAL (Van de Griend and Owe, 1993), as following. 

εs = 1.009 + 0.047 In(NDVI)       (5) 
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where NDVI > 0  

And, surface temperature (Ts) was computed based on formulation proposed by Price (Price, 

1984). The formula is expressed as follows: 

 Ts = BT31 + 3.33(BT31 – BT32)      (6) 

where BT31 and BT32 brightness temperatures from MODIS  channels 31 and 32, respectively. 

Long wave downward radiation 

Further, we used which Prata (1996) developed a parameterization scheme for long wave 

downward radiation using vapor pressure and air temperature. 

Prata’s downward long wave radiation (R↓
L) is defined as 

R↓
L = σεaT4

a         (7) 

where εa = [1-(1+ξ) exp{-(1.2+3ξ)1/2},  and ξ=46.5eo /Ta   

 

IMAGE ANALYSES AND RESULTS  
MODIS TERRA data (22 July, 5 and 25 August, 4. 14, 21, 28 September) were used in this 

study. We used 1 km resolution data and broad bands albedo for ch. 1-5, 7; brightness 

temperature for ch. 31, 32 of MODIS TERRA for the image processing. The images were 

processed 7 times during the period of end of July to September in 2002. Also we have 

determined and processed that images as follows:  

a) Land surface albedo α, for estimation shortwave downward radiation 

b) NDVI, surface emissivity εs, surface temperature Ts for estimation longwave upward 

radiation 

In the table 1. illustrated estimated values NDVI, surface albedo α, surface emissivity εs, 

surface temperature Ts on the selected points of the Dundgovi province from processed 

images on dated 22 July, 25 August and 21 September, 2002 

Figure 2 shows a distribution of shortwave downward radiation in 22 July, 25 August and 21 

September, 2002 by MODIS TERRA. Around in this dated, the shortwave downward 

radiation value was around 704.1 – 969.8 Wm-2. The shortwave downward radiation higher 

value shows in July and low value in September.  

Figure 3 shows a distribution of longwave upward radiation in 22 July, 25 August and 21 

September, 2002 by MODIS TERRA. In the images shortwave downward radiation value 

was around 325.8 – 549.9 Wm-2. The longwave upward radiation higher value shows in 

August and low value in July.  

2002/07/22 
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The instantaneous distribution of net radiation in the above mentioned dated by MODIS 

TERRA showing in Fig. 4. As seen this figure the net radiation value was around 432.6 – 

817.6 Wm-2. The net radiation value in July seems larger than in September for homogeneous 

area of Dundgovi province. 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

325.8                         512.6 Wm-2  404.0                         549.9 Wm-2   363.8                          454.3 Wm-2

Fig. 3. Instantaneous longwave upward radiation from MODIS-TERRA data 

  558.9                         817.6 Wm-2  467.3                         620.2 Wm-2   432.6                          561.3 Wm-2

 Fig. 4. Instantaneous net radiation from MODIS-TERRA data  

931.6                         969.8 Wm-2  834.3                         877.0 Wm-2  704.1                          753.8 Wm-2

Fig. 2. Instantaneous shortwave downward radiation from MODIS-TERRA data 

 2002/07/22  2002/08/25 2002/09/21 

2002/07/22 2002/08/25 2002/09/21 

2002/07/22 2002/08/25 2002/09/21 
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Tab.1. Estimated land surface parameters using MODIS TERRA data on the selected points. 

Albedo, α NDVI Emissivity, εσ Temperature,Ts, C0 Points Lat/ 
Long 7/22 8/25 9/21 7/22 8/25 9/21 7/22 8/25 9/21 7/22 8/25 9/21

Mandalgovi 45.46 
106.17 

0.18 0.17 0.16 0.17 0.17 0.14 0.93 0.92 0.91 27 41 23 

Saikhan-Ovoo 45.44 
103.89 

0.16 0.16 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.90 0.89 0.89 49 29 22 

Adaatsag 46.22 
105.46 

0.15 0.16 0.14 0.24 0.26 0.16 0.94 0.94 0.92 28 43 26 

Bayanjargalan 45.45 
108.00 

0.14 0.16 0.13 0.12 0.15 0.13 0.91 0.92 0.91 33 40 25 

Olziit 44.56 
106.20 

0.16 0.16 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.10 0.89 0.90 0.90 41 40 23 

Fig. 5. and Fig. 6 shows trend of estimated and observed downward radiation fluxes from 22 

July to 21 September, 2002. According to the scatter graphs for comparison of estimation and 

observed downward short and long wave radiation shown in Fig.7 and Fig 8. A better 

relationship is seen in the between estimated and observed short and long wave downward 

radiation in study area. But should be noted that relationship is only for value at experimental 

station in Mandalgovi. The regression line in the above mentioned dated is E = 1.1308x + 

50.357 and R2 = 0.8341 for shortwave downward radiation and E = 0.9182x + 29.02, and R2 

= 0.7246 for longwave downward radiation. 
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Fig.5. Estimated and observed shortwave
downward radiation from July to September in
2002 at the experimental station in
Mandalgovi. 

Fig.6. Estimated and observed longwave
downward radiation from July to September in
2002 at the experimental station in
Mandalgovi. 
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September in 2002 at the experimental station
in Mandalgovi. 

Fig.8. Comparison of estimated and observed
longwave downward radiation from July to
September in 2002 at the experimental station
in Mandalgovi. 
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CONCLUSION 
In the present study, MODIS TERRA satellite and ground data were used in estimating the 

instantaneous distribution of the net radiation in homogeneous area of Mongolia using the 

parameterization schemes for short wave radiation fluxes downward and long wave radiation 

fluxes downward.  

We obtained better results between estimated short wave downward radiation (R2=0.8341) 

and longwave wave downward radiation (R2=0.7246) with the observed data. However, we 

did not  compared the estimated net radiation, due to insufficient of real measured net 

radiation data on the ground. To overcome this problem, measured value of net radiation on 

the ground are required to validate the results of estimation instantaneous net radiation using 

satellite data.  

The study was one of first attempth to estimate instantaneous distribution net radiation using 

satellite and ground data. However, the study results are gave better understanding of the 

instantaneous distribution of net radiation in homogeneous area of Mongolia. We should 

improve the research for net radiation using satellite data in further. 
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Abstract 
 
  We report on air-pollution monitoring campaign in the Kyoto and Chiba area 
during 2004. With differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) method, 
average concentrations of NO2, SO2, O3, H2O and aerosol particles can be measured. 
For NO2, SO2, O3 and H2O, the DOAS results are found to be consistent with the 
results of the ground sampling measurements. For aerosol, the optical thickness at 550 
nm is correlated with the concentration of ground-measured suspended particulate 
matter (SPM), leading to a good correlation between the DOAS and SPM data. Also, 
the mass extinction efficiency (MEE) is analyzed for aerosol particles in the lower 
troposphere. From Chiba measurements, it is found that the average MEE is about 7.6 
m2g-1, and the value exhibits a good inverse correlation with the particle size.   
 
Kyewords: air pollution, mass extinction efficiency, Aerosol, Extinction coefficient  
 

 
1.  Introduction 
 
   The technique of differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) is widely 
used to monitor atmospheric pollutant species such as NO2, NO, SO2, and O3.1-3) 
These molecular species exhibit characteristic absorption patterns in the visible and 
UV parts of the spectrum. By using the path length of a few kilometers, and by 
extracting the absorption features that vary rapidly with the wavelength, the DOAS 
method enables the retrieval of molecular concentrations of the order of ppb.  

In the present paper, we describe our recent DOAS results measured in Chiba 
and Kyoto urban regions. The Chiba data are based on the novel method of pulsed 
DOAS, in which an aviation obstruction light is utilized as the light source.3) Figure 1 
shows a schematic of the experimental setup. The path length is about 5.5 km, and the 
wavelength range covered in this experiment is about 300-800 nm. From Chiba data, 
the absorption of NO2, H2O, and the extinction due to aerosol particles are 
investigated. The measurement of aerosols is feasible by monitoring the change in the 
received intensity, since if the alignment of the system is sufficiently stable, the 
intensity change is brought about solely from the variation of aerosol quantity along 
the light path. The monitoring of H2O along the path is important from the viewpoint 
of the increase in the aerosol extinction efficiency due to high relative humidity.4) The 
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Kyoto system, on the other hand, is operated with a cw light source dedicated to the 
DOAS measurement, with a distance of 2.4 km. The operational wavelength range is 
extended to 280 nm, thus making it possible to observe the absorption of SO2, O3, and 
NO2 simultaneously.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for measuring NO2 , H2O, and aerosol extinction. 
 

 
2. DOAS spectrum 
 
2.1 Retrieval of NO2, SO2, O3 and H2O retrieval 

In the Chiba measurement (resolution = 0.3 nm/channel), the wavelength range of 
400-450 nm is used for NO2, 500-550 nm for aerosol, and 710-740 nm for H2O. In the 
Kyoto measurement (resolution = 0.11 nm/channel), NO2 is measured in a wavelength 
range of 350-360 nm, O3 in 280-290 nm, and SO2 in 295-305 nm. 

The analysis of the DOAS spectra is based on the Beer-Lambert’s law expressed as 

             ( ) ( ) ( )nLekII λσ−λ=λ 0 ,                               (1) 

where k is the system constant, I(λ) is the measured intensity, I0(λ) the unattenuated 
reference intensity, L the path length, σ(λ) the wavelength-dependent absorption cross 
section, and n the number density of the species. The dimensionless quantity τ = L σ n 
is referred to as the optical thickness. 

In the real atmosphere both molecules (Rayleigh scattering) and aerosols (Mie 
scattering) contribute to the radiation extinction. Adding these contributions to eq. (1) 
gives 

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) knL

I
I lnln AM0 −++== λελελσ
λ
λλτ .                  (2) 

Here ε M(λ) is the molecular extinction coefficient which is the product of the 
molecular cross section, σM(λ), and the number density of air molecules, nm. Similarly, 
the aerosol extinction coefficient, εA(λ), is defined as σA(λ)na, where σA(λ) is the aerosol 
cross section, and na the number density of the aerosol particles. 

Cross sections in eq.(2) can be separated into two components, slowly varying one, 

( )λσ s
i , and rapidly varying one, ( )λσ ,

i , with wavelength. Both the molecular and 
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aerosol cross sections are slowly varying components of the optical thickness. Hence 
we obtain 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) knnaLnL
i

iii
i

i lnAAMMs, −⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛
+++= ∑∑ λσλσλσλσλτ ,            (3) 

where subscript i denotes trace gas species such as NO2, O3 or SO2. On the right-hand 
side of eq. (3), the first term describes the rapidly varying part, and the second the 
slowly varying part. 
   
2.2 Aerosol retrieval and MEE 

   The aerosol optical thickness αa can be defined as  

  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )λτ−λτ−λ−λ=α=τ gasRayleigh0aa lnln IkIL ,                 (4) 

where I, Rayleighτ and gasτ  can be obtained from the analysis of DOAS signals. After 

removing contributions of the gas absorption and Rayleigh scattering, we can 
determine the aerosol optical thickness if the correlation factor k is known. The 
visibility at 550 nm, V, can be calculated from Mie extinction coefficient using the 
well known Koschmieder relationship: 

     a/912.3 α=V .                                          (5) 

Here we assume that the visibility of V = 50 km represents a typical condition for a 
relatively clear atmosphere. Since in the Chiba case, the distance of the DOAS 
measurement is 5.5 km, V=50 km leads to the aerosol optical thickness of τa = 0.43. 
This value is used to empirically determine the system constant k. It is noted that 
when the value of V is changed by ±10%, for instance, the resulting value of k 
changes only slightly (k=9.0±0.2).  
   The basic principle of the aerosol retrieval was described in our previous paper 
(Yoshii et al., 2003). The following dependence on the wavelength λ is assumed for 
the aerosol optical thickness τa(λ): 

Here, constants A (Angstrom exponent) and B (turbidity constant, i.e. the aerosol 
extinction coefficient corresponding to the wavelength of 550 nm) are to be 
determined by fitting this expression to the optical thickness derived from the DOAS 
spectra. The aerosol extinction coefficient at 550 nm is calculated by the relationship 

of αa (550) =B/L, and the mass extinction efficiency (MEE) is obtained by                        

ρα= /)550(MEE a , 

whereρis the SPM concentration measured by the ground sampling (with a β-ray 
detector). 

   

A
a B −= )

550
()( λλτ

(7) 

(6) 
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3. Results and discussion 
      
3.1 Concentration of NO2 from DOAS and ground point measurements       
      

In the Kyoto measurement, we measured O3, SO2, NO2, and aerosols. The Chiba 
measurement, on the other hand, is used for the retrieval of NO2, H2O, and aerosols. 
Figure 2(a) shows the NO2, SO2, O3 data observed for one day in Kyoto, and Fig. 2 (b) 
shows H2O and absolute humidity observed for one month in Chiba. From these 
figures, reasonable correlations are found between the result of the long-path DOAS 
measurement and the data from ground stations below the optical paths.  
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. (a) One day change of NO2, SO2 and O3 concentration observed in the Kyoto 
measurement on 29 October 2004. (b) One month change of absolute humidity 
measured by the DOAS and ground systems in Chiba. 
 
3.2 Aerosol retrieval        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. (a) Optical thickness at 550 nm data and SPM data on 15 December 2004, and 
(b) the correlation plot to derive the MEE value (5.6 m2g-1). 
 

  Here we describe the aerosol retrieval from the Chiba data. Figure 3(a) shows the 
correlation between the SPM concentration and aerosol optical thickness at 550 nm 
and Fig. 3(b) the correlation between the SPM concentration and aerosol extinction 
coefficient in a day (daytime). For both cases, good correlations are evident, and the   
MEE value is calculated to be about 5.6 m2g-1. The variations of MEE and the 
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Angstrom exponent during one month are shown in Fig. 4, in which a data point 
represents an average of the diurnal data. Also a good correlation can be found 
between these two parameters. The Angstrom exponent is a good measure of the 
particle size, high and low values suggesting the dominance of fine and coarse 
particles, respectively. This result indicates well that the particle size is influential to 
the value of MEE, as recently proposed as the size effect on the MEE value.4)   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 4 One month variation of the MEE and Angstrom exponent, leading to a 
correlation coefficient of about 0.83. The average value for the MEE data is about 7.6 
m2g-1 and that for the Angstrom exponent is 1.1. 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

We have applied the pulsed DOAS technique to the measurement of NO2, SO2, O3, 
H2O and aerosol particles. Through the Kyoto and Chiba campaigns, reasonable 
correlations have been found between the long-path and ground-based observations of 
the NO2, SO2, O3 and H2O concentrations. For aerosol retrieval, the optical thickness 
at 550 nm is correlated with the concentration of ground-measured suspended 
particulate matter (SPM), also leading to a good correlation between the DOAS and 
SPM data. This correlation makes it possible to analyze the mass extinction efficiency 
(MEE) of aerosol particles in the lower troposphere. It is found that the monthly 
average value of MEE in Chiba (September 2004) is about 7.6 m2g-1. This relatively 
high value of MEE suggests the dominance of fine aerosols, though additional effect 
of the humidity should also be considered. 
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Abstract 
 An algorithm using the Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S) radiative 
transfer code has been developed to analyze the optical properties of aerosols over the ocean using 
NOAA/AVHRR data. Visible and NIR channel data was utilized to retrieve aerosol optical thickness at 632 nm 
and 843 nm over the ocean around Japan during clear (non-dust) and Asian dust events in March 18-19, 2002. 
The sea surface albedo measured during the non-dust events is used as reference, and the relation between the 
albedo and the optical thickness is derived. Using Mie calculations and bi-lognormal size distribution parameters 
inferred from measurements, the correlation between the optical thickness of the Asian dust and the digital 
number of visible and NIR channels is analyzed. Good agreements are found between the simulated results and 
the optical thickness retrieved from ground-based, Sunphotometer measurements. 
 
Keywords: aerosol optical properties, NOAA/AVHRR, 6S, Asian dust 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

A number of studies have pointed out the significance of aerosols in the climate system 
[Charlson et al., 1992; Kaufman et al., 2002]. Aerosols can have a profound impact on the 
global and regional climate, both by directly interacting with solar radiation and by indirectly 
modifying cloud microphysics. One of the key parameters that must be accurately quantified 
in measuring the aerosols in the atmospheres is aerosol optical thickness (AOT), which is a 
measure of the aerosol extinction on radiative transfer [Charlson et al., 1992; Chylek and 
Wong, 1995; Russel et al., 1997]. Various methods have been developed to measure the 
distribution and quantity of AOT using ground-based Sunphotometers (SP) [Holben et al., 
1998], lidar [Welton et al., 2002] and aircraft [Russel et al., 1999]. Although these 
measurements are accurate, their space and time coverage are limited. Satellite measurements, 
due to their large coverage and high temporal resolution, are the most effective way to infer 
the quantity of AOT. However, in order to enhance the accuracy of aerosol properties from 
satellite measurements, the ground-based and/or aircraft measurements are still needed.  

During the spring, a large amount of Asian dust (Kosa, in Japanese) is flown from dust 
storms in Gobi and Taklamakan deserts in Mongolia and China. The dust particles have the 
potential of affecting global climate by influencing the radiative balance of the atmosphere. 
They are initiated by strong winds, caused by cold fronts or low-pressure systems. These 
dusts significantly increase the atmospheric turbidity over East Asia and Pacific regions. In 
situ and satellite remote sensing studies have indicated that the dusts from the Asian continent 
could be transported over the Pacific Ocean to the western coast of United States [Takemura 
et al., 2002; Tratt et al., 2001; Husar et al., 2001], showing that the dust is not limited to the 
Asian regional climate. Due to such a great impact of the dust on not only regional but global 
climate, there is a stringent need to analyze the optical characteristics of Asian dust particles.  

In this research, we analyze the distribution and magnitude of AOT during clear (non-
dust) and Asian dust events in spring 2002 using visible and near-infrared channels of 
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Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) data from the NOAA polar orbiting 
satellites. This study demonstrates a simple method to infer the AOT by utilizing the Second 
Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the Solar Spectrum (6S) radiative transfer code [Vermote 
et al., 1997] over the ocean. The AOT data concurrently measured by a ground-based sun-
photometer are also used to confirm the modeling results. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this research, we use the visible and near-infrared channels (channel 1 and 2) of 
NOAA/AVHRR data obtained in March-April 2002. Selected areas over the Sea of Japan 
with size 200×200 pixels area are analyzed for clear and dusty/Kosa cases. For the clear case 
(non-dust, non-cloudy), here we assume the maritime aerosol model in the 6S library to infer 
the relationship between the satellite albedo and the AOT at 632 nm and 843 nm. For the 
turbid (dusty) case, we derive this relationship on the basis of the aerosol model of the bi-
lognormal size distribution. Finally, the relationship between the NOAA/AVHRR albedo and 
the AOT of channel 1 and 2 are retrieved using the clear sea surface reflectance achieved 
from the ship measurement as reference [Kozai et al., 2000]. The algorithm of the AOT 
retrieval is schematically described in Fig. 1. 

 
2.1. 6S 
 

The 6S code is a radiative 
transfer code originally developed 
to analyze the satellite signal 
between 0.25 and 4.0 µm assuming 
cloudless atmosphere. It is used for 
the atmospheric radiative 
calculations, as well as for the 
relevant sensitivity analysis 
[Vermote et al., 1997]. Atmospheric 
vertical profiles of pressure, 
temperature, concentration of water 
vapor and ozone are considered, in 
addition to a Lambertian ocean 
surface. The input parameters 
needed in the calculations are: 
geometrical conditions, atmospheric 
model for gaseous components, 
aerosol model, spectral condition 
and ground reflectance.  

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the total 
radiance that irradiates the satellite 
sensor can be formulated as 

 
Ltotal = Latm (τ, Matm) + Ltar (ρ, ρ, τ, Matm)+ Lenv (ρ, τ, Matm)                       (1) 

 
where Matm stands for the atmospheric model of molecules and aerosols, ρ the target albedo, 
ρ environment albedo, and τ the aerosol optical thickness through the entire atmosphere. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of AOT retrieval 
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2.2. NOAA/AVHRR  
 

The NOAA-16, which was launched on 
September 21, 2000, has 5 channels of 
AVHRR: visible, near-infrared, short-wave 
infrared, and two thermal-infrared channels. It 
has continuously been operated since 
February 27, 2001. The satellite radiance can 
be calculated by the following equation: 

 
Lobs = (S×DN +I ) Es /100π,        (2) 

 
where S and I are calibration factors of 
AVHRR visible and near-infrared channels, 
DN is the digital number, Es is the solar 
spectral irradiance expressed in units of    
Wm-2sr-1µm-1 

 
For NOAA-16, we employ the albedo Ai of 
each channel using the following equations 
(http://noaasis.noaa.gov/NOAASIS/ml/n16cal
up.html): 

 
iii IDNSA +×=                                               (3) 

Channel 1: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

>−×
<−×

=
5.497for     91.511528.0
 5.497for    016.20523.0

1 DNDN
DNDN

A                                  (4) 

 
Channel 2: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

>−×
<−×

=
3.500for     77.511510.0
3.500for     943.10513.0

2 DNDN
DNDN

A                                  (5) 

 
2.3. Algorithm 
 

First, we select an area of interest which has 200×200 pixels in size (nearly 200 km × 200 
km). The geometrical conditions are derived from the center point of the area and we employ 
atmospheric models of mid-latitude winter and maritime aerosol model as the input 
parameters for 6S simulation. AVHRR data on April 10, 2002 is selected as sample data for 
clear case and the data on March 18, 2001 for dusty/Kosa case. The simulation is performed 
by entering AOT(550) from 0.0 to 1.0 with the atmospheric and geometrical conditions. The 
radiance observed by the satellite sensor is then compared with the radiance calculated by 6S. 
For each AOT(550) value, the calculation is repeated by modifying the sea-surface albedo 
value if the difference between the two radiances is larger than 10-5 Wm-2sr-1µm-1, arbitrarilty 
set as a threshold value. For the range of digital number values that actually occur in the area, 
the relationship between the value of AOT and the albedo value is calculated and stored for 
each channel of AVHRR. If we can appropriately assume the surface albedo value (see the 
following), the lookup table calculated in this manner enables the determination of AOT for 
each channel (AOT(λi)).  

 
Fig. 2. The 6S radiative model 
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Since the albedo of the sea surface (reference albedo) is the key parameter in the present 
retrieval, its accuracy directly affects the accuracy of the AOT retrieved from the satellite 
images. We used the measurement of clear sea surface albedo as the reference, as performed 
by Kozai et al. (2000). The values measured at the effective wavelengths of channel 1 
(632nm) and channel 2 (843nm) are 0.28% and 0.15%, respectively. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
3.1 Clear case 
 

The algorithm is applied to analyze clear area over the Sea of Japan on April 10, 2002. 
The area of interest is shown in Fig. 3(a). The aerosol model is maritime and applied to the 
center point of the area (140.27oE, 46.78oN). For each digital count in the area, we calculate  
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of clear case: (a) area of interest; (b) histogram; simulation results of: (c) 
channel 1; (d) channel 2, respectively
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the relationship between the albedo and the AOT at 550nm wavelength. For each channel, the 
histogram of digital count and the simulation results are shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c)-(d). The 
aerosol model used in the simulation is maritime and the atmospheric model is midlatitude 
winter. Using the sea surface albedo as reference (ρref), the AOT(λi) maps are retrieved for 
channel 1 and channel 2, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.  

The simulation results of AOT showed that AOT values of channel 2 (AOT(843)) are 
relatively smaller than the AOT values channel 1 (AOT(632)).  
 
3.2 Turbid case 
 

According to the observations, Asian dust/kosa events occurred in March-April 2002. For 
this case, we apply the algorithm using the bi-lognormal size distribution as reported by Wang 
[Wang et al., 2003]. The particle volume distribution can be computed as: 
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where n is the mode number, rvn is the volume mean radius, σn is the standard deviation, and 
Cn is the peak of n-th mode. In this study, we used rvn value of 0.18 µm and 1.74 µm, and σn 
of 2.16 and 1.78, which are derived by Wang et al. (2003), to represent the first and second 
mode, respectively. The refractive index is highly variable depending on the chemical 
compositions of aerosols [d’Almeida et al., 1991]. While the same value of the real part of the 
effective refractive index (i.e. 1.50-1.55) is adopted in several literatures, the imaginary part 
varies from non-absorbing [Rao et al., 1989] to values considerably absorbing values of 
0.003-0.005i [Higurashi and Nakajima, 2002]. A survey of aerosol network AERONET has 
reveled that the imaginary part of the refractive index of desert dust and oceanic aerosols 
range from 0.0015 to 0.0007 [Dubovik et al., 2002]. In this study we use the refractive index 
of 1.53 – 0.002i at 632 nm and 843 nm. Figure 5(a)-(f) shows the area of interest of 
NOAA/AVHRR data on March 18, 2002; the histogram; simulation results and AOT(λ) map 
of channel 1 and 2, respectively. 

    
           (a)                     (b) 

 
Fig. 4. AOT map of: (a) channel 1 (λ=632nm) and (b) channel 2 (λ=843nm), respectively. 
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Fig. 5. The simulation results of dusty case: (a) area of interest; (b) histogram; simulation 
result of: (c) channel 1; (d) channel 2, respectively; the AOT(λ) of: (e) channel 1 and (f) 

channel 2.  
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3.3. Validation 
 

In order to check the validity of the simulation, we compare the AOT(λi) with the 
measurement of sun-photometers operated at Chiba University (35.62oN, 140.12oE). The 
NOAA/AVHRR on March 17, 2002 is used as a sample data. The site of the validation site is 
shown as a star in Fig. 6 which according to the NOAA header data, was scanned at 12:52:09 
JST. The aerosol model used in the simulation is bi-lognormal and ρref is assumed to be 
0.28% and 0.15% as mentioned above. Since the sun-photometer bands are centered at 368 
nm, 500 nm, 675 nm, 778 nm (each having a width of 5 nm),  the AOT at 632 nm and 843 nm 
is calculated by interpolation. From the AVHRR channel 1, the resulting value of AOT(632) 
is 0.66. In comparison, the concurrent sun-photometer measurement leads to a value 
(AOTSP632) of 0.66 (relative error ξ = 0.43%). On the other hand, from channel 2, the 
AOT(843) is 0.57, comparing to AOTSP843 = 0.58 gives the relative error ξ = 3.11%. Using 
maritime model, for another validation result on March 19, we obtain AOT(550) of 0.3306, 
whereas AOTsp550 is 0.3235 (relative error ξ = 2.2%). 

These results show that a ρref(λ1) value of 0.28% and ρref(λ2) value of 0.15% and aerosol 
model (maritime, bi-lognormal) utilizing in the 6S code are indeed appropriate for accurately 
estimating the AOT. 

 
 
4. SUMMARY 
 

The radiance from the NOAA/AVHRR is simulated using 6S radiative transfer code to 
retrieve the aerosol optical thickness over the ocean during clear/non-dust and Asian dust 
events. The model based on maritime and bi-lognormal size distribution for clear and turbid 
cases, respectively. The simulation results indicate that by using the sea-surface albedo 
measured from the ship as the reference, the AOT values derived from the satellite images 
satisfactorily agree with the values from ground-based measurements. 

   

1.0

0.0

1.0

0.0
                                 (a)                (b) 

 
Fig. 6. The AOT retrieved from the simulation: (a) AOT(632); (b) AOT(843) 
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Abstract: 
We present a case study in which aerosol optical properties over Chiba land area are derived from 

Landsat/TM visible channel data. First, the surface albedo value is obtained for each pixel from the 

atmospherically corrected TM image (January 14, 1999) with relatively small aerosol optical thickness 

(AOT). After the correction using the 6S code, this ‘clean’ image provides the “ρ map” that can be used 

as a reference. Second, a test image (December 13, 1998) with relatively large AOT is compared with the 

clean image to study the aerosol optical properties. By changing the aerosol particle radius, this test image 

is also subjected to the atmospheric correction, and the resulting surface albedo is compared with the ρ 

map. The parameter optimization is carried out on the basis of the standard WMO-WCP55 continental 

aerosol model, with the contribution from WMO-WCP112 water-soluble particles. The aerosol particle 

radius over Chiba area on December 13, 1998 is found to be 4.0×10-3 µm, slightly smaller than the 

radius of the standard water-soluble particles. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Atmospheric correction is indispensable to retrieve accurate surface albedo from 

satellite images in the visible and near infrared bands. The essential parameter for the 
correction is the accurate value of aerosol optical thickness (AOT) [1-3]. The 
wavelength dependence of AOT is also important, and in general, this is automatically 
given by the aerosol model (such as the continental, maritime or urban aerosol model) 
[2,3]. The actual aerosol property at the time of the satellite overpass, however, is 
unknown for most cases. On the other hand, simulation studies indicate that the 
relationship between the ground albedo and the AOT can vary significantly in 
accordance with the aerosol properties such as the size distribution and the refractive 
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index. Thus, even if the value of AOT is given from the ground observation (e.g. by 
means of a sun photometer), different assumption about the aerosol model can lead to a 
different value of the surface albedo as a result of the atmospheric correction [3]. 

In this paper we present an algorithm of deriving the aerosol size distribution from 
Landsat/TM images. The algorithm is demonstrated on the image observed over the 
Chiba land area. By means of the radiative transfer calculation, the aerosol size 
distribution is determined from the condition that the apparent albedo at the top of the 
atmosphere agrees with the “reference” surface albedo. This reference albedo is 
obtained from the atmospheric correction of the ‘clear’ image (see Part I: Determination 
of spatial distribution of aerosol optical thickness). On the other hand, the apparent 
albedo is obtained from the TM image with ‘turbid’ atmospheric condition. As for the 
AOT values, we make use of the values measured by a sun photometer operated on the 
campus of Chiba University. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 

We employ the 6S radiative transfer code [4] for determination of the aerosol size 
distribution. The code gives the apparent albedo once the surface albedo, AOT and the 
aerosol model are specified. In addition to the seven standard models such as the 
continental, maritime, and urban models, the 6S code allows the user to specify   
detailed aerosol parameters in a form of the multi-modal log normal distribution, the 
modified gamma distribution, or the Junge power-law distribution. In the standard 
aerosol model equipped in the 6S code, the user can also modify the volumetric 
percentage of four basic components (dust-like, water-soluble, oceanic and soot 
aerosols). Table 1 shows the default percentage of these components [5], given as the 
WMO-WPC55 standard aerosol models. While the continental and maritime models 
have large influence of the water-soluble component, the urban aerosol model is 
remarkably contributed by soot aerosols with large absorption. 

As explained in Part I, the analysis of TM data over Chiba land area indicates that 
reasonable values of the AOT can be retrieved when continental or maritime aerosol 
models are employed, but not with the urban model. In view of this effect, here we rely 
on the continental model, and the surface albedo is simulated for various values of the 
particle radius RM of the water-soluble component. Table 2 shows the specification of 
four basic components given in WMO-WCP112, where the mean particle radius of the 
water-soluble component is 0.005 µm. Here we change the value of this parameter in a 
range of 0.001 to 1.0 µm. In order to focus on the effect of this size distribution, other 
parameters including the reflective index are fixed in the present simulation. 
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Table 1. Volumetric percentage for WMO-WPC55 standard aerosol models. 
 Dust Like Water Soluble Oceanic Soot 

Continental 2.265×10-6 0.9383 --- 0.0617 

Maritime --- 0.9996 4.208×10-4 --- 

Urban 1.651×10-7 0.5925 --- 0.4075 

 
Table 2. Specifications of the four basic components in WMO-WCP112: 

RM is the mean radius,   the standard deviation, V the volume 
concentration, N the particle number concentration, and nr-ini the 
refractive index. 

 Dust Like Water Soluble Oceanic Soot 

RM [µm] 0.500 0.005 0.300 1.180×10-2 

σ 2.99 2.99 2.51 2.00 

V [µm3/cm3] 1.140×102 1.140×10-4 5.114 5.978×10-5 

N [cm-3] 5.473 1.869×106 2.761×102 1.806×106 

nr at 488 nm 1.530 1.530 1.377 1.750 

ni at 488 nm 8.00×10-3 5.00×10-3 1.38×10-8 4.50×10-1 

 
The best value of the particle radius RM is sought under the condition that ground 

albedo values in the clear-day image agree with the values from the turbid-day image 
after the atmospheric correction. The target pixel is the one that corresponds to the 
location of the Chiba University. From the data on January 14, 1999 (clear day), we 
obtain ρ(C)

485 = 0.14 and ρ(C)
560 = 0.16 for TM channel 1 and 2, respectively. The turbid 

image is observed on December 13, 1998 with AOT values (observed at Chiba 
University) of τ485 = 0.294 at 485 nm and τ560 = 0.241 at 560 nm. 
 
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

Figure 1 shows the relationship between the aerosol particle radius RM and the 
ground albedo ρ(T)

485 at 485 nm (TM channel 1) obtained from the turbid image. This 
value has been obtained through the radiative transfer calculation by assuming that the 
calculated AOT at 485 nm (τ’485) is equal to the value from the sun photometer (τ485). In 
the calculation, the AOT value at 550 nm (τ550) was changed from 0.0 to 0.4. The digital 
number (DN) of the target pixel is 75 for channel 1. The ground albedo ρ(T)

560 at 560 nm 
(TM channel 2) is also obtained from the same calculation with the corresponding pixel 
DN value of 31. In Fig. 1, the calculated albedo ρ(T)

485 for channel 1 agrees with the 
reference albedo ρ(C)

485 = 0.14 at RM = 4.0×10-3 and RM = 4.7×10-2 µm. Similarly, we 
obtain ρ(T)

560 = ρ(C)
560 = 0.16 for channel 2 for the particle radius of  RM = 4.0×10-3 

and RM = 6.5×10-2 µm. Consequently it is likely that the aerosol model over Chiba area  
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Figure 1: Relationship between the aerosol particle radius λm and 
atmospherically corrected ground albedo. The solid line shows the 
result at 485 nm (TM channel 1) and dotted line is at 560 nm 
(channel 2). 

 
on December 13, 1998 can be described as the continental aerosol model with the 
particle radius of 4.0×10-3 µm. This value is only slightly smaller than the standard 
water-soluble particle which is the main component of the continental model. 
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Abstract: A very clear layer from 3km to 5km was observed by Micro pulse lidar 

(MPL) on April 14th, 2004 in Qingdao. This was in agreement with the measurement 
results of High Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL). From the raw data of radiosondes, 
we found from 3km to 5km the relative humidity (RH) was very low and kept as a 
constant. This low RH layer was also found in a large area mainly in Shandong 
peninsula and west coast of Korea. 

Key Words: lidar, radiosond, relative humidity 

Introduction: Lidar is a unique remote-sensing technique to obtain the vertical 

profiles of various optical properties of atmospheric aerosol and meteorological 
information. A eye-safe micro pulse lidar(MPL) and a High Spectral Resolution Lidar 
(HSRL) were used to make regular measurements every night in Ocean Remote 
Sensing Laboratory of the Ministry of Education of China, Ocean University of China, 
Qingdao, China. On April 14th when we observed with the MPL at 21:00 (local time), 
we found the backscattering signal from 3Km to 5Km was very weak (Fig 1). At first 
we thought it was caused by pulse pile up because the micro pulse lidar worked at 
photon counting mode and the backscattering signal between 3Km to 5Km was too 
strong to count. We checked the High Spectral Resolution Lidar signal which worked 
at analog mode. And also found the backscattering signal from 3Km to 5Km was very 
weak. From the radiosond data at 20:00 (local time) on April 14th, we found the 
relative humidity was very low from 3Km to 5Km and kept as a constant (2%). And 
from the radiosond data (Fig 2) we found this low relative humidity layer not only 
existed in Qingdao(120:19E,36:04N) but also in Jinan (117:02E, 36:40N). So we 
assumed this low RH layer was in a large scale area. From the radiosond network (Fig. 
3) data, we found our assumption was correct. And the low RH layer was mainly in 
Shandong peninsula and west coast of Korea (Fig. 4). 
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Fig 1 A very clear layer was found by MPL at 21:00 in Qingdao on April 14th from 3Km to 5Km. 
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Fig. 2 Radiosond data showed that Qingdao and Jinan both had the low RH layer from 3 Km to 
5Km, which was in agreement with the results of lidar observation. 
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Fig. 4 Relative Humidity field distribution in 700hpa pressure. It showed that the low RH layer 
exist in a in a large area, mainly in Shandong peninsula and west coast of Korea. The red points 
show the location of radiosond station. 
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A method is presented for determining the optical thickness and effective particle radius of stratiform clouds 

from transmitted solar radiation measurements. The procedure compares measurements of the transmission 

function at water-absorbing and non-absorbing wavelengths with lookup tables of the transmission function 

precomputed for plane-parallel, vertically homogeneous clouds. Cloud thermodynamic phase may also be 

inferred from transmission function measurements at 1.02, 1.6, and 2.2 µm. The cloud optical thickness 

determined from transmission function measurements may be used to derive vertical profiles of cloud 

microphysics in combination with radar reflectivity factor. We have also developed an algorithm for solving the 

radar equation with a constraint of cloud optical thickness at visible wavelength. Observations of clouds were 

conducted during August and September in 2003 at Koganei, Tokyo, Japan, using a PREDE i-skyradimeter and 

a 95-GHz cloud radar SPIDER. Optical thickness and effective particle radius of water clouds were derived from 

i-skyradiometer observations. Then, utilizing the optical thickness obtained from i-skyradiometer observations, 

vertical profiles of the effective particle radius and liquid water content were derived from SPIDER observations. 

We found that the effective particle radius derived by using these two instruments were in good agreement. 

Key Words: cloud remote sensing 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
It is commonly accepted that the cloud radiative effect is one of the most uncertain factors in 

predicting future global warming. Cloud radiative properties depend largely on the optical 
thickness and particle size. So far, several methods to remotely sense these parameters have 
been proposed, in which solar radiation reflected by clouds is measured at visible and 
near-infrared wavelengths from aircrafts or satellites (e.g., Nakajima and King 1990; 
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Nakajima and Nakajima 1995). 
This paper deals with ground-based measurements of transmitted solar radiation by a 

multi-spectral radiometer. As in the solar reflectance method, the principle of a method 
presented in this paper to infer cloud optical thickness and particle size is the fact that the 
transmission function of clouds at non-absorbing wavelengths is primarily a function of the 
optical thickness, whereas the transmission function at water-absorbing wavelengths is 
primarily a function of the particle size. 
In deriving the cloud optical thickness and particle size from reflected/transmitted solar 

radiation measurements, clouds are usually assumed to be vertically homogeneous. In reality, 
water clouds contain significant vertically inhomogeneity, which may influence the retrieval 
results. To address this issue, 95-GHz cloud radar observations were also made. We also 
present an algorithm for solving the radar equation with a constraint of cloud optical thickness 
at visible wavelength, by which we can derive vertical profiles of cloud microphysics. 
 
2. CLOUD OPTICAL THICKNESS AND EFFECTIVE RADIUS 

DERIVED FROM TRANSMISSION FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS 
 
 Let us consider the solar radiation incident on a plane-parallel atmosphere. We express the 
diffusely transmitted radiation at the bottom of the atmosphere as I(τc,µ,φ). The transmission 
function T(τc;µ,µ0,φ) is then defined by 
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In this expression, τc is the optical thickness of the atmosphere (or cloud), µ is the absolute 
value of the cosine of the observation angle measured with respect to the positive τc direction, 
φ is the relative azimuth angle between the direction of propagation of the emergent radiation 
and incident solar radiation, µ0 is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, and F0 is the incident 
solar flux density. Since observations presented in this paper were made at zenith, we will not 
consider the dependence of the transmission function on µ and φ. 
 For a cloud particle size distribution, we adopt a log-normal distribution of the form 
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where N is the total number concentration, r0 is the mode radius, and σ is the standard 
deviation. In terms of these parameters, the effective particle radius may be expressed as 

)2/5exp( 2
0 σrre = .                                 (3) 

In this paper, we assume σ = 0.35. 
We computed the transmission function for various values of τc, re, and the solar zenith 
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angle θ0 using rstar-4b, which is an accurate and efficient atmospheric radiation transfer code 
(Nakajima and Tanaka 1986, 1988). Figure 1 demonstrates the principles of the simultaneous 
determination of τc and re. The left panel shows computed relationships between the 
transmission function at 1.02 and 1.6 µm for water clouds when θ0 = 30°. The dashed lines 
represent the transmission function that results for specified values of τc, whereas the solid 
lines represent the transmission function that results for specified values of re. If cloud 
thermodynamic phase is known a priori, τc and re may be determined from transmission 
function measurements at these two wavelengths. 
 In general, cloud thermodynamic phase is not known. Therefore, transmission function 
measurements at 1.02 and 1.6 µm alone will not suffice to unambiguously determine τc and re. 
This ambiguity may be reduced by the additional 2.2 µm channel. The right panel of Fig. 1 is 
similar to the left panel, but for computed relationships between the transmission function at 
1.02 and 2.2 µm. If the cloud we now observe is actually a water cloud, and if we use lookup 
tables computed for water clouds, then almost same values of τc and re should be derived from 
analysis using either 1.6 µm or 2.2 µm. On the other hand, if the cloud is composed of ice 
particles, we should get better agreement between 1.6 µm and 2.2 µm from lookup tables 
computed for ice particles. This is the principle for inferring cloud thermodynamic phase. 
 

 
3. CLOUD VERTICAL PROFILES DERIVED FROM RADAR 

OBSERVATIONS 
 
The radar signal P(R) from the range R can be written in units of power as 
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Figure 1. Computed relationships between the transmission function at 1.02 and 1.6 µm (left) and 

1.02 and 2.2 µm (right) for various values of the cloud optical thickness and effective particle radius.
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where Ze is the effective reflectivity factor and σext is the extinction coefficient. For a cloud 
with particle size distribution n(r), Ze and σext are expressed as 
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where λ is the radar wavelength, K is defined using complex refractive index of water as K = 
(m2−1)/(m2+1), and Cback(r) and Cext(r) are the backscattering and extinction cross section of a 
particle with radius r, respectively. 
 We denote liquid/ice water content by ρ. Then Ze and σext may be written as 

)( ee rZ ρς= ,                                 (7) 
)(ext erρκσ = ,                                 (8) 

where ζ(re) is the effective reflectivity factor per unit liquid/ice water content, and κ(re) is the 
mass extinction coefficient. For a particle size distribution given by equation (2), ζ and κ may 
be computed as a function of the effective radius re. 
 Kumagai et al. (2000) presented a method for solving equation (4) to obtain vertical profiles 
of cloud microphysics ρ and re, with a constraint of total liquid water path obtained from a 
microwave radiometer. We have developed another method for solving equation (4) with a 
constraint of the cloud optical thickness at visible wavelength, which may be obtained from 
transmission function measurements as described in Section 2. Details of our method will be 
described elsewhere. 
 
4. RESULTS 
 
Ground-based observations of clouds were conducted during August and September in 2003 

at Koganei (35.71°N, 139.49°E), Tokyo, Japan. The instruments used were a PREDE 
i-skyradiometer and a 95-GHz cloud radar SPIDER. 
Figure 2 shows cloud optical thickness (top panel) and effective particle radius (bottom 

panel) derived from the transmission function observed by the i-skyradiometer. For the time 
period shown in Fig. 2, our algorithm suggests that cloud particles were in liquid water phase. 
At the same time, SPIDER detected a cloud layer at about 1 km height, indicating that the 
cloud thermodynamic phase was properly determined by our algorithm. 
 The cloud optical thickness shown in Fig. 2 was used, in combination with radar reflectivity 
factor taken by SPIDER, to derive vertical profiles of cloud microphysics using the algorithm 
presented in Section 3. Figure 3 shows the time-height profile of the effective particle radius 
for the same time period as Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Cloud optical thickness (top) and effective particle radius (bottom) derived from

transmission function measurement. 

Figure 3. Effective particle radius derived from SPIDER with a constraint of cloud optical thickness

obtained from i-skyradiometer. 
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From this analysis, minimum and maximum values of the effective radius are determined 

along the vertical direction, which are denoted by vertical bars in bottom panel of Fig. 2. 
Comparing the effective radius derived by the two different algorithms, we find good 
agreement between them. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 We have developed an algorithm to derive the optical thickness and effective particle radius 
of stratiform clouds from measurements of the transmission function at near-infrared 
wavelengths. A method for deriving cloud vertical profiles from cloud radar observations has 
also been introduced, in which cloud optical thickness at visible wavelength is used as a 
constraint in solving the radar equation. Good agreement was obtained between these two 
methods for the effective particle radius, suggesting that the method to solve the radar 
equation with a constraint of visible optical thickness is also promising. 
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